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Abstract

The objective of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning is to provide fast–ideally

instantaneous–results at the highest possible accuracy. This can be achieved by utilizing the carrier-

phases of the signals, which can be tracked at millimeter level precision by the user receiver. Due

to the periodicity of the carrier signal, carrier-phase based ranging measurements are ambiguous

by unknown integer numbers of complete cycles. Successful carrier-phase integer ambiguity res-

olution transforms these measurements into very precise ranges, thus enabling centimeter or even

millimeter level positioning.

Imposing a constraint on the maximum allowable failure rate when jointly resolving the full

set of estimable integer ambiguity parameters can severely limit the availability of ambiguity fixed

results, so that long convergence times may be required. The fundamental idea of partial ambiguity

resolution is to resolve a subset of the integer ambiguity parameters. This should be beneficial,

since it is generally more likely that a subset of ambiguity parameters can be reliably resolved

rather than the full set, but this also means that the integer property of the ambiguities and therefore

the high precision of the carrier-phase measurements is not fully exploited.

In this dissertation, possible approaches to the problem of partial ambiguity resolution are

developed and discussed. A general mathematical framework for estimating subsets of integer

parameters in linear observation models is introduced. Optimal and suboptimal estimators are for-

mulated and compared, and implementation aspects are discussed. The impact of partial ambiguity

resolution techniques on the positioning capabilities is thoroughly analyzed for various positioning

cases both with simulated and real GNSS data. The results show that partial ambiguity resolution

can significantly increase the range for instantaneous centimeter level positioning in terms of the

distances to nearby reference stations, and otherwise clearly reduce the time required to reach

centimeter level accuracy compared to full ambiguity resolution.
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1. Introduction

Satellite navigation systems are an indispensable source for positioning and timing information

that various applications in fields such as navigation, guidance, and surveying rely on. Caused by

the diversity of positioning applications, the accuracy and integrity requirements on the solution

differ greatly, thus asking for different processing strategies of the received signals. Currently,

the vast majority of satellite navigation receivers make use of single point positioning (SPP), in

which only the code-based pseudoranges of at least four satellites obtained by the user receiver

are employed. The resulting positioning accuracy is at the level of a few meters. Slightly more

accurate results are possible when using a second nearby receiver in a differential mode, which

greatly reduces the influence of atmospheric and residual satellite orbit and clock errors.

In order to obtain a positioning accuracy at the centimeter or even sub-centimeter level, it is

essential to include carrier-phase observations. They are roughly two orders of magnitude less

noisy compared to code observations, but are ambiguous due to the unknown integer multiples of

a complete cycle caused by the periodicity of the carrier-signal. When estimating the user position,

we therefore have to introduce additional parameters for these so called carrier-phase integer am-

biguities in the observation model. Two fundamental positioning techniques can be distinguished

in this context, namely precise point positioning (PPP) and real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning.

The concept of PPP is to provide precise satellite orbit and clock data to the user receiver.

However, without satellite phase bias corrections, the carrier-phase integer ambiguities cannot

be separated from instrumental satellite biases in the observation model when using data from a

single receiver, so that we have to use combined parameters containing instrumental delays and

integer ambiguities. Because of the instrumental delays, these combinations are real valued and

resolving any ambiguities as integers is not possible. Static PPP is capable of reaching centimeter

level positioning accuracy but requires a convergence time of several hours (Zumberge et al. 1997;

Kouba and Héroux 2001; Bisnath and Gao 2008).

In RTK positioning, the measurements of at least two receivers are processed jointly, so that

certain linear combinations of the carrier-phase ambiguities can be isolated from the satellite in-

strumental biases in the observation model and are now estimable as integers. These combinations

are usually chosen as the double difference ambiguities with a common pivot satellite and receiver.

By correctly resolving these combinations to their true integer values we can fully exploit the high

precision of the carrier-phase observations and immediately get very accurate positioning results

without long convergence times. The RTK positioning capabilities are, however, limited by the

need for correct estimates of the carrier-phase ambiguities, since incorrect ambiguity estimates are

likely to result in large errors of the estimated user position. Ideally, a user-defined maximum tol-

erable failure rate is not exceeded. This can be accomplished by properly designing the ambiguity

resolution scheme.

The concept of PPP can be extended by providing a single receiver user, in addition to satellite

orbit and clock data, also with information about the satellite phase biases. If properly provided

and applied by the user, these external corrections enable the user to estimate integer valued com-

binations of the carrier-phase ambiguities like in RTK positioning and thus to perform integer

ambiguity resolution. As a result, the long convergence times of conventional PPP can be avoided.

13



14 1. Introduction

This combined technique can therefore be described as integer ambiguity resolution enabled PPP

or simply PPP-RTK (Wübbena et al. 2005; Laurichesse and Mercier 2007; Mervart et al. 2008).

Because of the high hardware costs of geodetic receivers that are capable of providing carrier-

phase data, high accuracy satellite positioning is mainly used by professional and scientific users.

With the recent availability of low-cost carrier-phase enabled receivers, high precision satellite

navigation can be expected to enter the consumer market in the near future and a much wider

range of applications can be envisioned. It is demonstrated in Pesyna et al. (2014), Henkel (2015),

and Odolinski and Teunissen (2016) that centimeter level positioning is possible with low cost

receivers and patch or even smartphone-quality antennas.

The ambiguity resolution capabilities depend on factors such as the number of visible satellites,

the relative satellite-receiver geometry, the number of employed frequencies, the noise character-

istics of the measurements, and the potential presence of multipath or differential atmospheric

delays. Better ambiguity resolution performance can be achieved by strengthening the underlying

observation model, e.g., by means of combining multiple satellite navigation systems or improved

modeling of atmospheric or instrumental biases. A constraint in form of a maximum tolerable am-

biguity failure rate may, however, still hinder fast ambiguity resolution and thereby fast centimeter

level positioning. In such cases, it may be beneficial to consider partial ambiguity resolution tech-

niques, which resolve only a subset of the integer ambiguities. Since it is generally more likely

that a subset of all estimable integer ambiguities can be reliably resolved rather than the full set,

partial ambiguity resolution techniques should lead to improved positioning capabilities like faster

solutions or a higher availability of instantaneous centimeter level coordinate estimates. However,

we have to keep in mind that the resulting positioning accuracy after successful partial ambiguity

resolution is generally lower than the one after successful full ambiguity resolution, since the in-

teger property of the ambiguities is not fully exploited. The following problems have to be faced

in the context of partial ambiguity resolution. Given an observation model and a set of measure-

ments, how do we determine the subset of ambiguity parameters to be resolved and what are the

corresponding integer estimates? The overall failure rate must thereby not exceed our predefined

maximum value. One can think of a vast amount of ways to approach this problem. The goal is

to find solutions resulting in a positioning performance that is as good as possible, while keeping

the computational complexity compatible with real time applications. This dissertation attempts to

extensively answer these questions.

1.1 Satellite Navigation Systems

The best known global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is the American Global Positioning

System (GPS), which has been fully operational since 1995. Its nominal constellation consists of

24 medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellites, and there are currently (December 2018) 31 satellites in

orbit that are marked healthy. The GPS satellites transmit their ranging signals in the frequency

bands L1, L2, and L5 using the code division multiple access (CDMA) scheme, so that signals

from different satellites share the same carrier-frequency and are separated via unique spreading

codes. The carrier-frequencies are chosen as an integer multiple of 10.23MHz, so that they can be

derived from the same frequency source. The common wavelength of the signals from all satellites

is utilized when formulating integer valued double difference ambiguity parameters. Originally,

only the course acquisition (C/A) signal on L1 was available to civil users. Measurements on L2

can be obtained by a civil receiver via codeless or semi-codeless techniques, i.e., without knowing

the Y code of the encrypted P(Y) signal (IS-GPS-200 2016). With the block IIR-M satellites
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Table 1.1: Plan of CDMA signals for satellite navigation systems. The multiplier specifies the multiple of

the base frequency 10.23MHz.

System Band Frequency Multiplier Wavelength Signals/Services

GPS L1 1,575.420MHz 154 19.03 cm C/A, L1C, P(Y), M

L2 1,227.600MHz 120 24.42 cm L2C, P(Y), M

L5 1,176.450MHz 115 25.48 cm L5

GLONASS L1 1,600.995MHz 156.5 18.73 cm L1OC, L1SC

L2 1,248.060MHz 122 24.02 cm L2OC, L2SC

L3 1,202.025MHz 117.5 24.94 cm L3OC

Galileo E1 1,575.420MHz 154 19.03 cm OS, PRS

E6 1,278.750MHz 125 23.44 cm PRS, CoS

E5 1,191.795MHz 116.5 25.15 cm
E5a 1,176.450MHz 115 25.48 cm OS

E5b 1,207.140MHz 118 24.83 cm OS

BDS B1 1,561.098MHz 152.6 19.20 cm B1I, B1Q

B2 1,207.140MHz 118 24.83 cm B2I, B2Q

B3 1,268.520MHz 124 23.63 cm B3I, B3Q

QZSS L1 1,575.420MHz 154 19.03 cm C/A, L1C, SAIF

L2 1,227.600MHz 120 24.42 cm L2C

L5 1,176.450MHz 115 25.48 cm L5

E6 1,278.750MHz 125 23.44 cm LEX

NavIC L5 1,176.450MHz 115 25.48 cm SPS, PS

(launched 2005-2009), the second civil signal L2C on L2 as well as the military M signals became

available, and with the block IIF satellites (launched 2010-2016), a third civil signal on L5 was

introduced (IS-GPS-705 2014). The block III satellites will transmit the additional civil L1C signal

on L1 (IS-GPS-800 2014). A summary of the signals is given in Table 1.1.

A second satellite navigation system with global coverage is the Russian GLONASS, whose

constellation was firstly completed in 1995. Different from all other current satellite navigation

systems, GLONASS makes use of the frequency division multiple access (FDMA) scheme, mean-

ing that different satellites transmit at slightly different carrier-frequencies (GLONASS-ICD 2008).

The inherent inter frequency biases hamper integer ambiguity resolution. However, with the mod-

ernization of GLONASS, additional open (OC) and restricted (SC) CDMA signals on L1, L2, and

L3 are introduced, see Table 1.1, so that standard methods for integer ambiguity resolution can be

applied. Additional L1 and L5 CDMA signals are planned for the future to improve the interop-

erability with GPS (Urlichich et al. 2011; Oleynik 2012). As of December 2018, the GLONASS

constellation consists of 24 operational MEO satellites, of which six are capable of transmitting

the L3 CDMA signal.

Another GNSS that is still under construction is the European Galileo system with currently

18 operational satellites and a nominal constellation of 24 MEO satellites plus six spare satellites

(OS-SIS-ICD 2016). The Galileo satellites transmit signals in the four frequency bands E1, E6,

E5a, and E5b. The Galileo system provides open service (OS) signals on E1, E5a, and E5b that

are available for all users and the restricted public regulated service (PRS) and commercial service
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(CoS) signals on E1 and E6, see Table 1.1. The signals on E5a and E5b can be received and used

separately or as a single wideband signal.

The Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) was primarily designed to provide a

regional positioning service only in the Asia-Pacific region. As of December 2018, it consists of

six geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) satellites and seven inclined geo-synchronous orbit (IGSO)

satellites that are only visible in that region, and of five MEO satellites. In a second phase, BDS

will provide a global positioning service with a final constellation that is planned to consist of five

GEO, three IGSO, and 27 MEO satellites (BDS-SIS-ICD 2016). The BDS satellites transmit their

ranging signals as the inphase and quadrature components on three carriers in the B1, B2, and B3

frequency bands. The inphase components B1I and B2I in B1 and B2 are intended for civil users

and are specified in BDS-SIS-ICD (2016).

A purely regional satellite navigation system is the Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System

(QZSS) with a nominal constellation of three or more highly-inclined elliptical orbit (HEO) satel-

lites, of which currently four are orbit. The goal of QZSS is to provide a constellation that is

optimized to enhance the availability of standalone GPS in Japan. The orbits are therefore de-

signed such that the satellites are visible over Japan at high elevation angles for preferably long

time intervals. In order to maximize the interoperability with GPS, the QZSS signals C/A, L1C,

L2C, L5 are defined very similar as for GPS, see Table 1.1. The SAIF and LEX signals are used

to transmit integrity data (IS-QZSS 2016).

The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) or Navigation Indian Constellation

(NavIC) is designed to provide a navigation service in India and in regions within 1,500 km from its

borders. The full constellation of three GEO and four geo-synchronous orbit (GSO) satellites was

completed in 2016. NavIC provides an open standard positioning service (SPS) and a restricted

precision service (PS) signal in the L5 band, see Table 1.1, and in the S band at a carrier-frequency

of 2,492.028MHz (ISRO-IRNSS-ICD-SPS 2014).

1.2 Problem Description, Objectives, and Contribution

From a mathematical point of view, carrier-phase based positioning with integer ambiguity reso-

lution is an adjustment or estimation problem in a linear model with mixed integer and real valued

parameters. The integer ambiguities are thereby nuisance parameters, whose estimation has the

only purpose to improve the quality of the estimated non-integer parameters such as the user posi-

tion. The problem of how and when to resolve the full set of integer ambiguities has been exten-

sively studied in the literature. An overview of theory and methods is presented in, e.g., Teunissen

(2003d) and Verhagen (2005).

The goal of this dissertation is to systematically extend the work that has been done on the

topic of full ambiguity resolution to the problem of partial ambiguity resolution. In particular, the

two above mentioned questions of how do we select the subset of ambiguities to be resolved and

what is the integer solution for this subset are addressed. To this end, the following specific topics

are covered.

• An estimator for resolving a subset of integer parameters in a linear model has to fulfill certain

properties in order to be admissible to this estimation problem. Depending on which desirable

properties we ask from the estimator, we can think of different classes of estimators that can

be defined by means of the restrictions that have to be imposed when formulating a specific

estimator. Two classes of estimators for resolving a subset of integer parameters in a linear
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model are defined in this dissertation. They differ in how the subset can be selected. For the

class of partial integer estimators, the subset of integer parameters to be resolved is a priori

fixed so that for a given situation always the same subset of integer parameters is resolved. With

the class of generalized integer aperture estimators a more flexible approach is introduced, in

which the choice of the subset is not deterministic but also results from the estimator so that it

may vary for a given situation depending on the measurement data.

• The optimal partial integer estimator for a given subset resulting in the largest possible prob-

ability of correct integer estimates is derived. For the class of generalized integer aperture

estimators, optimality is very hard to define due to the joint determination of subset and integer

solution. That is, different estimators of that class may lead to different subsets so that the

results are difficult to compare. The optimal generalized integer aperture estimator is only de-

rived for the special case that either an a priori chosen subset of integer parameters is resolved

or not.

• Further non-optimal estimators for both classes are formulated and compared using measures

like the success rate for a given subset or the average ratio of resolved integer parameters under

a failure rate constraint.

• Algorithms and methods for a computationally efficient implementation of the estimators found

are discussed. This includes subset selection strategies, integer decorrelation methods, tree-

search formulations with proper choices of the search domains, and functional approximations

of fixed failure rate critical values.

• An exhaustive investigation of the capabilities of partial ambiguity resolution techniques in

comparison to full ambiguity resolution for high accuracy GNSS positioning is performed for

various simulated GNSS positioning cases, particularly with regard to upcoming multi-GNSS

solutions. The benefit of partial ambiguity resolution is verified with real GPS and BDS data

that was recorded in the area of Perth, Australia, where both constellations were already fully

operational.

1.3 Outline

This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the fundamental GNSS code and carrier-

phase observation equations are presented. The system models used for single baseline RTK po-

sitioning with undifferenced and between receiver or/and satellite differenced measurements are

formulated. A basic framework for solving these positioning problems is introduced. All methods

for full and partial ambiguity resolution presented in later chapters can be embedded in this com-

mon estimation framework. Atmospheric delay parameters, PPP-RTK, and model validation are

briefly discussed.

In Chapter 3, a review of the existing theory of full ambiguity resolution is given. The classes of

integer estimators and integer aperture estimators are defined and the respective optimal estimators

and further prominent examples are presented. Some of the basic ideas and concepts in this chapter

are again used in modified form in the theory and methods for partial ambiguity resolution as

developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The extension of the class of integer estimators so as to be capable of resolving an arbitrary

but deterministic subset of the integer parameters is defined in Chapter 4. Different examples of

this class of partial integer estimators, including the optimal estimator, are presented and criteria

and strategies for selecting the subset of integer ambiguities to be resolved in GNSS positioning

applications are discussed.
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Similarly, the class of generalized integer aperture estimators as defined in Chapter 5 is an

extension of the class of integer aperture estimators that is capable of resolving subsets of the

integer parameters. Various examples of generalized integer aperture estimators are discussed and

a user friendly way to control the associated failure rates is developed.

A thorough analysis of the GNSS positioning capabilities with full and partial ambiguity reso-

lution techniques and a maximum failure rate constraint is presented in Chapter 6 using simulated

and real GNSS data. The main goal of this chapter is to determine if, when, and to what extent

partial ambiguity resolution techniques are beneficial towards the ultimate goal of an instantaneous

global positioning service with centimeter level accuracy.

In Chapter 7, an alternate approach for solving the positioning model by means of integer

equivariant estimation is presented. The fundamental idea is to utilize the integer property of the

ambiguities without fixing them to integers. A sequential and a parallel scalar approximation of

the existing best integer equivariant estimator are proposed.



2. GNSS Positioning Models and Parameter Estimation

In this chapter the basic framework for determining a user position with the help of satellite naviga-

tion systems is presented. We start with a description of the two fundamental types of observables

that are used for precise GNSS positioning in Section 2.1: The code-based pseudoranges and the

carrier-phases, which can be expressed both in undifferenced form and as between receiver or/and

satellite differences. On the basis of these observables various types of models for GNSS param-

eter estimation can be set up, not all of which include the estimation of coordinates. We restrict

ourselves to positioning applications, where the coordinates of a user receiver are determined from

the measurements of at least two GNSS receivers. The corresponding mathematical models are

described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The system model is shown to contain both integer and real

valued parameters, which requires non-standard adjustment methods. A general strategy to solve

this problem is derived in Section 2.4. This strategy is the basis for the integer estimation schemes

presented in the following chapters. Different strategies for dealing with atmospheric delays are

shown in Section 2.5. Equivalence properties of different observation models are discussed in Sec-

tion 2.6. The basic concepts of single receiver ambiguity resolution enabled positioning and model

validation are presented in Sections 2.7 and 2.8.

2.1 GNSS Observation Equations

We formulate the code and carrier-phase observation equations that are required to use measure-

ment data from GNSS receivers. The receiver internal processing that produces these measure-

ments is not discussed. The measurements are linked to geometrical and physical parameters such

as receiver and satellite coordinates, instrumental-, and atmospheric delays. It is assumed that all

observations are from a single GNSS. The modifications required to cope with observations from

multiple GNSS simultaneously are discussed in Section 2.2.4. For more detailed derivations of the

observation equations the reader is referred to textbooks such as Teunissen and Kleusberg (2012)

and Leick et al. (2015).

2.1.1 Undifferenced Measurements

The code measurement psr,f(t) at time t at the carrier-frequency f is generated by the receiver by

measuring the difference between the time of signal transmission at satellite s and the time of

signal reception at receiver r. The carrier-phase measurement φs
r,f(t) is obtained by taking the

difference between the phase of the receiver generated carrier signal at frequency f at the time of

signal reception and the phase of the satellite generated carrier signal at the time of transmission.

A functional description of psr,f(t) and φs
r,f(t) can be given by

psr,f(t) = ρsr(t, t− τ sr ) + c
(
dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr ) + dr,f(t)− ds,f(t− τ sr )

)

+ Isr,f(t) + T s
r (t) + εsr,f(t) (2.1)

φs
r,f(t) = ρsr(t, t− τ sr ) + c

(
dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr ) + δr,f(t)− δs,f(t− τ sr )

)

− Isr,f(t) + T s
r (t) + λfM

s
r,f + ǫsr,f(t), (2.2)

19
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where:

t time of reception in system time [s]
τ sr signal travel time [s]
ρsr geometric distance between receiver r and satellite s [m]
c speed of light in vacuum [m/s]
dtr, dt

s offsets of receiver and satellite clocks w.r.t. system time [s]
dr,f , ds,f receiver and satellite code instrumental delays [s]
δr,f , δs,f receiver and satellite phase instrumental delays [s]
Isr,f ionospheric delay [m]
T s
r tropospheric delay [m]
λf wavelength of frequency f [m]
εsr,f , ǫsr,f unmodeled effects and measurement errors [m].

A major difference of the carrier-phase measurement compared to the respective code measure-

ment is the presence of the term

Ms
r,f = ϕr,f(t0)− ϕs

,f(t0) +N s
r,f , (2.3)

where ϕr,f(t0) and ϕs
,f(t0) are the initial phases at the receiver and the satellite in cycles and

N s
r,f ∈ Z is an unknown number of complete cycles, referred to as carrier-phase integer ambiguity.

This term is caused by the fact that only the fractional part of the carrier-phase can be measured.

The carrier-phase ambiguity is time constant as long as the satellite is tracked without interruption

and given that no cycle slip occurs. The initial phases can also be considered as part of the phase

instrumental delays δr,f and δs,f .

The clock terms are identical for both code and carrier-phase on all frequencies and are caused

by the imperfect synchronization of the local receiver- and satellite clocks with system time. The

instrumental delays, on the other hand, are frequency dependent and different for code and carrier-

phase measurements. The ionosphere parameter Isr,f describes the influence of the plasma con-

tained in the atmosphere in the altitude range from 80 to 1,000 km. The ionosphere is a dispersive

medium, which means that the ionospheric effect depends on the frequency f of the signal. It

causes a delay in the code measurements and an advance in the carrier-phase measurements, thus

the opposite signs in (2.1) and (2.2). The ionospheric effect can be decomposed into a first or-

der term, which can reach values of tens of meters under bad conditions, and higher order terms,

which in the double differenced form that is used for differential positioning, see Section 2.2, are

at millimeter level for between receiver distances of less than 400 km and thus usually negligible

(Odijk 2002). We describe the ionospheric effect as

Isr,f(t) = µf · Isr (t) with µf =
f 2
1

f 2
f

=
λ2f
λ21
, (2.4)

where Isr (t) denotes the ionospheric slant delay on the first frequency. The tropospheric delay

T s
r describes the influence of the neutral part of the atmosphere between the surface of the Earth

and an altitude of roughly 16 km, which is non-dispersive at GNSS frequencies. The tropospheric

delay reaches values of up to 2.5m in zenith direction. This delay can be decomposed into a

hydrostatic and a wet component. The hydrostatic component accounts for roughly 90% of the

delay and can be modeled and a priori corrected very accurately, e.g., with Saastamoinen’s model
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(Saastamoinen 1972), which requires knowledge about the surface pressure, or with the blind

MOPS model (MOPS 1999). The zenith wet and hydrostatic delays at the receiver location can be

projected into slant direction via mapping functions like the Niell mapping function (Niell 1996),

the global mapping function (Boehm et al. 2006a), or the Vienna mapping function (Boehm et al.

2006b). The residual tropospheric delays at receiver r can be modeled as the product of a common

zenith delay Tz,r(t) and the mapping function ψs
r(t) as

T s
r (t) = ψs

r(t) · Tz,r(t). (2.5)

The geometric range ρsr(t, t− τ sr ) can further be expressed as

ρsr(t, t− τ sr ) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ , (2.6)

where xr(t) ∈ R
3 are the coordinates of receiver r at time t and xs(t − τ sr ) ∈ R

3 the coordinates

of satellite s at time t− τ sr .

The following simplifications have been made when formulating the observation equations:

• The signal travel time τ sr has been assumed equal for code and carrier-phase measurements on

all frequencies. Due to instrumental and atmospheric delays and possible frequency dependent

differences in the phase center of the receiver and satellite antennas this is not strictly true. The

influence of these effects has been shown in Tiberius (1998) to be negligible when evaluating

the time of signal transmission.

• As a consequence, the geometric ranges ρsr(t) and thus the receiver and satellite coordinates

xr(t) and xs(t − τ sr ) are assumed equal for code and carrier-phase measurements on all fre-

quencies.

• Further non-random effects that are not estimated when solving the positioning problem are

not explicitly included in the observation equations, but may have to be considered. For in-

stance, the measurements may be a priori corrected for known antenna phase center offsets

and variations. Using identical receiver antennas with the same orientation, these effects are

often negligible in the discussed differential positioning setup. A model for the phase wind-up

resulting from a rotation of the transmit or receiver antenna based on the geometry is provided

in Wu et al. (1993). This effect can usually be safely neglected for differential positioning with

between receiver distances of at most several hundred kilometers (Bisnath et al. 2007), but may

become relevant for wobbling receivers (Psiaki and Mohiuddin 2007). Similarly, solid Earth

tides and other site displacement effects may be a priori corrected or be negligible in the differ-

ential setup. Multipath delays can to a certain extent be suppressed with choke ring antennas

or advanced receiver signal processing. Residual multipath errors are neglected.

2.1.2 Between Receiver Differences

If a satellite is tracked by two receivers simultaneously, the measurement differences between the

two receivers can be computed. The differenced code observation equation follows from (2.1) as

psr,f(t)− psq,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −
∥
∥xq(t)− xs(t− τ sq )

∥
∥

+ c
(
dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr ) + dr,f(t)− ds,f(t− τ sr )

)

− c
(
dtq(t)− dts(t− τ sq ) + dq,f(t)− ds,f(t− τ sq )

)

+ Isr,f(t)− Isq,f(t) + T s
r (t)− T s

q (t) + εsr,f(t)− εsq,f(t). (2.7)
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The difference between the travel times τ sr and τ sq is sufficiently small so that the satellite clock

offsets dts(t − τ s∗ ) and instrumental delays ds,f(t − τ s∗ ) can be considered constant. The satellite

coordinates xs(t−τ sr ) and xs(t−τ sq ) can, however, be significantly different. With the abbreviation

(·)r − (·)q = (·)rq, the between receiver differenced code observation can then be rewritten as

psrq,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −
∥
∥xq(t)− xs(t− τ sq )

∥
∥

+ c (dtrq(t) + drq,f(t)) + Isrq,f(t) + T s
rq(t) + εsrq,f(t). (2.8)

Similarly, the between receiver differenced carrier-phase observation equation follows from (2.2)

as

φs
rq,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −

∥
∥xq(t)− xs(t− τ sq )

∥
∥

+ c (dtrq(t) + δrq,f(t))− Isrq,f(t) + T s
rq(t) + λf

(
ϕrq,f(t0) +N s

rq,f

)
+ ǫsrq,f (t).

(2.9)

The initial satellite phases ϕs
,f(t0) are truly canceled by taking the differences.

In the above equations it has been assumed that the measurements at both receivers are per-

formed strictly simultaneously, which is only true if the receiver clock errors of both receivers are

identical. Standard GNSS receivers usually steer their receiver clock such that it is within 0.5ms
from system time, i.e., the time difference between the measurements is up to 1ms. This does not

affect the assumptions made about satellite clock and instrumental delays.

2.1.3 Between Satellite Differences

The difference of the simultaneous code measurements of a receiver of the signals transmitted by

two satellites follows from (2.1) as

psr,f(t)− pkr,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −
∥
∥xr(t)− xk(t− τkr )

∥
∥

+ c
(
dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr ) + dr,f(t)− ds,f(t− τ sr )

)

− c
(
dtr(t)− dtk(t− τkq ) + dr,f(t)− dk,f(t− τkr )

)

+ Isr,f(t)− Ikr,f(t) + T s
r (t)− T k

r (t) + εsr,f(t)− εkr,f(t). (2.10)

If the measurements corresponding to the satellites s and k are performed truly simultaneously, the

receiver clock offset dtr(t) and instrumental delays dr,f(t) cancel exactly. With the abbreviation

(·)s − (·)k = (·)sk, the between satellite differenced code observation can then be rewritten as

pskr,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −
∥
∥xr(t)− xk(t− τkr )

∥
∥

− c
(
dtsk(t− τ s/kr ) + dsk,f (t− τ s/kr )

)
+ Iskr,f(t) + T sk

r (t) + εskr,f(t). (2.11)

The notation τ
s/k
r is used to indicate the different travel times for the two satellites. The cor-

responding expression for the between satellite differenced carrier-phase observations reads (cf.

(2.2))

φsk
r,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −

∥
∥xr(t)− xk(t− τkr )

∥
∥

− c
(
dtsk(t− τ s/kr ) + δsk,f (t− τ s/kr )

)
− Iskr,f(t) + T sk

r (t)

+ λf
(
−ϕsk

,f (t0) +N sk
r,f

)
+ ǫskr,f(t). (2.12)

The inital receiver phases ϕr,f(t0) are canceled by taking the differences.
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2.1.4 Between Receiver and Satellite Differences

The difference of the simultaneous between receiver code differences corresponding to two differ-

ent satellites follow from (2.8) as

psrq,f(t)− pkrq,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −
∥
∥xq(t)− xs(t− τ sq )

∥
∥

−
∥
∥xr(t)− xk(t− τkr )

∥
∥+

∥
∥xq(t)− xk(t− τkq )

∥
∥

+ c (dtrq(t) + drq,f(t))− c (dtrq(t) + drq,f(t))

+ c (dtrq(t) + drq,f(t))− c (dtrq(t) + drq,f(t))

+ Isrq,f(t)− Ikrq,f(t) + T s
rq(t)− T k

rq(t) + εsrq,f(t)− εkrq,f(t). (2.13)

The differenced receiver clock offsets and instrumental delays are now also canceled and the so-

called double difference code observation can be finally written as

pskrq,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −
∥
∥xq(t)− xs(t− τ sq )

∥
∥

−
∥
∥xr(t)− xk(t− τkr )

∥
∥+

∥
∥xq(t)− xk(t− τkq )

∥
∥

+ Iskrq,f(t) + T sk
rq (t) + εskrq,f(t). (2.14)

The corresponding expression for the double difference carrier-phase observations is derived sim-

ilarly from (2.9) as

φsk
rq,f(t) = ‖xr(t)− xs(t− τ sr )‖ −

∥
∥xq(t)− xs(t− τ sq )

∥
∥

−
∥
∥xr(t)− xk(t− τkr )

∥
∥+

∥
∥xq(t)− xk(t− τkq )

∥
∥

− Iskrq,f(t) + T sk
rq (t) + λfN

sk
rq,f + εskrq,f(t). (2.15)

The double differencing cancels all initial phases and only leaves the integer ambiguities N sk
rq,f .

2.2 Functional Models

The functional models used for GNSS positioning based on the above undifferenced, single dif-

ferenced, and double differenced observations are derived below. The observation equations were

shown to be non-linear functions of the receiver coordinates xr(t). These coordinates are the pri-

mary parameters of interest in positioning applications. Since standard least-squares methods are

used to (iteratively) solve the positioning models, see Section 2.4, the observation equations are lin-

earized. Moreover, the resulting system of linearized equations is not always of full column rank,

i.e., not all of the unknown parameters can be estimated separately. It is shown how these systems

of equations can be transformed to full column rank through the application of S-system theory

(Baarda 1973; Teunissen 1984), so that the receiver position can be estimated without biases. The

resulting systems of linearized observation equations can be written in the form

y = Aa+Bb+ η, (2.16)

where y ∈ R
q contains the code and carrier-phase measurements, a ∈ Z

n the carrier-phase integer

ambiguities, and b ∈ R
p the real valued unknowns. The design matrices are given by A and B,

and η is an additive noise component, whose properties are discussed in Section 2.3. The other

components of model (2.16) are discussed in the following.
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The models are formulated for a single measurement epoch and two GNSS receivers. The time

stamps are thus omitted from now on for the sake of notational brevity. The models can be extended

to multiple epochs by considering the time behavior of the parameters. Certain parameters like

the carrier-phase ambiguities are time constant, whereas new parameters have to be introduced

in each epoch for the time varying coordinates of a moving receiver. If known, more elaborate

dynamic models linking the unknown parameters from consecutive epochs can be applied when

combining multiple epochs of measurements. For the extension to more than two GNSS receivers,

the reader is referred to, e.g., de Jonge (1998) or Odijk (2002). With a single GNSS receiver

and no external information in form of bias corrections, it is not possible to separate the carrier-

phase integer ambiguities from the initial phases and instrumental delays of the satellites in a

least-squares adjustment, so that integer ambiguity resolution is not feasible. Such single receiver

models are thus not discussed in this dissertation.

2.2.1 Undifferenced Model

The undifferenced observation equations (2.1) and (2.2) are linearized with respect to the receiver

coordinates xr. Let the approximate value of the receiver to satellite range ρsr be given by

ρs,0r = ‖x0
r − xs,0‖, (2.17)

where x0
r and xs,0 are the approximate receiver and satellite coordinates that can be extracted

from a simple SPP solution. We note that the receiver position x0
r refers to time t, whereas the

satellite position xs,0 refers to time t − τ sr . The error of xs,0 is caused by the uncertainty of both

the description of the satellite orbit and the transmission time (both t and τ sr are not known). The

approximate values for all other parameters are implicitly assumed as zero, so that the observed

minus computed code and carrier-phase measurements are given by

∆psr,f = psr,f − ρs,0r

∆φs
r,f = φs

r,f − ρs,0r . (2.18)

With the incremental receiver and satellite coordinates ∆xr = xr − x0
r and ∆xs = xs − xs,0, the

linearization of the range increment ∆ρsr = ρsr − ρs,0r with respect to xr and xs is given by

∆ρsr ≈ us,0,T
r ∆xr − us,0,T

r ∆xs. (2.19)

The coefficient vector is the approximate unit line of sight vector pointing from satellite s to re-

ceiver r

us,0
r =

x0
r − xs,0

‖x0
r − xs,0‖ (2.20)

that is computed from the approximate receiver and satellite coordinates. The linearized observa-

tion equations now read

∆psr,f = us,0,T
r ∆xr − us,0,T

r ∆xs + c
(
dtr − dts + dr,f − ds,f

)
+ Isr,f + T s

r + εsr,f (2.21)

∆φs
r,f = us,0,T

r ∆xr − us,0,T
r ∆xs + c

(
dtr − dts + δr,f − δs,f

)
− Isr,f + T s

r

+ λf
(
ϕr,f − ϕs

,f +N s
r,f

)
+ ǫsr,f . (2.22)

The incremental receiver and satellite coordinates are assumed sufficiently small so that the error

due to the linearization is negligible. If the quality of the approximate values of the coordinates
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is too poor, an iterative procedure is necessary when solving the positioning problem, i.e., the

linearization has to be repeated around updated values of the coordinates. The approximate satellite

coordinates can be computed using either the broadcast ephemerides from the satellite’s navigation

message or the much more precise satellite orbit products from providers such as the International

GNSS Service (IGS).

Let S denote the number of satellites that are tracked by the two receivers r = 1 and r = 2
on F frequencies. It is assumed that the same set of satellites is tracked by both receivers. The

measurement vector y is defined as

y =
[
pT1 ,φ

T
1 ,p

T
2 ,φ

T
2

]T
, (2.23)

with the receiver specific FS vectors

pr =
[
∆p1r,1, . . . ,∆p

S
r,1, . . . ,∆p

1
r,F , . . . ,∆p

S
r,F

]T

φr =
[
∆φ1

r,1, . . . ,∆φ
S
r,1, . . . ,∆φ

1
r,F , . . . ,∆φ

S
r,F

]T
(2.24)

containing the observed minus computed code and carrier-phase measurements. We assume that

the approximate satellite coordinates xs,0 are sufficiently accurate, so that the residual satellite

position errors can be neglected in a differential setup. The incremental satellite coordinates ∆xs

are therefore not parameterized in the system model. The first order ionospheric approximation

Isr,f = µfI
s
r , cf. (2.4), and the tropospheric parameterization T s

r = ψs
rTz,r, cf. (2.5), are applied.

The preliminary vector of unknowns is then given by

b̃ =
[
∆xT

1 ,∆x
T
2 ,d

T
R,d

T
S , ι

T, Tz,1, Tz,2,m
T
]T
, (2.25)

where the vectors of receiver clock and instrumental biases dR, satellite clock and instrumental

biases dS, ionospheric delays ι, and carrier-phase ambiguitiesm are defined as

dR = c · [dt1, d1,1, . . . , d1,F , δ1,1, . . . , δ1,F , dt2, d2,1, . . . , d2,F , δ2,1, . . . , δ2,F ]T

dS = c ·
[
dt1, . . . , dtS, d1,1, . . . , d

S
,1, . . . , d

1
,F , . . . , d

S
,F , δ

1
,1, . . . , δ

S
,1, . . . , δ

1
,F , . . . , δ

S
,F

]T

ι =
[
I11 , . . . , I

S
1 , I

1
2 , . . . , I

S
2

]T

m =
[
M1

1,1, . . . ,M
S
1,1, . . . ,M

1
1,F , . . . ,M

S
1,F ,M

1
2,1, . . . ,M

S
2,1, . . . ,M

1
2,F , . . . ,M

S
2,F

]T
. (2.26)

The ordering in (2.26) is chosen so as to facilitate formulating the system matrix. Let B̃ denote the

preliminary system matrix corresponding to b̃, so that the system model (2.16) can also be written

as y = B̃b̃ + η. Note that so far there are no integer parameters. With ⊗ denoting the matrix

Kronecker product, ek the k-vector of ones, and Ik the unit matrix of size k, the partial design

matrices of B̃ corresponding to the parameters in (2.25) for the measurement vector as defined in

(2.23) are given by

blkdiag (e2F ⊗G1, e2F ⊗G2) receiver coordinates

I2 ⊗ [e2FS, I2F ⊗ eS] receiver clock and instrumental delays

e2 ⊗ [e2F ⊗−IS,−I2FS] satellite clock and instrumental delays

I2 ⊗
[
µ

−µ

]

⊗ IS ionospheric delays

blkdiag (ψ1,ψ2) tropospheric zenith delays

I2 ⊗
[
0F×F

Λ

]

⊗ IS non-integer ambiguities. (2.27)
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The geometry matrices Gr ∈ R
S×3 contain the satellite to receiver unit vectors

Gr =






u1,0,T
r
...

uS,0,T
r




 , (2.28)

the F -vector µ = [µ1, . . . , µF ]
T

the coefficients of the first order ionospheric delay, the S-vector

ψr =
[
ψ1
r , . . . , ψ

S
r

]T
the values of the tropospheric mapping function at receiver r, and Λ is a

diagonal matrix with the F wavelengths λf as its entries

Λ =






λ1
. . .

λF




 . (2.29)

Since the design matrix B̃ is rank deficient, it is not possible to formulate an unbiased esti-

mator for the parameter vector b̃. By properly transforming the parameter vector, i.e., by forming

combinations of the original parameters, a full rank system of equations can be established and

subsequently solved. The theory for such transformations is given by the S-basis techniques, of

which a summary is presented in Section A1. One specific way of how the rank deficiencies of the

above system model can be resolved through application of S-system theory is now demonstrated.

One can think of infinitely many other ways to do so, which means that a different S-system is

chosen and different parameter combinations are formed.

Receiver and Satellite Clock and Instrumental Biases The rank deficiencies are resolved one

after another, so that we only consider certain subsets of the parameter vector b̃ and the respective

columns of the design matrix in each step. The transformation is shown in detail for the clock

offset cdt1 and the instrumental delays cd1,f and cδ1,f of the first receiver. The corresponding

4FS × (1 + 2F ) partial design matrix and parameter vector read

B′ =













eS eS
...

. . .

eS eS






02FS×(1+2F )








and b′ = [cdt1, cd1,1, . . . , cd1,F , cδ1,1, . . . , cδ1,F ]
T . (2.30)

Matrix B′ has a rank deficiency of size one, i.e., the effect of a change of the receiver clock on

the measurements is canceled by a shift of the code and carrier-phase instrumental delays on all

frequencies with opposite sign and identical magnitude. It is therefore not possible to estimate

both the absolute receiver clock offset and the instrumental delays. In order to obtain a full rank

system, one constraint in the form S⊥,Tb′, referred to as S-basis, has to be added. The basis of the

null space N (B′) can be chosen as the (1 + FS)× 1 matrix V = [−1, 1, . . . , 1]T. We may now

choose S⊥ as, e.g.,

S⊥ = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T . (2.31)

That is, the receiver clock offset cdt1 is chosen as S-basis element. With this choice of S⊥ the

conditionR(S)+N (B′) = R
1+2F is fulfilled, whereR(·) denotes the range space of a matrix and
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S contains basis vectors of the space orthogonal toR(S⊥). We can now choose the (1+FS)×FS
matrix S defining the S-system as, e.g.,

S =

[
01×FS

IFS

]

. (2.32)

A matrix with basis vectors for the orthogonal complement of N (B′) = R(V ) is given by

V ⊥ =

[
eTFS

IFS

]

. (2.33)

The vector α of unbiased estimable parameters for the S-system of S follows from (A6) as

α =
[
V ⊥,TS

]−1
V ⊥,Tb′ = V ⊥,Tb′. (2.34)

With the definition of b′ in (2.30) the estimable parameter functions are

cdt1,f = cdt1 + cd1,f and cδt1,f = cdt1 + cδ1,f , (2.35)

i.e., the receiver clock offset is lumped with the instrumental delays. The design matrix for the

new parameter vector α is B′S, cf. (A5), i.e., the first column of B′ is removed. It is easily

verified that this transformation does not change the observation model. The same transformation

is applied to the receiver clock and instrumental biases of the second receiver.

Similarly, the rank deficiency of size S resulting from the satellite clock offsets cdts and in-

strumental delays cds,f and cδs,f can be resolved by introducing the lumped parameters

cdts,f = cdts + cds,f and cδts,f = cdts + δs,f . (2.36)

After the parameter transformations (2.35) and (2.36), there is still a rank deficiency of size 2F
when considering both the receiver and satellite clock parameters. We choose the 2F combined

receiver clock and instrumental offsets cdt1,f and cδt1,f of the first receiver as S-basis elements

and define the relative clock errors

dR = c · [dt21,1, . . . , dt21,F , δt21,1, . . . , δt21,F ]T

dS = c · [dt1,1 − dt1,1, . . . , dtS,1 − dt1,1, . . . , dt1,F − dt1,F , . . . , dtS,F − dt1,F ,
δt1,1 − δt1,1, . . . , δtS,1 − δt1,1, . . . , δt1,F − δt1,F , . . . , δtS,F − δt1,F ]T, (2.37)

where (·)21 = (·)2 − (·)1. The design matrices, which are now of full rank when combined, are

given by

[
02FS×2F

I2F ⊗ eS

]

receiver clock and instrumental delays

e2 ⊗−I2FS satellite clock and instrumental delays. (2.38)

Note that the vector dS of satellite clock errors also contains the clock biases of the first receiver.
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Satellite Phase Clock Offsets and Ambiguities Another rank deficiency of size FS is identi-

fied for the design matrix columns of the re-parameterized satellite clock offsets (2.37) and the

non-integer carrier-phase ambiguities m. This can be resolved by combining the carrier-phase

ambiguity parameters Ms
1,f of the first receiver with the satellite clock biases, and by replacing the

undifferenced ambiguities with the between receiver differenced ambiguities:

dS = [. . . , cδt1,1 − cδt1,1 − λ1M1
1,1, . . . , cδt

S
,1 − cδt1,1 − λ1MS

1,1, . . .

. . . , cδt1,F − cδt1,F − λFM1
1,F , . . . , cδt

S
,F − cδt1,F − λFMS

1,F ]
T

m =
[
M1

21,1, . . . ,M
S
21,1, . . . ,M

1
21,F , . . . ,M

S
21,F

]T
(2.39)

Note that the first part of the satellite clock bias vector dS containing the code biases remains

unchanged and is not written down explicitly. With the design matrix of the satellite clock bias

parameters from (2.38), the ambiguity design matrix reads:

[
03FS×FS

Λ⊗ IS

]

non-integer ambiguities. (2.40)

Receiver Phase Clock Offsets and Ambiguities Further, the partial design matrices (2.40) and

(2.38) of the between receiver differenced ambiguities and the between receiver differenced phase

clock offsets show a rank deficiency of size F . We may choose the F between receiver differenced

ambiguities of the first satellite as S-basis elements. With a proper choice of the S-system matrix

S, we get the parameter vectors

dR =
[
. . . , cδt21,1 + λ1M

1
21,1, . . . , cδt21,F + λFM

1
21,F

]T

m =
[
M21

21,1, . . . ,M
S1
21,1, . . . ,M

21
21,F , . . . ,M

S1
21,F

]T
, (2.41)

where the receiver clock code biases contained in dR are again not written down explicitly. The

double difference ambiguities Ms1
21,f are given by

Ms1
21,f =

(
ϕ2,f − ϕs

,f +N s
2,f − ϕ2,f − ϕ1

,f +N1
2,f

)
−
(
ϕ1,f − ϕs

,f +N s
1,f − ϕ1,f − ϕ1

,f +N1
1,f

)

= N s
2,f −N1

2,f −N s
1,f +N1

1,f = N s1
21 , (2.42)

i.e,. they are integers. The design matrix of the receiver clock bias vector remains unchanged, and

the ambiguity design matrix according to (2.41) is now





03FS×F (S−1)

Λ⊗
[
01×(S−1)

IS−1

]



 integer ambiguities. (2.43)

Receiver Coordinates, Tropospheric Delays, and Satellite Clock Offsets The between re-

ceiver distances for the positioning applications discussed in this dissertation are small (at most a

few hundred kilometers) compared to the ranges from the satellites to the receivers. That is, the

satellite to receiver unit vectors are approximately parallel for both receivers and G1 ≈ G2. This

means that a near rank deficiency of size 3 is present in the combined design matrix of the receiver

coordinates and the satellite clock biases, which becomes a real rank deficiency for G1 = G2.

Typically, one of the two receivers, say r = 1, is used as a reference station, whose coordinates are
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precisely known. In that case ∆x1 = 0 and we can simply remove the incremental receiver coor-

dinates ∆x1 from the system model, which also removes the rank deficiency. The design matrix

for the receiver coordinates of the second receiver is

[
02FS×3

e2F ⊗G2

]

receiver coordinates. (2.44)

The exact same problem occurs between the two tropospheric zenith delays and their respective

vectors ψ1 and ψ2 containing the values of the mapping function. For short between receiver

distances, the mapping functions produce nearly identical values, which for ψ1 = ψ2 results in a

true rank deficiency of size one with the satellite clock biases. This can be resolved by absorbing

the tropospheric delays at the first receiver in the satellite clock offsets, i.e., by choosing Tz,1 as

S-basis element:

dS = [cdt1,1 − cdt1,1 − ψ1
1Tz,1, . . . , cdt

S
,1 − cdt1,1 − ψS

1 Tz,1, . . .

. . . cdt1,F − cdt1,F − ψ1
1Tz,1, . . . , cdt

S
,F − cdt1,F − ψS

1 Tz,1,

cδt1,1 − cδt1,1 − λ1M1
1,1 − ψ1

1Tz,1, . . . , cδt
S
,1 − cδt1,1 − λ1MS

1,1 − ψS
1 Tz,1, . . .

. . . , cδt1,F − cδt1,F − λFM1
1,F − ψ1

1Tz,1, . . . , cδt
S
,F − cδt1,F − λFMS

1,F − ψS
1 Tz,1]

T

(2.45)

The remaining tropospheric zenith delay parameter is Tz,21 = Tz,2 − Tz,1, i.e., the relative tropo-

spheric zenith delay can be estimated. The corresponding part of the design matrix reduces to the

column vector

[
02FS×1

e2F ⊗ψ2

]

tropospheric zenith delay. (2.46)

Note that possible uncertainties of the coordinates of the reference receiver are absorbed by the

satellite clocks in the same way as the tropospheric zenith delay of this receiver, i.e., in fact the

relative coordinates ∆x21 = ∆x2 −∆x1 are estimable.

Ionospheric Delays, Satellite Clock Offsets, and Receiver Clock Offsets A last rank defi-

ciency of size S + 1 is present between the columns of the design matrix corresponding to the

ionospheric slant delays ι and the satellite and receiver clock offsets dS and dR. By lumping the

ionospheric slant delays of the first receiver with the satellite clock offsets we can remove a rank

deficiency of size S. The final satellite clock parameters are given by

dS =
[

˜cdt
1

,1, . . . ,
˜cdt

S

,1, . . . ,
˜cdt

1

,F , . . . ,
˜cdt

S

,F ,
˜cδt

1

,1, . . . ,
˜cδt

S

,1, . . . ,
˜cδt

1

,F , . . . ,
˜cδt

S

,F

]T

(2.47)

with

˜cdt
s

,f = cdts,f − cdt1,f − ψs
1Tz,1 − µfI

s
1

˜cδt
s

,f = cδts,f − cδt1,f − λfMs
1,f − ψs

1Tz,1 + µfI
s
1 . (2.48)

The intermediate ionospheric parameters are the relative ionospheric slant delays Is21 = Is2 − Is1 .

The last rank deficiency of size one between these relative ionospheric delays and the receiver
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clock offsets is resolved by combining the receiver clock parameters with the between receiver

differenced ionospheric delay of the first satellite. The final parameter vectors are then

dR =
[

˜cdt21,1, . . . , ˜cdt21,F , ˜cδt21,1, . . . , ˜cδt21,F

]T

ι =
[
I2121 , . . . , I

S1
21

]T
, (2.49)

with
˜cdt21,f = cdt21,f + µfI

1
21, and ˜cδt21,f = cδt21,f + λfM

1
21,f − µfI

1
21. (2.50)

It is noted that the estimable ionospheric parameters are the double differenced ionospheric delays

on the first frequency. Their final partial design matrix is given by




02FS×(S−1)[
µ

−µ

]

⊗
[
01×(S−1)

IS−1

]



 ionospheric delays. (2.51)

The Full Rank Undifferenced Model The estimable parameters of the full rank linearized

model (2.16) with undifferenced observations corresponding to the above employed S-system are

given in Table 2.1. Note that the receiver and satellite clock offsets are in fact the lumped parame-

ters as defined in (2.48) and (2.50).

Table 2.1: Parameters of full rank undifferenced model.

Parameter Contains Design matrix

y 2FS code observations ∆psr,f −
2FS carrier-phase observations ∆φs

r,f −
a F (S − 1) double difference ambiguities N s1

21,f (2.43)

b 3 incremental receiver coordinates ∆x2/∆x21 (2.44)

2F receiver clock offsets ˜cdt21,f and ˜cδt21,f (2.38)

2FS satellite clock offsets ˜cdt
s

,f and ˜cδt
s

,f (2.38)

S − 1 double difference ionospheric delays Is121 (2.51)

1 relative tropospheric zenith delay Tz,21 (2.46)

2.2.2 Single Difference Models

The full rank functional positioning models for single difference observations, i.e., for either be-

tween receiver differenced or between satellite differenced observations, are presented.

The Full Rank Between Receiver Difference Model Using the linearization as introduced for

the undifferenced observation equations in Section 2.2.1, the linearized version of the observed

minus computed between receiver differenced code and carrier-phase observation equations (2.8)

and (2.9) follows as

∆psrq,f = us,0,T
r ∆xr − us,0,T

r ∆xs − us,0,T
q ∆xq + u

s,0,T
q ∆xs

+ c (dtrq + drq,f) + Isrq,f + T s
rq + εsrq,f (2.52)

∆φs
rq,f = us,0,T

r ∆xr − us,0,T
r ∆xs − us,0,T

q ∆xq + u
s,0,T
q ∆xs

+ c (dtrq + δrq,f)− Isrq,f + T s
rq + λf

(
ϕrq,f +N s

rq,f

)
+ ǫsrq,f . (2.53)
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It is noted that the two ∆xs terms are not exactly identical, since they are based on satellite posi-

tions that are evaluated at slightly different time instances. With S and F the number of tracked

satellites and used frequencies, the measurement vector y is defined as

y =
[
pT21,φ

T
21

]T
, (2.54)

with the FS vectors

p21 =
[
∆p121,1, . . . ,∆p

S
21,F , . . . ,∆p

1
21,F , . . . ,∆p

S
21,F

]T

φ21 =
[
∆φ1

21,1, . . . ,∆φ
S
21,F , . . . ,∆φ

1
21,F , . . . ,∆φ

S
21,F

]T
. (2.55)

We make the same assumptions as for the undifferenced model, namely that the satellite coordi-

nates xs are not parameterized and the between receiver distance is relatively small so that the

values of the tropospheric mapping function ψs
1 and ψs

2 are identical. Although the differencing

cancels the satellite clock and instrumental delays, the resulting positioning model is still rank de-

ficient when considering all unknowns in (2.52) and (2.53) as separate parameters. We note that

the vector of between receiver differenced observations (2.54) follows from the vector of undif-

ferenced observations as defined in (2.23) through a linear transformation in form of the matrix

multiplication with [−I2FS, I2FS]. We can thus start with the full rank undifferenced model and

simply apply this transformation to the corresponding design matrices. The partial design matrices

of the full rank between receiver differenced model follow as

e2F ⊗G2 receiver coordinates

I2F ⊗ eS receiver clock and instrumental delays
[
µ

−µ

]

⊗
[
01×(S−1)

IS−1

]

ionospheric delays

e2F ⊗ψ2 tropospheric zenith delay




0FS×F (S−1)

Λ⊗
[
01×(S−1)

IS−1

]



 integer ambiguities. (2.56)

The design matrix of the satellite clock parameters is an all-zeros matrix, i.e., these parameters do

not appear in the between receiver differenced model. This could be expected from the observation

equations, in which the satellite specific delays are also canceled. The other estimable parameters

are the same as in the undifferenced model.

The estimable parameters of the full rank linearized model (2.16) with between receiver dif-

ferenced observations are given in Table 2.2. We can see that some of the parameters like the

coordinates, the receiver clock offsets, and the tropospheric zenith delay appear in between re-

ceiver differenced form. That is, when defining the S-system for the undifferenced model, it has

been implicitly chosen a between receiver differencing like parameter transformation.

The Full Rank Between Satellite Difference Model With the linearization introduced in Sec-

tion 2.2.1 for undifferenced observations, the linearized observed minus computed between satel-
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Table 2.2: Parameters of full rank between receiver difference model; the design matrices are given in

(2.56).

Parameter Contains

y FS code observations ∆ps21,f
FS carrier-phase observations ∆φs

21,f

a F (S − 1) double difference ambiguities N s1
21,f

b 3 incremental receiver coordinates ∆x2/∆x21

2F receiver clock offsets ˜cdt21,f and ˜cδt21,f
S − 1 double difference ionospheric delays Is121
1 relative tropospheric zenith delay Tz,21

lite differenced code and carrier-phase observation equations (2.11) and (2.12) read

∆pskr,f = us,T
r ∆xr − us,T

r ∆xs − uk,T
r ∆xr + u

k,T
r ∆xk

− c
(
dtsk + dsk,f

)
+ Iskr,f + T sk

r + εskr,f (2.57)

∆φsk
r,f = us,T

r ∆xr − us,T
r ∆xs − uk,T

r ∆xr + u
k,T
r ∆xk

− c
(
dtsk + δsk,f

)
− Iskr,f + T sk

r + λf
(
−ϕsk

,f +N sk
r,f

)
+ ǫskr,f . (2.58)

With S and F the number of satellites that are tracked by both receivers and the number of used

frequencies, the measurement vector y is defined as

y =
[

p
1,T
1 ,φ1,T

1 ,p1,T2 ,φ1,T
2

]T

, (2.59)

with the F (S − 1) vectors

p1r =
[
∆p21r,1, . . . ,∆p

S1
r,1, . . . ,∆p

21
r,F , . . . ,∆p

S1
r,F

]T

φ1
r =

[
∆φ21

r,1, . . . ,∆φ
S1
r,1, . . . ,∆φ

21
r,F , . . . ,∆φ

S1
r,F

]T
. (2.60)

The first satellite is chosen as pivot satellite and its measurements are subtracted from the ones

of all other satellites. Again, the same assumptions are made as for the undifferenced model,

i.e., the satellite coordinates xs are not parameterized and the values of the tropospheric mapping

function are identical for both receivers. The differencing cancels the receiver dependent clock

parameters, but still results in a rank deficient system of equations. With D = [−eS−1, IS−1], the

between satellite differenced measurement vector is computed from the vector of undifferenced

observations via a transformation with the matrix [I4F ⊗D]. Applying this transformation to the

design matrix of the full rank undifferenced model produces an all zeros design matrix for the

receiver clock offsets, i.e., they are removed from the model. It still leaves a rank deficiency of

size 2F in the design matrix of the satellite clock offsets, which is given by

e2 ⊗ I2F ⊗−D satellite clock and instrumental delays. (2.61)

This rank deficiency is removed by subtracting the 2F clock offsets corresponding to the pivot

satellite from the other clock offsets. The satellite clock parameter vector is then given by

dS =
[

˜cdt
21

,1 , . . . ,
˜cdt

S1

,1 , . . . ,
˜cdt

21

,F , . . . ,
˜cdt

S1

,F ,
˜cδt

21

,1 , . . . ,
˜cδt

S1

,1 , . . . ,
˜cδt

21

,F , . . . ,
˜cδt

S1

,F

]T

, (2.62)
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with

˜cdt
s1

,f = cdts1,f − ψs1
1 Tz,1 − µfI

s1
1 , and ˜cδt

s1

,f = cδts1,f − λfMs1
1,f − ψs1

1 Tz,1 + µfI
s1
1 . (2.63)

That is, the receiver clock terms cancel and the parameters appear in between satellite differenced

form like in the observation equations (2.57) and (2.58). The design matrices of the full rank

between satellite difference model are

[
02F (S−1)×3

e2F ⊗DG2

]

receiver coordinates

e2 ⊗−I2F (S−1) satellite clock and instrumental delays




02F (S−1)×(S−1)[
µ

−µ

]

⊗ IS−1



 ionospheric delays

[
02F (S−1)×1

e2F ⊗Dψ2

]

tropospheric zenith delay

[
03F (S−1)×F (S−1)

Λ⊗ IS−1

]

integer ambiguities. (2.64)

The corresponding estimable parameters for between satellite differenced observations are

given in Table 2.3. A different yet equivalent formulation of the model is found if a different

pivot satellite is chosen when defining the measurement vector (2.57), i.e., the differencing oper-

ator D. A change of the pivot satellite is a full rank transformation of the measurement vector

that does not affect its information content. From a theoretical point of view, the choice of the

pivot satellite is thus arbitrary. In order to adjust the model after changing the pivot satellite, one

can either apply this full rank transformation to the design matrix [A,B] and leave the parameter

vectors unchanged, or adjust the parameter vectors such that the new pivot satellite is used.

Table 2.3: Parameters of full rank between satellite difference model; the design matrices are given in

(2.64).

Parameter Contains

y 2F (S − 1) code observations ∆ps1r,f
2F (S − 1) carrier-phase observations ∆φs1

r,f

a F (S − 1) double difference ambiguities N s1
21,f

b 3 incremental receiver coordinates ∆x2/∆x21

2F (S − 1) satellite clock offsets ˜cdt
s1

,f and ˜cδt
s1

,f

S − 1 double difference ionospheric delays Is121
1 relative tropospheric zenith delay Tz,21
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2.2.3 Double Difference Model

Finally, the linearized double difference observation equations follow from (2.14) and (2.15) as

∆pskrq,f = us,T
r ∆xr − us,T

r ∆xs − us,T
q ∆xq + u

s,T
q ∆xs

− uk,T
r ∆xr + u

k,T
r ∆xk + uk,T

q ∆xq − uk,T
q ∆xk

+ Iskrq,f + T sk
rq + εskrq,f (2.65)

∆φsk
rq,f(t) = u

s,T
r ∆xr − us,T

r ∆xs − us,T
q ∆xq + u

s,T
q ∆xs

− uk,T
r ∆xr + u

k,T
r ∆xk + uk,T

q ∆xq − uk,T
q ∆xk

− Iskrq,f + T sk
rq + λfN

sk
rq,f + εskrq,f . (2.66)

With S the number of satellites that are tracked by both receivers on F frequencies, the measure-

ment vector y is defined as

y =
[

p
1,T
21 ,φ

1,T
21

]T

, (2.67)

with the F (S − 1) vectors

p121 =
[
∆p2121,1, . . . ,∆p

S1
21,1, . . . ,∆p

21
21,F , . . . ,∆p

S1
21,F

]T

φ1
21 =

[
∆φ21

21,1, . . . ,∆φ
S1
21,1, . . . ,∆φ

21
21,F , . . . ,∆φ

S1
21,F

]T
. (2.68)

Again, the satellite positions are assumed known and the values of the tropospheric mapping func-

tion are assumed identical for both receivers. The double difference measurement vector follows

from the measurement vector of the undifferenced model via the consecutive application of the two

transformation matrices [−I2FS, I2FS] and [I2F ⊗D]. Applied to the full rank design matrices of

the undifferenced model these transformations zero-fill the columns corresponding to the satellite

and receiver clock offsets and directly lead to the full rank double difference model with the partial

design matrices

e2F ⊗DG2 receiver coordinates
[
µ

−µ

]

⊗ IS−1 ionospheric delays

e2F ⊗Dψ2 tropospheric zenith delay
[
0F (S−1)×F (S−1)

Λ⊗ IS−1

]

integer ambiguities. (2.69)

The estimable parameters of the full rank double difference model are listed in Table 2.4.

2.2.4 Combined Multi-GNSS model

So far it was assumed that all code and carrier-phase measurements correspond to satellites from

the same GNSS. Improved positioning capabilities can be expected when combining the measure-

ments from multiple GNSS as listed in Section 1.1, since the number of satellites that are simulta-

neously visible is then considerably larger. The fundamental problem that has to be faced in order

to formulate a combined multi-GNSS model is outlined and solution approaches are presented.

First the case is considered that the systems that are combined transmit their signals at different

carrier-frequencies, which is for example true for GPS and BDS. It is then necessary to extend the
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Table 2.4: Parameters of full rank double difference model; the design matrices are given in (2.69).

Parameter Contains

y F (S − 1) code observations ∆ps121,f
F (S − 1) carrier-phase observations ∆φs1

21,f

a F (S − 1) double difference ambiguities N s1
21,f

b 3 incremental receiver coordinates ∆x2/∆x21

S − 1 double difference ionospheric delays Is121
1 relative tropospheric zenith delay Tz,21

parameter vectors of all frequency dependent terms in the positioning models. For the undiffer-

enced model in Section 2.2.1 this means that we have to introduce separate receiver clocks for

the additional frequencies of further systems. This implies that we cannot define double differ-

ence ambiguity parameters that correspond to two satellites from different systems, which would

anyway not be possible since they do not share a common wavelength. Equivalently, if between

satellite differences are computed, it has to be chosen a separate pivot satellite for each system.

Essentially, the system model has to be set up separately for each system, with the only common

parameters being the receiver coordinates and the relative tropospheric zenith delay.

The situation is quite different if two or more systems are combined that share the same carrier-

frequencies. Theoretically it should then be possible to use the same frequency dependent receiver

clock offsets for all systems. As it is shown in Hegarty et al. (2005) and Montenbruck et al. (2011)

for GPS and Galileo, this assumption is not generally valid due to the potential presence of so-

called inter system biases caused by different hardware delays for the signals of different systems.

One option to solve this problem is to again use system specific receiver clock parameters, i.e., to

use the same strategy that has to be applied when no common frequencies exist. Since the inter

system biases are constant hardware specific delays, they can be a priori estimated and subtracted

from the measurements (Odijk and Teunissen 2013a,b). This enables setting up the system mod-

els as if all measurements were from the same satellite constellation. It is now possible to form

double difference ambiguities with satellites from all systems using only a single pivot satellite, or,

equivalently, to cancel the receiver clock offsets by computing between satellite differences with

satellites from different systems. The calibration of the inter system biases increases the redun-

dancy of the multi-GNSS models, which further improves the positioning capabilities (Odolinski

et al. 2014a, 2015a).

2.3 Stochastic Models

The following properties are assumed for the additive noise components εsr,f(t) and ǫsr,f (t) in the

observation equations (2.1) and (2.2) for the undifferenced code and carrier-phase measurements.

• The noise components εsr,f(t) and ǫsr,f(t) follow a zero mean Gaussian distribution.

• No correlations exist between measurements from different receivers.

• No correlations exist between any of the undifferenced measurements made by a single receiver

at the same epoch. Depending on the receiver internal processing, this assumption might not

be valid for certain combinations of signals from the same satellite to receiver link such as the

wideband Galileo E5 signal with E5a or E5b, which are part of the E5 signal itself.
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• No correlations exist between measurements from different epochs. This assumption is shown

to be valid in Borre and Tiberius (2000) given that the measurement rate is 1Hz or less.

It is further assumed that the variances of the noise components can be parameterized as

E
[(
εsr,f(t)

)2
]

= (ws
r(t))

2 σ2
pf

and E
[(
ǫsr,f(t)

)2
]

= (ws
r(t))

2 σ2
φf
, (2.70)

where E [·] denotes the expectation operator. The 2F variances σ2
pf

and σ2
φf

are constant and

depend on the quality of the hardware and the properties of the signal. Within this dissertation

they are assumed identical for all receivers. Typically, the code standard deviations σpf are in the

order of a few decimeters and the carrier-phase standard deviations σφf
are at millimeter level. In

case of a multi-GNSS system distinct values are used for each system. The time varying weighting

factor ws
r(t) is introduced to model the effect of the receiver-satellite elevation angle at time t on

the precision of the measurements. It was found that due to the lower signal strength and diffuse

multipath the standard deviation of the measurements is higher for satellites at lower elevation

angles. We use the exponential weighting function from Euler and Goad (1991):

ws
r(t) = 1 + a0 exp

(

−E
s
r (t)

E0

)

, (2.71)

where Es
r(t) is the elevation angle of satellite s observed at receiver r and a0 and E0 are constant

values, often taken as a0 = 10 and E0 = 10◦.
The additive noise vector η in (2.16) follows the zero mean multivariate Gaussian distribution

η ∼ G (0,Q), which is fully characterized by the covariance matrix Q. Based on the above

assumptions, Q is now derived for the functional positioning models from Section 2.2. Let the

diagonal weighting matrixWr ∈ R
S×S be defined as (the time stamps are omitted)

Wr = diag
((
w1

r

)2
, . . . ,

(
wS

r

)2
)

. (2.72)

The same weighting factors are assumed for both receivers. We therefore defineW =W1 =W2.

Further, we define the code and carrier-phase specific F × F matrices

Qp = diag
(
σ2
p1
, . . . , σ2

pF

)
and Qφ = diag

(
σ2
φ1
, . . . , σ2

φF

)
. (2.73)

The covariance matrices Q for the undifferenced functional model of Section 2.2.1, the single

difference models from Section 2.2.2, and the double difference model from Section 2.2.3 can now

be expressed as

I2 ⊗ blkdiag (Qp,Qφ)⊗W undifferenced

2 · blkdiag (Qp,Qφ)⊗W between receiver differenced

I2 ⊗ blkdiag (Qp,Qφ)⊗DWDT between satellite differenced

2 · blkdiag (Qp,Qφ)⊗DWDT double differenced. (2.74)

If the measurements from multiple epochs are combined by stacking the single epoch mea-

surement vectors, the joint covariance matrix follows from combining the respective single epoch

covariance matrices in a blockdiagonal manner.
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2.4 Integer/Mixed Integer and Real Valued Parameter Estimation

In the previous sections linearized systems of observation equations used for GNSS positioning

have been derived. These systems include both real valued parameters, most prominently the coor-

dinates of the user receiver, and integer parameters in form of the carrier-phase double difference

ambiguities. Due to the presence of the integer parameters, it is not sufficient to simply apply stan-

dard methods from adjustment theory in linear models, such as (weighted) linear least-squares, if

the integer property is to be exploited. In the following, a strategy for solving such a system is

presented. The strategy is formulated in a general way so that its use is not restricted to GNSS

applications but to any application that includes integer parameters.

We study a system of linear or linearized observation equations in the form

y = Aa+ η, (2.75)

with a ∈ Z
n the vector of unknown integer parameters, which are linked to the vector of ob-

servations y ∈ R
q via the full-rank matrix A ∈ R

q×n. The noise vector η ∈ R
q is assumed

to follow a zero mean Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Q. The estimation of a is

usually decomposed into two steps (Teunissen 1993). In the first step the integer property of a is

simply disregarded and the so-called float solution â is computed via a standard linear weighted

least-squares estimation

â =
(
ATQ−1A

)−1
ATQ−1y. (2.76)

This float solution â is a minimal sufficient statistic, i.e., it contains the same information about

the unknown a as the observation y itself, see A2. The second step, which takes into account the

integer property of a, can therefore be based on â instead of y. From the law of error propagation

we know that â follows a Gaussian distribution:

â ∼ G (a,Qâ) , with Qâ =
(
ATQ−1A

)−1
. (2.77)

Generally, only some of the unknown parameters may be integer valued. This is the case in the

above discussed GNSS positioning applications. The observation model is then of the form (cf.

(2.16))

y = Aa+Bb+ η, (2.78)

with b ∈ R
p the vector of real valued unknowns and B ∈ R

q×p. The combined matrix [A,B]
has to be of full column rank. The estimation of a and b can now be decomposed into three

steps, where the first one is again the float solution â and b̂ from a linear weighted least-squares

estimation [
â

b̂

]

=

([
AT

BT

]

Q−1
[
A B

]
)−1 [

AT

BT

]

Q−1y. (2.79)

Using a blockwise inversion technique like the Banachiewicz formula, see for instance Zhang

(2006), which is sometimes also referred to as the matrix inversion lemma, the float estimates â

and b̂ can be explicitly written as

â =
(
ĀTQ−1Ā

)−1
ĀTQ−1y

b̂ =
(
B̄TQ−1B̄

)−1
B̄TQ−1y, (2.80)
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with Ā = P⊥
BA, B̄ = P⊥

AB, and the two projectors P⊥
A = Iq −A

(
ATQ−1A

)−1
ATQ−1 and

P⊥
B = Iq−B

(
BTQ−1B

)−1
BTQ−1, which project onto the orthogonal complement of the range

space ofA and B, respectively. The float solution is Gaussian distributed as

[
â

b̂

]

∼ G
([
a

b

]

,

[
Qâ Qâb̂

Qb̂â Qb̂

])

(2.81)

and delivers a minimal sufficient statistic. It is also the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of

a and b. In the second step the float solution â is used to resolve some or all of the elements of a

as integer values. In GNSS applications, the motivation to do so is to improve the accuracy of the

estimate of b compared to b̂. Although b̂ is already the BLUE of the parameter vector b, further

improvements of the quality of the estimate of b are feasible since such an integer mapping is a

non-linear function, i.e., a wider class of estimators is used than the linear estimators. The correla-

tion between â and b̂ is utilized in the third and final step to correct b̂ for the resolved integers. In

GNSS positioning with short observation time spans, ambiguity resolution can improve the posi-

tion accuracy by roughly two orders of magnitude compared to the float solution, depending on the

chosen subset of ambiguities and given that the estimated integers are correct (Teunissen 1997a).

The topic of the following chapters is how to find an integer estimate for a certain subset of

integer parameters and how to determine this subset based on Qâ and the realization of â, which

applies to both discussed observation models. The integer fixing takes place either in the original

n dimensional parameter space of a or after the reparameterization

â′ = Zâ, Qâ′ = ZQâZ
T, (2.82)

where Z ∈ Z
n×n and | detZ| = 1, such thatZ−1 is also an integer unimodular matrix. In the con-

text of GNSS, these transformations are also referred to as admissible ambiguity transformations

(Teunissen 1995a). If the full set of integer parameters is resolved, such a transformation may or

may not change the resulting integer estimate, depending on the employed estimator, see Chapter

3. The transformation Z is usually chosen such that the probability of a correct integer estimate

or the efficiency of the estimator is increased. Since there is a one-to-one relation between the n
dimensional integer points for any valid integer transformation, the problem of estimating the full

set of integer parameters is equivalent for any choice of Z. This is not the case if a subset of the

integer parameters is resolved. The problem of partial integer fixing is fundamentally changed by

applying an integer transformation, irrespective of the integer mapping that is used, since different

choices of Z imply different combinations of the integer parameters that are resolved, which can

not be transformed between one another. Possible choices of Z for partial ambiguity resolution in

the context of GNSS applications are discussed in Chapter 4. Let the set of indexes that correspond

to the integer parameters that are resolved as integers and kept as float values be given by I and

Ī , respectively, where I ∪ Ī = {1, . . . , n} and I ∩ Ī = ∅. All parameters with an index in I are

fixed to integers via the mapping S(·):

ǎ′ = S (â′) , S(·) : Rn 7→ Z
|I|. (2.83)

Note that generally only a subset of the integer parameters is resolved, i.e., the integer solution ǎ′

is of dimension |I| instead of n, where |I| denotes the cardinality of the set I. If system model

(2.78) is employed, the float solution b̂ is then corrected for the fixed integers

b̌ = b̂−Qb̂â′
I
Q−1
â′
I
(â′

I − ǎ′) , (2.84)
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with Qb̂â′
I

= Qb̂âZ
T
I and Qâ′

I
= ZIQâZ

T
I . The quality of the (partially) integer resolved

solution b̌ depends on the properties of the integer mapping S(·) and is discussed in more detail in

Chapters 3–5. Applying the law of error propagation to (2.84) gives

E
[
b̌
]
= b− E

[

Qb̂â′
I
Q−1
â′
I
(â′

I − ǎ′)
]

. (2.85)

This shows that b̌ is unbiased if S(·) is formulated such that E
[
Qb̂â′

I
Q−1
â′
I
(â′

I − ǎ′)
]
= 0.

The two fundamental questions that have to be answered are how to choose the integer subset

I and how to find an integer estimate for this subset. One can think of a vast amount of ways

to approach these problems. Conventionally, the subset I is restricted to assume only the two

values I = {1, . . . , n} or I = ∅ in GNSS applications. That is, either the full set of carrier-phase

ambiguities is resolved or none of them is. This problem has been studied extensively and the

resulting methods are widely used in the GNSS community. A brief review of the corresponding

theory is given in Chapter 3.

The main topic of this dissertation is to investigate the above problems if I can now assume any

of the 2n possible realizations, which follow from either including each of the n integer parameters

or not. In Chapter 4 we discuss model-driven estimators for which the value of I is chosen based

only on the system model. A more general approach is taken in Chapter 5, where the realization

of the subset I depends also on the measurements and is thus a random variable.

2.5 Atmospheric Delay Parameters

The parameter vectors b of the undifferenced, single difference, and double difference functional

positioning models formulated in Section 2.2 contain the S − 1 double difference ionospheric de-

lays Is121 and one differential tropospheric zenith delay Tz,21. Exploiting the spatial correlation of

atmospheric delays in the same geographical region or including external corrections can enable

stronger positioning models. This is of very high importance, since this has a strong influence on

the positioning capabilities, to the point that it can make the difference of whether or not instanta-

neous ambiguity resolved positioning is possible. Three ways for treating the atmospheric delays

and recommendations for when to use which option are presented in the following.

2.5.1 Atmosphere Float Model

The models that were introduced in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are so-called atmosphere float models.

That is, the ionospheric and tropospheric delay parameters are included as unknowns in the system

model and estimated along with the user coordinates, the carrier-phase ambiguities, and–if present–

the clock parameters. This strategy does not make use of any prior knowledge and is thus the

weakest option. It makes sense to be used for the ionospheric delays if no external corrections are

available and if the distance between the receivers exceeds several tens of kilometers, so that the

correlations between the absolute ionospheric delays experienced by the signals arriving at the two

receivers is too small to be utilized. For the tropospheric delay, this model is usually employed

if the residual relative tropospheric zenith delay Tz,21 cannot be assumed negligible. This is the

case for large inter receiver distances or if a substantial height difference is present between the

receivers. Note that the ionosphere float model can only be used if measurements on at least two

frequencies are available, see Table 2.5.
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2.5.2 Atmosphere Fixed Model

In the atmosphere fixed model, the atmospheric parameters are completely removed from the sys-

tem model, thereby increasing the redundancy of the system model by S − 1 for the ionospheric

delays and/or by 1 for the tropospheric delay, cf. Table 2.5. This is the strongest possible atmo-

spheric model. With the ionosphere fixed model, single frequency positioning becomes possible.

There are two cases, in which the atmosphere fixed model can be used:

1) Exact a priori information for the atmospheric delays is available. In this case, the code and

carrier-phase measurements can simply be corrected for the atmospheric errors, so that the

double difference ionospheric delays and/or the relative tropospheric zenith delay vanish and

can thus be removed from the system model.

2) The distance between the receivers is sufficiently small so that the atmospheric delays expe-

rienced by both receivers are almost identical. In that case, the double difference ionospheric

delays and/or the relative tropospheric zenith delay can be assumed negligible and removed

from the system model. This assumption is valid for between receiver distances of up to a few

kilometers, where for the tropospheric delay additionally the height difference has to be small.

2.5.3 Atmosphere Weighted Model

The atmosphere weighted model bridges the gap between the two above described extremes. It is

usually only applied to the ionospheric delay parameters, but could also be used for tropospheric

parameters (Kleijer 2004). The principle of the ionosphere weighted model (Schaffrin and Bock

1988; Teunissen 1998c; Odijk 2000, 2002) is to treat the (residual) double difference ionospheric

delay parameters as stochastic quantities. There are two different cases in which this model can be

applied:

1) A priori knowledge about the atmospheric delays is available, but cannot be assumed exact, so

that the uncertainty has to be included in the system model. This is for example the case when

atmospheric delays are computed at a network of reference stations and then interpolated to the

approximate location(s) of the receiver(s).

2) The distance between the receivers is relatively small so that the atmospheric delays experi-

enced by both receivers are correlated, but cannot be assumed identical. The double difference

ionospheric delays and/or the relative tropospheric zenith delay can then not be assumed neg-

ligible, but can be modeled as a zero mean random variable with distance (and elevation) de-

pendent uncertainty. The ionosphere weighted model is the preferable option for inter receiver

distances of up to several tens of kilometers.

The ionosphere weighted model is now formulated. Let the a priori knowledge of the iono-

spheric delays be given by means of the vector of ionospheric pseudo observations i, which is

assumed to be Gaussian distributed around the true ionospheric delays E [i] with covariance ma-

trix Qi. The vector i can directly represent the double difference ionospheric delays that are part

of the parameter vector b, i.e., E [i] = ι, but can also refer to undifferenced or single difference

ionospheric delays that can be transformed to double difference form. Let the matrixBi be defined

such thatBiE [i] = Bιι, where Bι contains the columns of the design matrixB of system model

(2.16) that correspond to the vector ι of double difference ionospheric delays. That is, Bi trans-

forms the ionospheric pseudo observations to double difference form and properly applies them to
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the observations. The ionospheric pseudo observations can be included in the system model via

[
y

i

]

=

[
A B\ι Bi
0 0 I

]




a

b\ι
E [i]



+

[
η

ηi

]

, with

[
η

ηi

]

∼ G
([

0

0

]

,

[
Q 0

0 Qi

])

. (2.86)

The parameter vector b\ι and the design matrix B\ι follow from b and B by removing the S − 1
ionospheric delay parameters and the corresponding columns of the design matrix. An equivalent

formulation can be found by applying the square and full rank transformation matrix

[
I −Bi
0 I

]

(2.87)

to the combined observation vector. This results in the system model

[
y −Bii
i

]

=

[
A B\ι 0

0 0 I

]




a

b\ι
E [i]



+

[
η′

ηi

]

,

with

[
η′

ηi

]

∼ G
([

0

0

]

,

[
Q+BiQiB

T
i −BiQi

−QiB
T
i Qi

])

. (2.88)

We recognize i as free variates, see Section A3, which can simply be removed from the model

when computing the weighted least-squares estimates, given that we are not interested in estimates

for E [i]. The final alternative formulation of the ionosphere weighted model is therefore given by

y −Bii =
[
A B\ι

]
[
a

b\ι

]

+ η′, with η′ ∼ G
(
0,Q+BiQiB

T
i

)
. (2.89)

This formulation is very intuitive: The ionospheric corrections are subtracted from the measure-

ments, and the uncertainty of these corrections is added to the measurement noise. The redundancy

of the ionosphere weighted model is the same as the one of the ionosphere fixed model, but the

noise contribution is increased, cf. Table 2.5.

In case 2) from above, the pseudo observations i are simply taken as zero. According to Odijk

(2000), the between receiver differential ionospheric delays can be modeled as zero mean Gaussian

random variables with the distance dependent standard deviation

σIsrq = ws
r ·
√
2 · 0.4mm

km
, (2.90)

where ws
r is an elevation dependent weighting factor, cf. (2.71). Assuming that the between

receiver differenced ionospheric delays are uncorrelated for all satellites, the covariance matrixQi

is given by Qi = diag
(

σ2
I1rq
, . . . , σ2

ISrq

)

, and Bi = BιD.

The atmosphere weighted model is the most flexible approach to deal with the atmospheric

parameters. If the a priori uncertainties as defined by Qi are set to zero or infinity, the atmosphere

weighted model reduces to the atmosphere fixed and float model, respectively.

2.6 Equivalence of Positioning Models

In the previous section we have seen that the redundancy of the undifferenced, single difference,

and double difference positioning models from Section 2.2 is identical. In this section we go one
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Table 2.5: Redundancy, solvability conditions, and components of the additive noise for the ionospheric

models. The numbers in the parenthesis correspond to the troposphere fixed model, otherwise the tropo-

sphere float model is used.

Redundancy (q − n− p) Solvability condition Add. noise

Ionosphere float F (S − 1)− S − 3(2) F ≥ 2, S ≥ 5(4) meas.

Ionosphere fixed F (S − 1)− 4(3) F ≥ 1, S ≥ 5(4) meas.

Ionosphere weighted F (S − 1)− 4(3) F ≥ 1, S ≥ 5(4) meas. + iono.

step further and investigate whether or not an even stronger relation between these models can

be found based on this result. It was shown in Section 2.2 that the single and double difference

measurements follow from the undifferenced measurements through simple linear transformations.

The corresponding transformation matrices are obviously not of full row rank, since the dimension

of the observation vectors of the differenced models is smaller than the dimension of the obser-

vation vector of the undifferenced model. Let a full rank square transformation matrix be defined

such that the first rows correspond to the transformations that produce the single or double dif-

ference measurements from the undifferenced measurements. The remaining rows can be chosen

arbitrarily as long as the combined matrix is of full rank and thus invertible. We can now equiv-

alently use the transformed measurement vector instead of the undifferenced measurement vector

when computing the weighted least-squares solution. We consider the model

[
yd
yR

]

=

[
Ad Bd 0

AR BR C

]




a

bd
bR



+

[
ηd

ηR

]

, (2.91)

where the full rank single or double differenced models as formulated in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are

described by the measurement vector yd, the parameter vectors a and bd with the corresponding

design matrices Ad and Bd, and the noise vector ηd. Note that the vector of integer parameters

a is identical for all models, whereas the vector of real valued parameters bd of the differenced

models is different from the one of the undifferenced model, since it is of smaller dimension and

can also contain different estimable parameters. It is important to note that the coordinates of

the user receiver and–if present–the atmospheric delay parameters of the undifferenced model are

also contained in bd, cf. Section 2.2. The second row in (2.91) corresponds to the second part of

the transformation matrix. Further, bR is such that
[
bTd , b

R,T
]T

is linked to the original parameter

vector b of the undifferenced model via an invertible matrix. For the between receiver difference

model and the double difference model, b can for instance simply be partitioned into bd and bR.

The combinations of the undifferenced measurements that are chosen in yR determine the design

matrices AR, BR, and C, as well as the properties of ηR. We can now equivalently use (2.91)

instead of the original undifferenced model when computing the weighted least squares solution.

Since the redundancy of the single and double difference models is exactly the same as for the

undifferenced model, the dimension of bR is identical to the dimension of yR, i.e., the reduction

in the number of measurements is identical to the reduction in the number of parameters. With the

invertible transformations that were applied to obtain (2.91) from the full rank undifferenced model

it follows that matrix C is a full rank square matrix. We can thus apply the invertible parameter
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transformation defined through




I 0 0

0 I 0

AR BR C



 , (2.92)

which leads to the equivalent system model

[
yd
yR

]

=

[
Ad Bd 0

0 0 I

]




a

bd
ARa+BRbd +Cb

R



+

[
ηd

ηR

]

. (2.93)

We recognize yR as free variates, cf. Section A3, which can simply be removed from the system

when computing the weighted least-squares estimates of the parameters a and bd. As the weighted

least-squares or float solution is the first step when solving the system model, cf. Section 2.4, this

means that as long as we are only interested in estimating or modeling the user coordinates, the

integer ambiguities, and the atmospheric parameters, but not the clock parameters, the single and

double difference models

yd =
[
Ad Bd

]
[
a

bd

]

+ ηd. (2.94)

produce the exact same results as the undifferenced model.

In de Jonge (1998) and Odijk (2002) it is discussed why it might still make sense to prefer

one model over another. For instance, the double difference model is widely used since it is

automatically of full rank, easy to set up, and involves the smallest number of parameters. On the

other hand, it is less flexible and does not allow to include measurements from satellites that are

not visible at both receivers.

2.7 Two Step Estimation, PPP-RTK

The system models in Section 2.2 and 2.3 require that the simultaneous measurements from all

receivers are available at a central processing unit, which computes the positioning solution. Typ-

ically, a mobile user receiver is provided with the measurements from a nearby reference station,

so that the double difference integer ambiguities are estimable and it can determine its precise co-

ordinates. This, however, requires a permanent data link between the two receivers to exchange

the measurement data. The basic concept for single receiver precise positioning with estimable

carrier-phase integer ambiguities (PPP-RTK) is introduced in the following.

Let the vector of measurements be partitioned in the part yr containing the observations of the

reference station(s) and the part yu containing the observations of the user receiver. Further, let the

combined full rank system of observations be partitioned as

[
yr
yu

]

=

[
[Ar,Br] 0

C [Au,Bu]

]







ar

br
au

bu






+

[
ηr

ηu

]

, (2.95)

where [Ar,Br] is a full rank matrix defining the system of measurement equations for the reference

stations with the corresponding integer and real valued parameters ar and br. Note that no integer

parameters are present if only a single reference station is used, since the carrier-phase integer

ambiguities can then not be separated from the satellite initial phases and instrumental delays. The
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measurements yu of the user receiver depend both on the ‘network parameters’ ar and br via the

design matrixC and on the ‘user parameters’ au and bu through the corresponding design matrices

Au andBu. Without including the network parameters it would not be possible to form the double

difference–and thus integer valued–ambiguity vector au. The combined matrix [C,Au,Bu] is

therefore not of full rank, but [Au,Bu] has to be in order to obtain an overall system matrix that is

of full rank. According to the assumptions made in Section 2.3, there are no correlations between

measurements from different receivers, i.e., the covariance matrix of the combined noise vector
[
ηT
r ,η

T
u

]T
is blockdiagonal withQyr and Qyu as its entries.

In order to enable integer ambiguity resolution at the user receiver without using the measure-

ment data from the reference stations, the user has to be provided with estimates of the network

parameters ar and br (usually only br or parts thereof are required), which can be computed using

only the reference stations. We can thus split the solution of (2.95) into two steps:

1) The estimates âr and b̂r of the network parameters ar and br are determined from

yr = [Ar,Br]

[
ar

br

]

+ ηr. (2.96)

They are assumed unbiased and characterized by the covariance matrix Qr. The estimation

may involve ambiguity resolution methods, which can lead to an improved precision.

2) The estimates âr and b̂r are applied as corrections to the user measurements. The user receiver

can then determine its positioning solution from the observation model

yu −C
[
âr

b̂r

]

= [Au,Bu]

[
au

bu

]

+ η′
u, (2.97)

where the covariance matrix of the noise vector η′
u is given by Qyu +CQrC

T. Including the

uncertainty of the estimates of the network parameters in η′
u is essential to obtain a realistic

stochastic model.

Many strategies and methods for PPP-RTK have been formulated and demonstrated, e.g.,

Wübbena et al. (2005), Laurichesse and Mercier (2007), Collins (2008), Ge et al. (2008), Mervart

et al. (2008), Laurichesse et al. (2009), Bertiger et al. (2010), Teunissen et al. (2010), Wen et al.

(2011), Zhang et al. (2011), Geng et al. (2012), Khodabandeh and Teunissen (2014), and Odijk

et al. (2014b). An overview and comparison of these methods providing an interpretation of the

different estimable corrections and their influence on the user positioning performance is given in

Teunissen and Khodabandeh (2015) and Khodabandeh and Teunissen (2015). It is intuitively clear

that the corrections must contain information about the satellite phase biases and initial phases to

enable an estimation of the double difference integer ambiguities. Further, it is very beneficial

although not required that estimates of the ionospheric delay at the user position are contained in

the corrections (Odijk et al. 2012), since it might then be possible to use the ionosphere weighted

or even fixed model instead of the ionosphere float model. The advantage of PPP-RTK over tradi-

tional RTK methods is that the amount of data that has to be transferred to the user can be reduced,

especially if multiple reference stations are used, since only a relatively small number of correction

parameters is required instead of a large number of measurements. Further reductions might be

possible when exploiting the temporal stability of the bias and clock parameters contained in the

corrections.
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2.8 Model Validation, Measurement Integrity

The mathematical model as formulated in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 is a simplified description of the

observations made by real GNSS receivers. The problem of model validation is to verify whether

or not the assumed model is sufficiently consistent with the observation data. Only if this is the

case, the quality of the parameter estimates can be sufficiently well described with the statistics

that follow from the employed estimator. A brief introduction to statistical testing (Baarda 1968;

Teunissen 1998a) for GNSS model validation is given in the following. The methods can be ap-

plied to the measurements from a single receiver satellite link, from a single receiver and multiple

satellites, or from multiple receivers. We only consider model miss-specifications in the form of a

bias on the measurements. We can thus write the null and alternative hypothesesH0 andHa as

H0 : y = Ax+ η and Ha : y = Ax+C∇+ η, (2.98)

with the observation vector y ∈ R
q, the parameter vector x ∈ R

p, and the zero mean Gaussian

noise vector η characterized by the covariance matrixQ. The known matrixC ∈ R
q×m describes

the type and the unknown vector ∇ ∈ R
m the magnitude of the m ≤ q− p dimensional error. The

null hypothesesH0 can be tested against the alternative hypothesisHa with the test statistic

Tm =
1

m
êTQ−1C

(
CTQ−1QêQ

−1C
)−1

CTQ−1ê, (2.99)

where ê = y − Ax̂ is the residual of weighted least-squares under H0 with Qê = Q −
A
(
ATQ−1A

)−1
AT. The test statistic Tm follows a central F-distribution with m and ∞ de-

grees of freedom if the null hypothesis is true and a non-central F-distribution with non-centrality

parameter λ = ∇
TCTQ−1QêQ

−1C∇ if the alternative hypothesis is true:

H0 : Tm ∼ F (m,∞, 0) and Ha : Tm ∼ F (m,∞, λ). (2.100)

With a chosen level of significance αm, which is the probability that H0 is rejected given that it is

true, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis if Tm ≥ Fαm
(m,∞, 0)

with αm = P (Tm > Fαm
(m,∞, 0) | H0).

In GNSS applications it is not a priori clear which alternative hypothesisHa has to be consid-

ered. A testing framework for such a situation is given by the iterative detection, identification,

and adaptation (DIA) procedure (Teunissen 1990, 1998a). The three steps are described as:

1) Detection: An overall model test is performed to check whether or not the null hypothesis can

be assumed valid. The null hypothesis is rejected if Tq−p ≥ Fαq−p
(q − p,∞, 0), where

Tq−p =
êTQ−1ê

q − p . (2.101)

2) Identification: If the null hypothesis is rejected by the overall model test, the model miss-

specifications that are likely to have caused the rejection have to be identified, i.e., the matrix

C is to be specified. To this end, the test statistic Tmi
is evaluated for different choices Ci for

the matrixC, where the dimensionmi of the model error can be different for each choice. The

most likely alternative hypothesis is the one for which

Tmi

Fαmi
(mi,∞, 0)

(2.102)
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is maximum. In GNSS applications common model errors are a carrier-phase cycle slip or an

outlier in a code observation, for which m = 1 and C reduces to a vector c. The test statistic

(2.99) is then given by T1 = w2 with

w =
cTQ−1ê

√

cTQ−1QêQ−1c
. (2.103)

The test statistic w is normally distributed with w ∼ G(0, 1) under H0. Screening each obser-

vation for the presence of an outlier, i.e, choosing ci as unit vectors with a 1 on the ith position,

is known as data snooping (Baarda 1968).

The question is now how to choose the levels of significance αq−p and αmi
required to compute

the critical value Fαq−p
(q − p,∞, 0) of the overall model test (2.101) and the critical values

Fαmi
(mi,∞, 0) in (2.102). It is reasonable to construct the overall model test (2.101) such

that a specific model error C∇ is detected with the same probability as it would be by Tmi

with a critical value of Fαmi
(mi,∞, 0), i.e., such that both tests have the same power γ. Let

λ(αmi
, γ,mi) denote the non-centrality parameter that results for a test for which the level of

significance αmi
, the power γ, and the dimension of the errormi is known. The above condition

then translates to

λ(αq−p, γ, q − p) = λ(αmi
, γ,mi), ∀i. (2.104)

One can now for instance determine the non-centrality parameter for a one dimensional error

with mi = 1 and user defined values for α1 and γ. The minimum absolute value |∇| that

can be detected for a specific vector c and the determined non-centrality parameter λ(α1, γ, 1)
is referred to as the minimum detectable bias. The critical values for the overall model test

and identification tests with mi 6= 1 can then be determined with the constant non-centrality

parameter and power of the test.

3) Adaptation: The model is corrected for the miss-specification that was identified as the most

likely one. In GNSS applications this can be accomplished by replacing the null-hypothesis

with the identified alternative hypothesis. After this correction it has to be verified that the

newly found null-hypothesis is an acceptable choice, which means that the detection step and–

if required–also the other steps of the DIA procedure are repeated.

A formulation of the DIA procedure suitable to be run in parallel to a recursive least-squares

estimator is given in Teunissen (1990) and Teunissen (1998a).

The slightly different navigation integrity concept known as receiver autonomous integrity

monitoring (RAIM) has been used since the early days of GPS and was specifically developed

for safety critical applications (Brown and Hwang 1986; Lee 1986; Parkinson and Axelrad 1988;

Sturza 1988; Walter and Enge 1995). The fundamental idea of RAIM is that the occurrence of

positioning errors larger than given alert limits must not exceed a user-defined probability if a so-

lution is provided. In conventional RAIM, only the code observations are used and the redundancy

is utilized to ensure the consistency of the single pseudoranges with the positioning solution and to

detect and optionally exclude faulty measurements. The DIA procedure as presented above cannot

directly serve as a RAIM algorithm, since the probability of large positioning errors is not available

(Imparato 2016).



3. Full Ambiguity Resolution—a Review

In this chapter a brief overview of the theory of full ambiguity resolution is given and exemplary

methods are introduced. The index set I of the ambiguities that are resolved can only assume the

two values I = {1, . . . , n} or I = ∅, i.e., either the full set of integer parameters is resolved or

none of them is. In Section 3.1 the class of integer estimators is discussed, for which the index

set is deterministic and given by I = {1, . . . , n}. For the more elaborate but also more flexible

integer aperture estimators, which are discussed in Section 3.2, the index set can also depend on

the measurement data, i.e., the index set I is a discrete random variable assuming both possible

realizations with a certain probability. For the sake of notational simplicity, â and ǎ are used

instead of â′ and ǎ′ for the ambiguity estimates after the transformation with Z.

3.1 The Class of Integer Estimators

The index set I of an integer estimator is deterministic with I = {1, . . . , n} and therefore the fixed

solution ǎ = S (â) is always an n dimensional integer vector, i.e., S(·) : Rn 7→ Z
n, cf. (2.83).

Such an estimator can be fully described by the regions Sz ⊂ R
n, ∀z ∈ Z

n, which denote the point

set that is mapped to the same integer z via S(·)

Sz = {x ∈ R
n | z = S(x)} , ∀z ∈ Z

n. (3.1)

With these regions the corresponding integer estimator (2.83) can be explicitly written as

ǎ =
∑

z∈Zn

sz (â) z (3.2)

with the indicator function

sz (â) =

{

1 if â ∈ Sz
0 else.

(3.3)

The constraints that have to be imposed on the construction of the so-called pull-in regions Sz have

been formulated in Teunissen (1999a):

(i)
⋃

z∈Zn Sz = R
n

(ii) int (Sz) ∩ int (Su) = ∅, ∀z,u ∈ Z
n, z 6= u

(iii) Sz = S0 + z, ∀z ∈ Z
n.

(3.4)

The first two conditions state that the regions Sz have to cover the space Rn without gaps and over-

laps, meaning that the integer mapping S(·) leads to a unique integer estimate for any realization

of the float solution â ∈ R
n. The third condition states that the regions Sz are translated copies of

each other. This implies that a shift of the float solution â by an arbitrary integer vector z ∈ Z
n

also leads to a shift of the integer estimate ǎ by z, meaning that the integer remove-restore tech-

nique can be applied, i.e., one can work with the fractional parts of the float estimates â instead

of with the complete entries. Three specific realizations of integer estimators are presented later in

this section. They are proven to fulfill the properties (3.4) in Teunissen (1999a).

47
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A similar yet more restrictive concept is given by origin-symmetric extremal convex bodies,

whose interior contains exactly one grid point. As shown by Minkowski, integer shifted versions of

such a body scaled by a factor of 1
2

cover Rn without gaps and overlaps (Gruber and Lekkerkerker

1987), i.e., the constraints (3.4) are automatically fulfilled.

3.1.1 Quality of the Estimates

The probabilistic properties of the estimate ǎ of the integer parameters and–if present–the estimate

b̌ of the real valued parameters are fully described by their parameter distribution. Let pâ(x)
denote the Gaussian probability density function (pdf) of the float estimate â. The probability

mass function (pmf) of the estimate ǎ for a given integer estimator as defined by its pull-in regions

Sz follows as

P (ǎ = z) = P (â ∈ Sz) =
∫

Sz

pâ(x)dx, ∀z ∈ Z
n. (3.5)

An important measure for the quality of the estimate ǎ is the probability of correct integer esti-

mates PS = P (ǎ = a), also referred to as the ambiguity success rate in GNSS applications. The

probability of incorrect integer estimates or ambiguity failure rate follows as PF = 1− PS.

In GNSS applications, one is much more interested in the distribution of the fixed estimates b̌

of the real valued parameters as defined in (2.84). According to Teunissen (1999b) and Teunissen

(2002) the pdf of b̌ is given by

pb̌(β) =
∑

z∈Zn

pb̂|â (β | z)P (ǎ = z) , (3.6)

where the conditional pdf pb̂|â (β | x) is Gaussian with the conditional mean b−Qb̂âQ
−1
â (a− x)

and the conditional covariance matrix Qb̂|â = Qb̂ −Qb̂âQ
−1
â Qâb̂. The pdf of b̌ is thus an infinite

sum of weighted conditional distributions with the values of the pmf of ǎ as weights. Using the

deterministic subset I = {1, . . . , n} in (2.85) shows that the estimate b̌ is unbiased if E [ǎ] = a.

This is the case if the region Sz is symmetric with respect to z. Given that the ambiguity failure rate

PF is sufficiently small, i.e., that P (ǎ = a) ≈ 1, the pdf of b̌ can be approximated by pb̂|â (β | a),
which represents a Gaussian distribution with mean value b and covariance matrix Qb̂|â. The

ambiguity success rate is thus also an important measure for the quality of the estimates b̌.

In GNSS positioning applications the conditional precision Qb̂|â is usually much better than

the float precision Qb̂, but wrong ambiguity estimates are likely to cause large positioning errors

that often exceed the ones of the float estimate b̂. Reliable positioning therefore requires that the

ambiguity failure rate is limited to a user-defined maximum tolerable value. The failure rate of an

integer estimator is inherently defined by the underlying system model as represented by Qâ and

the shape of the pull-in regions. We can therefore only evaluate the corresponding success rate and

use the result to decide about whether or not to apply the integer estimator. This is the principle

of model-driven reliable full ambiguity resolution, since the decision of whether or not to resolve

the full set of ambiguities is only based on the description of the system model (Teunissen and

Verhagen 2008).
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Figure 3.1: Pull-in regions Sz of integer estimators for a two dimensional example. The regions that lead

to correct integer estimates are marked in gray.

3.1.2 Element-Wise Rounding

The simplest approach to define the integer mapping S(·) is to round each of the entries of the

input vector to its nearest integer value. The corresponding integer solution ǎIR is given by

ǎIR =






⌊â1⌉
...

⌊ân⌉




 , (3.7)

where ⌊·⌉ is used to denote rounding to the nearest integer. Correlations between the elements of

the float solution â are completely neglected by this estimator. The pull-in regions Sz of element-

wise rounding are given by

Sz =

{

x ∈ R
n | |xi − zi| ≤

1

2
, i = 1, . . . , n

}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n. (3.8)

They are illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a two dimensional example.

The success rate PS,IR of element-wise rounding is difficult to compute exactly, but can be

bounded (Teunissen 1998b). It depends on the chosen ambiguity parameterization as defined by

Z.

3.1.3 Integer Bootstrapping

The element-wise rounding method can be modified so as to consider the correlations between

the elements of the float solution. The rounding operator is then not applied in parallel to all

elements âi of â, but rather in a sequential manner, where the decision for the previous elements

is taken into account. We thus obtain a sequential conditional rounding method, also referred to as

Babai solution (Babai 1986) in lattice theory or as integer bootstrapping in the context of GNSS

(Blewitt 1989; Xu et al. 1995; Teunissen 1998b). Similar approaches are also used in the field of

communications, where the elements of a are not necessarily integers but can assume values from

a discrete set of symbols. Methods for sequential detection/decoding are referred to as decision

feedback equalization or successive interference cancellation. The integer solution clearly depends
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on the order of the sequential fixing. Starting from the last entry and proceeding in reversed order,

the elements of the integer bootstrapping solution ǎIB are given by

ǎIB,n = ⌊ân⌉
ǎIB,n−1 = ⌊ân−1|n⌉ =

⌊
ân−1 − σân−1ânσ

−2
ân

(ân − ǎIB,n)
⌉

...

ǎIB,1 = ⌊â1|2,...,n⌉ =
⌊

â1 −
n∑

i=2

σâ1âi|Iσ
−2
âi|I

(
âi|I − ǎIB,i

) ⌉

, (3.9)

where âi|I denotes the ith element of the float estimate â conditioned on the previously sequentially

rounded estimates with the indexes I = {i+ 1, . . . , n}. The coefficients required to compute âi|I
are obtained from the triangular decompositionQâ = LTDL of the float covariance matrix, where

L ∈ R
n×n is a unit left lower triangular matrix and D ∈ R

n×n a diagonal matrix. The non-zero

off-diagonal entries of L are given as

Lij = σâj âi|Iσ
−2
âi|I
, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (3.10)

and the elements on the diagonal of D as Dii = σ2
âi|I

, i = 1, . . . , n. Let the vector of conditional

float estimates be defined as âc =
[
â1|2,...,n, . . . , ân

]T
. With â− ǎIB = LT (âc − ǎIB), the pull-in

regions Sz of integer bootstrapping follow as

Sz =

{

x ∈ R
n |
∣
∣cTi L

−T (x− z)
∣
∣ ≤ 1

2
, i = 1, . . . , n

}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n, (3.11)

where ci is a canonical unit vector with 1 as its ith entry. They are illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a

two dimensional example.

The success rate PS,IB of integer bootstrapping can be computed exactly:

PS,IB =

n∏

i=1

(

2Φ

(

1

2σâi|I

)

− 1

)

. (3.12)

The success rate of the integer bootstrapping estimator depends on both the parameterization of

the float solution and the order in which it is applied to the parameters.

3.1.4 Integer Least-Squares

The integer least-squares estimator accounts for all correlations between the elements of the float

solution â. The integer estimate ǎILS is the integer vector with the smallest distance to the float

solution in the metric of the covariance matrixQâ

ǎILS = argmin
z∈Zn

‖â− z‖2Qâ
, (3.13)

with ‖x‖2Q = xTQ−1x. The integer least-squares estimate cannot be obtained by simple rounding

operations but requires a search for the closest integer grid point, which is a non-trivial task, es-

pecially if the dimension n of the above minimization problem is high. This problem is a special

case of the closest point problem in lattice theory, which is also a common problem in other fields
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such as communication theory. A comprehensive survey of closest point search methods is given

in the tutorial paper Agrell et al. (2002). The pull-in regions Sz of integer least-squares are given

by

Sz =
{

x ∈ R
n | ‖x− z‖2Qâ

≤ ‖x− u‖2Qâ
, ∀u ∈ Z

n
}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n. (3.14)

The regions Sz are also referred to as the Voronoi cells of the integer grid points z, which are

discussed in mathematics textbooks such as Cassels (1971) and applied to the problem of GPS

ambiguity resolution in Hassibi and Boyd (1998) and Xu (2006). They are illustrated in Figure 3.1

for a two dimensional example.

The integer least-squares estimator is proven in Teunissen (1999a) to be optimal in the sense

of maximizing the probability of correct integer estimates, i.e.,

P (ǎILS = a) ≥ P (ǎ = a) (3.15)

with ǎ from an arbitrary integer estimator. The success rate of integer least-squares does not

depend on the parameterization of the float solution, and equivalent estimates ǎILS are obtained for

any admissible transformation Z. Since the success rate of integer least-squares is difficult to be

evaluated exactly, various bounds and approximations have been derived. An overview over these

is given in, e.g., Verhagen (2003) and Verhagen et al. (2013). Within this dissertation the main

focus is on reliable ambiguity resolution with a maximum failure rate constraint. We are therefore

only interested in upper bounds of the integer least-squares failure rate. From (3.15) we know that

the integer bootstrapping failure rate (3.12) is such an upper bound. The analyses in Feng and

Wang (2011) and Verhagen et al. (2013) show that it is a tight upper bound in GNSS applications

if a prior decorrelation transformation is applied, see Section 3.1.5.

It is noted that if the integer least-squares estimator (3.13) is used in the estimation framework

of Section 2.4 for the problem with combined integer and real valued unknowns, then the solution

ǎILS and the corresponding b̌ is also the solution of (Teunissen 1993)

{ǎILS, b̌} = argmin
z∈Zn,β∈Rp

‖y −Az −Bβ‖2Q , (3.16)

which is the natural definition of the least-squares solution with integer and real valued unknowns.

The integer least-squares estimate ǎILS can be computed as follows. Let the Cholesky decom-

position of the inverse covariance matrix be given by Q−1
â = L̃L̃T, with L̃ ∈ R

n×n a left lower

triangular matrix. The weighted squared distance between the float estimate â and an arbitrary

integer z can then be expressed in the recursive form

d(z) = ‖â− z‖2Qâ
=

n∑

i=1

(
n∑

j=i

L̃ji (âj − zj)
)2

=
n∑

i=1

ei (zi, . . . , zn) , (3.17)

where the distance increments ei(·) only depend on the elements zj with j ≥ i. Starting from level

i = n, the partial squared distance di (zi, . . . , zn) can be expressed as

di (zi, . . . , zn) = di+1 (zi+1, . . . , zn) + ei (zi, . . . , zn) , (3.18)
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with the initial value dn+1 = 0. The value of d(z) is then obtained from the relation d(z) = d1(z).
With all distance increments ei(·) being non-negative, solving problem (3.13) can be interpreted

as a tree search problem. Nodes of the search tree correspond to partial squared distances di(·)
and branches, which correspond to different integer values, are given the corresponding weight

ei(·). Only nodes of the tree with di(·) ≤ λ2 are considered, where the search radius λ ∈ R+

has to be properly defined. This means that in the final level of the tree all integer vectors within

an hyper-ellipsoid around â are found. The integer vector with the smallest squared distance

is the integer least-squares solution ǎILS. The size parameter λ of the search space can be set

using the integer bootstrapping solution λ2 = ‖â− ǎIB‖2Qâ
, so as to ensure that at least one

integer vector is contained. This strategy of using an ellipsoidal search space is referred to as

sphere decoder in communications (Viterbo and Boutros 1999). The idea was originally proposed

as the Pohst strategy in lattice theory (Fincke and Pohst 1985). A refinement is given by the

Schnorr-Euchner strategy (Schnorr and Euchner 1994). Its main idea is to evaluate the different

integer hypotheses in each level in the order of increasing distance increments and to reduce the

size of the search space to λ2 = d(z) whenever a candidate z has been found. The first integer

candidate used with the Schnorr-Euchner strategy is again the integer bootstrapping solution. The

search routine of the least-squares ambiguity decorrelation adjustment (LAMBDA) method for

GNSS ambiguity resolution (Teunissen 1995b; de Jonge and Tiberius 1996) is a variant of the

Pohst strategy. A numerical comparison of the efficiency of different search strategies for GNSS

examples is provided in Jazaeri et al. (2012).

3.1.5 Decorrelation/Reduction Transformations

If the covariance matrixQâ is diagonal, both element-wise rounding and integer bootstrapping are

identical to integer least-squares and thus optimal. This also implies that the integer bootstrapping

failure rate, which can be easily computed, is identical to the integer least-squares failure rate.

These estimators should therefore be applied in a decorrelated space through a proper choice of

the transformation matrix Z. Due to the integer constraints of Z it is not possible to completely

remove the correlations between the elements of the float solution, but they can be largely reduced.

Although the integer least-squares solution is equivalent for each choice of Z, the complexity

required for its computation is considerably reduced after decorrelation for GNSS ambiguity reso-

lution, since the number of visited nodes of the search tree is much smaller. Also, the ordering of

the elements of the transformed float solution should be considered when defining Z. It is reason-

able to choose the most precise float parameters as the last entries for integer bootstrapping, since

these are fixed first and the integer solution of all further components is based on the decision. It

is also beneficial for integer least-squares to start with the most precise float estimates, since this

may allow to remove large parts of the search tree already in the first levels and thus lead to faster

solutions.

The input of the integer estimator S(·) can be written by means of the pseudo observation

model â = a+ν with the noise vector ν ∼ G (0,Qâ). With the unimodular integer transformation

matrix Z (2.82) the transformed system follows as Zâ = Za + ν ′ with ν ′ ∼ G
(
0,ZQâZ

T
)
.

Instead of estimating a, the transformed integer vector Za is estimated. Integer decorrelation

aims at designing Z such that the elements of Zâ are largely uncorrelated. With Q−1
â = L̃L̃T,

i.e., Qâ = L̃−TL̃−1, this means that the rows of ZL̃−T should be orthogonal. The above pseudo

observation model can equivalently be written as

L̃Tâ = L̃Ta + ν̃, (3.19)
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Figure 3.2: Confidence ellipses of float estimates â before and after decorrelation with Z for a two dimen-

sional example. The black crosses represent the corresponding lattice L with the basis vectors from L̃T in

blue and from L̃TZ−1 in orange.

with ν̃ ∼ G (0, In). This is the notation that is used in lattice theory, where the lattice L is given by

L = {x ∈ R
n | x = L̃Tz, z ∈ Z

n}. The columns of L̃T are the basis vectors of the lattice. The

exact same lattice is obtained when using L̃TZ−1 as a basis matrix, with Z−1 an arbitrary integer

unimodular matrix. We can thus rewrite (3.19) as

L̃Tâ = L̃TZ−1Za+ ν̃ (3.20)

and estimate the transformed ambiguities Za instead of a using the lattice basis L̃TZ−1. The

concept of an integer transformation via Z is thus equivalent to choosing a different lattice basis.

Assuming that Z leads to perfectly decorrelated float estimates, i.e., that the rows of ZL̃−T are

orthogonal, the columns of L̃TZ−1 are orthogonal as well. The integer decorrelation problem

can thus also be formulated as the problem of finding a preferably orthogonal lattice basis, which

is equivalent to finding lattice vectors of shortest length. This problem is therefore referred to

as lattice reduction (Wübben et al. 2011). An illustration of the confidence ellipses of the float

estimates â before and after a decorrelation transformation and the corresponding lattice with the

two sets of basis vectors is shown in Figure 3.2 for a two dimensional example.

Examples of decorrelation methods used in the context of GNSS are given in, e.g., Lenstra

et al. (1982), Seysen (1993), Teunissen (1995b), Xu (2001), Chang et al. (2005), and Günther and

Henkel (2012). A numerical comparison is provided in Jazaeri et al. (2014). Integer decorrelation

combined with an efficient search strategy is the basis for fast integer least-squares implementa-

tions such as the LAMBDA method (Teunissen 1995b) or a modified version thereof (Chang et al.

2005).

3.2 The Class of Integer Aperture Estimators

The index set I of an integer aperture estimator can also depend on the float estimate â and is

thus a discrete random variable assuming the two values I = {1, . . . , n} and I = ∅. The point

set Ω ⊆ R
n for which all integer parameters are resolved is called the aperture region (Teunissen

2003b). Accordingly, the index set I is given by

I =

{

{1, . . . , n} if â ∈ Ω

∅ else.
(3.21)
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The aperture region Ω defines the choice of the index set I but not the integer solution required to

define the mapping S(·) for I = {1, . . . , n}. With the pull-in regions Sz (3.1) of a valid integer

estimator we define

Ωz = Ω ∩ Sz, ∀z ∈ Z
n. (3.22)

Since the pull-in regions Sz, ∀z ∈ Z
n, cover the whole R

n without gaps and overlaps, it follows

that Ω =
⋃

z∈Zn Ωz. The integer estimate ǎ of an integer aperture estimator can be explicitly

written as

ǎ =

{∑

z∈Zn ωz (â)z if I = {1, . . . , n}
[] else,

(3.23)

with [] ∈ Z
0 a zero dimensional vector and the indicator function

ωz (â) =

{

1 if â ∈ Ωz

0 else.
(3.24)

The following constraint has to be imposed when formulating the aperture region Ω:

Ω = Ω+ z, ∀z ∈ Z
n. (3.25)

This constraint is the equivalence of condition (iii) in (3.4) for integer estimators. It states that the

aperture region is invariant for any integer shift, meaning that a shift of the float solution â by an

arbitrary integer vector z ∈ Z
n has no impact on the resulting index set I. This implies that one

can again equivalently work with the fractional part of â instead of with the complete entries.

The class of integer estimators as introduced in Section 3.1 is contained in the class of integer

aperture estimators and follows by choosing the aperture region as Ω = R
n.

3.2.1 Quality of the Estimates

With pâ(x) the Gaussian pdf of the float estimate â, the pmf of ǎ for a given integer aperture

estimator as defined by its aperture pull-in regions Ωz follows as

P (ǎ = z) = P (â ∈ Ωz) =

∫

Ωz

pâ(x)dx, ∀z ∈ Z
n

and P (ǎ = []) = P (â ∈ R
n \ Ω) =

∫

Rn\Ω
pâ(x)dx. (3.26)

In order to assess the quality of the estimates ǎ and to evaluate and compare different integer

aperture estimators, three different cases with their respective probabilities can be distinguished

for an integer aperture estimator:

Correct integer estimates: â ∈ Ωa, success rate PS = P (ǎ = a)
Incorrect integer estimates: â ∈ ⋃z∈Zn\aΩz, failure rate PF =

∑

z∈Zn\a P (ǎ = z)

No integer estimates: â ∈ R
n \ Ω, undecided rate PU = 1− PS − PF.

(3.27)

That is, in addition to correct or incorrect integer estimates as for integer estimators there is now a

third option which is no integer estimates.
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The distribution of the fixed estimates b̌ of the real valued parameters as defined in (2.84) is

given by (Verhagen 2005)

pb̌ (β) =
∑

z∈Zn

pb̂|â (β | z)P (ǎ = z) +

∫

Rn\Ω
pb̂|â (β | x) pâ(x)dx. (3.28)

The pdf of b̌ is the sum of two parts. The first part is an infinite sum of weighted conditional

distributions with the probabilities of ǎ assuming the corresponding n dimensional integer vector

as weights, which corresponds to the case that I = {1, . . . , n}. The case I = ∅ is covered by

the second part, which is the integral of the joint distribution of â and b̂ over all realizations of

â that lead to I = ∅. From (2.85) follows that the estimates b̌ are unbiased if the region Ωz is

symmetric with respect to z. If the failure rate PF is sufficiently small, the pdf of b̌ given that

I = {1, . . . , n} can be approximated by pb̌|I (β | {1, . . . , n}) ≈ pb̂|â (β | a), i.e., the precision

that can be expected from b̌ if the determined index set is I = {1, . . . , n} can be described with

the conditional covariance matrixQb̂|â.

It was discussed in Section 3.1.1 that the ambiguity failure rate PF has to be limited to a maxi-

mum tolerable value for reliable GNSS positioning. The concept of integer aperture estimation has

the big advantage over integer estimation that the failure rate can be controlled by means of prop-

erly defining the aperture region Ω. That is, irrespective of the strength of the underlying system

model, a maximum failure rate can be guaranteed. The probability of resolving the integer ambigu-

ities depends on the choice of the aperture region and is given by P (I = {1, . . . , n}) = PS + PF.

Since the decision of whether or not to resolve the full set of ambiguities now also depends on the

measurement data through the realization of the float solution â, this is referred to as data-driven

reliable full ambiguity resolution (Teunissen and Verhagen 2008). When used with a user-defined

maximum tolerable failure rate, integer aperture estimators serve as an overall estimation and val-

idation procedure (Verhagen and Teunissen 2006; Teunissen and Verhagen 2009).

3.2.2 Optimal Integer Aperture Estimation

The optimal integer aperture estimator is introduced in Teunissen (2005a) as the solution of the

optimization problem

max
Ωz

PS s.t. PF = γ, (3.29)

with Ωz a valid aperture pull-in region and the success and failure rates PS and PF as defined in

(3.27). In other words, if the integer aperture estimators are formulated such that a fixed failure

rate PF = γ is obtained, then the optimal integer aperture estimator leads to the highest possible

probability of resolving the integer parameters. The aperture pull-in regions Ωz of the optimal

estimator can be derived from a modified version of the Neyman-Pearson Lemma and are given by

Ωz =

{

x ∈ Sz |
∑

u∈Zn\z
exp

(

−1
2
‖x− u‖2Qâ

)

≤ µ exp
(

−1
2
‖x− z‖2Qâ

)
}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n,

(3.30)

where Sz denotes the pull-in region of integer least-squares and the critical value µ is chosen so as

to satisfy the fixed failure rate criterion PF = γ. The decision of whether or not float the estimate

â resides within Ω, and therefore of whether or not to resolve the full set of integer parameters,

includes the evaluation of an infinite sum. This sum cannot be computed exactly but has to be

approximated by neglecting all terms whose contribution is sufficiently small, see Section 4.3.4.
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Figure 3.3: The aperture pull-in regions Ωz of the op-

timal integer aperture estimator are shown in gray for

a two dimensional example, where green and orange

edges indicate correct and incorrect integer estimates,

respectively. The boundaries of the pull-in regions Sz
of the underlying integer estimator are drawn in black.

For the computation of the optimal integer aperture estimator, first the integer least-squares solution

ǎILS is determined. By evaluating the condition in (3.30) for the region ΩǎILS
it is then checked

if the integer least-squares solution can be accepted. The search for the integer vectors used for

the approximation is computationally more efficient after applying a decorrelation transformation,

but the results are equivalent when using the search space as defined in Section 4.3.4. Methods

for determining the model dependent critical value µ for a fixed failure rate implementation are

discussed in Section 5.5. The regions Ωz of the optimal integer aperture estimator are shown in

Figure 3.3 for a two dimensional example.

Various integer aperture estimators have been proposed in the literature, e.g., the ratio test

(Euler and Schaffrin 1991), the difference test (Tiberius and de Jonge 1995), the projector test

(Han 1997; Wang et al. 1998), the F-ratio test (Frei and Beutler 1990), the ellipsoidal integer

aperture estimator (Teunissen 2003a), integer aperture bootstrapping (Teunissen 2005b), integer

aperture least-squares (Teunissen 2005c), and the penalized integer aperture estimator (Teunissen

2004). An overview and comparison of these methods is provided in Verhagen (2005). The first

three options are briefly introduced in the following. They are based on testing the best integer

candidate ǎILS against the second best integer candidate and are therefore much easier to compute

than the optimal integer aperture estimator. They produce identical results for any admissible

parameterization via Z. They are proven to be valid integer aperture estimators in Verhagen and

Teunissen (2006).

3.2.3 The Difference Test

The difference test is introduced for GNSS ambiguity validation in Tiberius and de Jonge (1995).

It is based on testing the integer least-squares estimate ǎILS against the best counter hypothesis ā,

which is given by

ā = argmin
z∈Zn\ǎILS

‖â− z‖2Qâ
. (3.31)

The integer least-squares solution is accepted if

‖â− ā‖2Qâ
− ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ

≥ µ, (3.32)

with the critical value µ. The values produced by the difference test are always non-negative. This

combined estimation and validation strategy is an integer aperture estimator defined by the aperture

pull-in regions

Ωz =
{

x ∈ Sz | ‖x− u‖2Qâ
− ‖x− z‖2Qâ

≥ µ, ∀u ∈ Z
n \ z

}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n, (3.33)
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Figure 3.4: The aperture pull-in regions Ωz are shown in gray for a two dimensional example, where green

and orange edges indicate correct and incorrect integer estimates, respectively. The boundaries of the pull-in

regions Sz of the underlying integer estimator are drawn in black.

where Sz are the pull-in regions of integer least-squares. It is noted that the regions Ωz of the

difference test follow from the optimal aperture pull-in regions if the sum in (3.30) is replaced by

its maximum term. It can therefore be expected that the difference test performs close to optimal

if the distribution of the float estimate is highly peaked around a, such that the contributions of

the further terms of the sum are sufficiently small. By properly choosing the aperture parameter

µ, a fixed failure rate PF can be guaranteed, see Section 5.5. For µ = 0, Ωz is identical to the

respective integer least-squares pull-in region. The regions Ωz of the difference test based integer

aperture estimator are shown in Figure 3.4 for a two dimensional example. They are constructed

as the intersection of half-spaces.

3.2.4 The Ratio Test

A different test of the same form is the ratio test as introduced in Euler and Schaffrin (1991). The

integer least-squares solution ǎILS is accepted if

‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ

‖â− ā‖2Qâ

≤ µ, (3.34)

with the critical value µ. The values produced by the ratio test are within the interval ]0, 1]. This

combined estimation and validation strategy is an integer aperture estimator defined by the aperture

pull-in regions

Ωz =
{

x ∈ Sz | ‖x− z‖2Qâ
≤ µ ‖x− u‖2Qâ

, ∀u ∈ Z
n \ z

}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n, (3.35)

where Sz are the pull-in regions of integer least-squares. Again, the failure rate PF can be con-

trolled by properly choosing the aperture parameter µ, see Section 5.5. For µ ≥ 1, Ωz is identical

to the respective integer least-squares pull-in region. The regions Ωz of the ratio test based integer

aperture estimator are shown in Figure 3.4 for a two dimensional example. They are constructed

as the intersection of hyper ellipsoids.
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3.2.5 The Projector Test

The last test of this form that is discussed in this dissertation is the projector test as introduced in

Han (1997) and Wang et al. (1998). It is motivated by applying standard methods of hypothesis

testing in linear models to the problem of ambiguity validation. Due to the random nature of

the involved parameters ǎILS and ā and their correlations with â, the statistical descriptions of

such tests are, however, not the usual standard distributions, which has to be considered when

determining critical values. The projector test is based on the orthogonal projection of â − ǎILS

onto the direction of ā − ǎILS in the metric of Qâ. The integer least-squares solution ǎILS is

accepted if

(ā− ǎILS)
T
Q−1
â (â− ǎILS)

‖ā− ǎILS‖Qâ

≤ µ, (3.36)

with the critical value µ. The values produced by the projector test are always non-negative. This

combined estimation and validation strategy is an integer aperture estimator defined by the aperture

pull-in regions

Ωz =

{

x ∈ Sz | (u− z)TQ−1
â (x− z) ≤ µ ‖u− z‖Qâ

,u = argmin
v∈Zn\z

‖x− v‖2Qâ

}

, ∀z ∈ Z
n,

(3.37)

where Sz are the pull-in regions of integer least-squares. By choosing the aperture parameter

µ, the failure rate PF can be controlled, see Section 5.5. For µ ≥ maxx∈Rn
1
2
‖x̄− x̌ILS‖Qâ

,

where x̌ILS and x̄ are the closest and second closest integer grid point of x, Ωz is identical to

the respective integer least-squares pull-in region. The regions of the projector test based integer

aperture estimator are shown in Figure 3.4 for a two dimensional example. The aperture pull-in

regions are generally non-convex.



4. Partial Integer Estimation

The class of partial integer estimators is a generalization of the class of integer estimators as

introduced in Section 3.1 that is capable of resolving an arbitrary subset I of the integer parameters

a. The index set I of a partial integer estimator is deterministic for a given system model. The

definition of the class of partial integer estimators is given in Section 4.1 and the quality of the

estimates is analyzed in Section 4.2. Three specific estimators including the optimal estimator

are discussed in Section 4.3. Criteria and strategies for the problem of how to select the integer

transformation Z and index set I in GNSS applications are presented in Section 4.4. Within this

chapter, â and ǎ are used instead of â′ and ǎ′ for the estimates after the transformation with Z.

4.1 The Class of Partial Integer Estimators

The problem is to determine an integer estimate ǎ = S (â) of the parameters aI from the

float solution â with the a priori defined deterministic index set I, i.e., to define the mapping

S(·) : Rn 7→ Z
|I|, cf. (2.83). The index set I can assume any of the 2n − 1 possible non-empty

realizations that follow from either including each of the n elements of the parameter vector a or

not. Such an estimator can be fully described by the regions Sz ⊂ R
n, ∀z ∈ Z

|I|, which denote

the point set that is mapped to the same integer z via S(·)

Sz = {x ∈ R
n | z = S(x)} , ∀z ∈ Z

|I|. (4.1)

The partial integer estimator (2.83) corresponding to these regions can be explicitly written as

ǎ =
∑

z∈Z|I|

sz (â) z (4.2)

with the indicator function

sz (â) =

{

1 if â ∈ Sz
0 else.

(4.3)

We notice that the definition of a partial integer estimator is very similar to the one of an integer

estimator in Section 3.1, but with the possible output values being in the |I| dimensional space

of integers Z|I| instead of in the n dimensional space of integers Zn. This is of importance when

formulating the constraints that have to be imposed on the construction of the regions Sz, which

are then slightly different. The following three properties have to be met by the regions Sz defining

a partial integer estimator with a given non-empty subset I (Brack 2016a):

(i)
⋃

z∈Z|I| Sz = R
n

(ii) int (Sz) ∩ int (Su) = ∅, ∀z,u ∈ Z
|I|, z 6= u

(iii) SvI = S0 + v, ∀v ∈ Z
n.

(4.4)

We note that in condition (iii) v is an n dimensional integer vector, but the region SvI is only

linked to the elements vI that correspond to the subset I.

59
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The first two conditions state that the regions Sz have to cover the space R
n without gaps and

overlaps, meaning that the (partial) integer mapping S(·) leads to a unique |I| dimensional integer

estimate for any float solution â ∈ R
n. The third condition states that if the float solution â is

shifted by an arbitrary integer vector v ∈ Z
n, then the integer estimate for the subset I has to be

shifted by vI . This implies that the regions Sz are translated copies of each other for any integer

shift in the directions that correspond to the subset I, and that the regions Sz are invariant for any

integer shift in the directions that correspond to the subset Ī. In other words, if any entry of the

float solution â that is to be resolved is shifted by an arbitrary integer, then the integer solution

is shifted by the same amount. On the other hand, if any entry of the float solution â that is not

resolved is shifted by an arbitrary integer, this must not affect the integer solution of the subset to

be resolved. For any non-empty index set I with |I| < n, each region Sz is linked to a unique |I|
dimensional integer vector, but generally contains an infinite number of n dimensional integer grid

points–except for the case that all integer grid points lie on the boundaries of the regions Sz. This

means that the regions Sz for |I| < n are not pull-in regions, but rather decision regions. It can

easily be seen that for I = {1, . . . , n} the properties in (4.4) are identical to the ones of an integer

estimator in (3.4).

4.2 Quality of the Estimates

With pâ(x) the Gaussian pdf of the float solution â, the pmf of ǎ for any non-empty index set I
and an estimator with the decision regions Sz follows as

P (ǎ = z) = P (â ∈ Sz) =
∫

Sz

pâ (x) dx, ∀z ∈ Z
|I|. (4.5)

The probability of correctly resolving the given subset I of integer parameters is given by PS =
P (ǎ = aI). We have to keep in mind that when using the term success rate for PS for a partial

integer estimator, it refers to correctly estimating a specific subset I of the integer parameters a

and is therefore generally a weaker measure than the probability of correctly resolving the full set

of integer parameters as defined in (3.1.1) for the class of integer estimators. The probability of an

incorrect integer estimate ǎ follows as PF = 1− PS.

In order to derive the pdf of the partially fixed estimates b̌ of the real valued parameters as

defined in (2.84), we make use of the following invertible parameter transformation
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From the change of variables theorem follows that if two continuous random variables r and q are

related via r = Tq, with T invertible, then pr(x) =
1

|det(T )| pq (T
−1x). The first part of Theorem

2 in Teunissen (2002) states that for an integer estimator pb̂,â,ǎ(w,x, z) = pb̂,â(w,x)sz(x), where

pb̂,â(w,x) is jointly Gaussian and ǎ ∈ Z
n. This theorem also applies to a partial integer estimator

with ǎ ∈ Z
|I|. The pdf of the transformed parameter vector in (4.6) is thus pb̌,â,ǎ(β,x, z) =

pb̂,â
(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − z) ,x
)
sz(x). With the above defined properties of the regions Sz, the
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pdf of b̌ can now be expressed as

pb̌(β) =
∑

z∈Z|I|

∫

Sz

pb̂,â
(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − z) ,x
)
dx

=
∑

z∈Z|I|

∫

Sz

pb̂,âĪ |âI

(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − z) ,xĪ | xI
)
pâI

(xI) dx, (4.7)

where the second equality follows from the definition of a conditional probability distribution.

Unfortunately, expression (4.7) is not very intuitive. In order to gain some deeper insight we

analyze two special cases in more detail in the following. As a first case we assume that the integer

estimate ǎ of aI is computed only as a function of âI instead of the full float solution â. Let

S̃ : R|I| 7→ Z
|I| be defined such that S̃ (xI) = S (x), ∀x ∈ R

n, and let S̃z ⊂ R
|I|, ∀z ∈ Z

|I|,
denote the corresponding pull-in regions. The pdf of b̌ can then be written as

pb̌(β) =
∑

z∈Z|I|

∫

S̃z

∫

Rn−|I|

pb̂,âĪ |âI

(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − z) ,xĪ | xI
)
pâI

(xI) dxĪdxI

=
∑

z∈Z|I|

∫

S̃z

pb̂|âI

(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − z) | xI
)
pâI

(xI) dxI

=
∑

z∈Z|I|

pb̂|âI
(β | z)P (ǎ = z) . (4.8)

The third equality follows from pb̂|âI

(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − z) | xI
)

= pb̂|âI
(β | z) and

∫

S̃z
pâI

(xI) dxI = P (ǎ = z). The conditional Gaussian pdf pb̂|âI
(β | z) is characterized by

the conditional mean b−Qb̂âI
Q−1
âI

(a− z) and the conditional covariance matrix

Qb̂|âI
= Qb̂ −Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI
QâI b̂

. (4.9)

Since an estimator of this form can also be interpreted in the way that an integer estimator is

applied to an observation model in which aĪ belongs to the real valued parameter vector, the final

expression (4.8) could directly be expected from (3.6).

As a second case, we study (4.7) for a very high probability of correct estimates ǎ. For

P (ǎ = aI)→ 1, the integer estimate ǎ becomes deterministic, so that (4.7) becomes

pb̌(β) =

∫

Rn

pb̂,â
(
β +Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(xI − aI) ,x
)
dx

= pb̂|âI
(β | aI) , (4.10)

where for the second equality the same relation as in the final step of (4.8) is used. If the success

rate of a partial integer estimator is sufficiently close to one, we can therefore make use of the

conditional Gaussian distribution with mean value b and covariance matrix Qb̂|âI
, see (4.9), to

describe the stochastic properties of b̌.

With the deterministic index set I of a partial integer estimator, the estimate b̌ is unbiased

according to (2.85), if E [ǎ] = aI , i.e., if the integer estimate ǎ itself is unbiased. This is the

case if SaI+z is the point reflection across a of SaI−z, ∀z ∈ Z
|I|. With the properties (4.4) this is

equivalent to Sz being symmetric with respect to v ∈ Z
n with vI = z.
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4.3 Examples of Partial Integer Estimators

Three specific realizations of partial integer estimators are presented in the following. The first

two make use of standard methods from integer estimation and adapt them so as to be capable of

estimating a subset of integers. They are explicitly formulated for integer least-squares, but could

also be based on integer bootstrapping, element-wise rounding, or any other integer estimator as

defined in Section 3.1. The third estimator is the one that leads to the highest possible probability

of correct integer estimates of aI for a given index set I. Implementation aspects of the optimal

estimator are discussed.

4.3.1 Partial Integer Least-Squares

The probably most intuitive approach for estimating a given subset of integers as defined by the

index set I is to only consider the part âI of the float solution â, which lies in the subspace that

corresponds to the parameters that are to be resolved as integers, and to apply a standard integer

estimator to âI . This implies that only the information âI is used for computing the integer esti-

mate whereas âĪ is not, meaning that the parameters aĪ that are not resolved as integers are treated

as if they were conceptually real valued, i.e., aĪ is treated as if it were a part of b. According to

the system model (2.75) and (2.78), the parameters aĪ are, however, integers, which is completely

ignored by this scheme. Essentially, this estimator considers a reduced |I| dimensional space and

resolves the full vector of integer parameters–which is then of dimension |I|–in that space. For

integer least-squares, the corresponding integer estimate is given by

ǎparILS = argmin
z∈Z|I|

‖âI − z‖2QâI
, (4.11)

whereQâI
follows from selecting the entries that correspond to âI fromQâ. The decision regions

Sz of this partial integer least-squares estimator are given by

Sz =
{

x ∈ R
n | ‖xI − z‖2QâI

≤ ‖xI − u‖2QâI
, ∀u ∈ Z

|I|
}

, ∀z ∈ Z
|I|. (4.12)

This estimator can easily be shown to fulfill the constraints in (4.4). It produces a unique |I|
dimensional integer vector for any float solution â ∈ R

n that is not on the boundary between two

decision regions. With argminz∈Z|I|‖âI−u−z‖2QâI
+u = argminz∈Z|I|‖âI−z‖2QâI

, ∀u ∈ Z
|I|,

also the third property holds, since an arbitrary shift of âĪ has no impact on the integer solution.

As integer least-squares is optimal in the sense of maximizing the success rate for estimating

the full vector of integer parameters, this estimator seems to be a reasonable choice. It does, how-

ever, completely neglect the fact that the parameters aĪ are integers as well, since the computation

of the integer solution (4.11) is independent of âĪ , and is therefore certainly not optimal.

The evaluation of success rates for such schemes that apply an integer estimator to the partial

float solution âI is carried out analogously to the standard integer estimators. The success rate

of partial integer bootstrapping, which follows from replacing integer least-squares with integer

bootstrapping in (4.11), can thus be computed in closed form. Depending on the choice of the

parameterization of the float estimates viaZ, it might therefore be useful to consider an additional

decorrelation transformation Z ′ ∈ Z
|I|×|I| for âI and to compute the integer estimates or success

rates in the decorrelated space characterized by the covariance matrix Z ′QâI
Z ′T. The integer

estimate can then be transformed back via Z ′−1. It is important to note the different purposes

of these two integer transformations. The rows of the matrix Z in combination with the index
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tion

Figure 4.1: Regions Sz of partial integer estimators for a two dimensional example with low correlation for

I = {1} in the first row and I = {2} in the second row. The regions that lead to correct integer estimates

are marked in gray.

set I define the linear combinations of the integer parameters that are resolved, whereas the sole

purpose of matrixZ ′ is to improve the efficiency or success rate of the estimator, without changing

the actual problem. The decision regions Sz of partial integer least-squares are illustrated for a two

dimensional example with low correlation in Figure 4.1 and with high correlation in Figure 4.2 for

I = {1} and I = {2}.

4.3.2 Full Integer Least-Squares + Selection

A different approach to make use of the class of integer estimators for estimating the subset I of

integer parameters is to apply an integer estimator to the full n dimensional float solution â, and to

subsequently select those entries from the resulting n dimensional integer estimate that correspond

to the subset I. For integer least-squares, the integer estimates are given by

ǎfullILS = ΓIǎILS, with ǎILS = argmin
v∈Zn

‖â− v‖2Qâ
, (4.13)

where the multiplication of a vector x ∈ R
n with ΓI ∈ {0, 1}|I|×n selects xI from x. Accordingly,

the decision regions Sz of full integer least-squares followed by a selection of entries are given

by the union of all pull-in regions of the full n dimensional integer least-squares estimator that

correspond to an integer vector v ∈ Z
n with vI = z

Sz =
⋃

v∈Zn|vI=z

{

x ∈ R
n | ‖x− v‖2Qâ

≤ ‖x− u‖2Qâ
, ∀u ∈ Z

n
}

, ∀z ∈ Z
|I|. (4.14)
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Figure 4.2: Regions Sz of partial integer estimators for a two dimensional example with high correlation

for I = {1} in the first row and I = {2} in the second row. The regions that lead to correct integer estimates

are marked in gray.
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This estimator produces a unique |I| dimensional integer vector for any float solution â ∈ R
n,

and thus meets the first two criteria form (4.4). Further, with argminv∈Zn‖â − u − v‖2Qâ
+ u =

argminv∈Zn‖â − v‖2Qâ
, ∀u ∈ Z

n, also the third condition is met when selecting entries from the

full integer least-squares solution.

This estimator clearly takes the integer property of aĪ into account, but integer least-squares in

combination with a selection of entries of the resulting n dimensional integer solution is no longer

optimal.

The success rate of full integer least-squares followed by a selection of entries cannot be easily

evaluated, since for |I| < n there is an infinite number of n dimensional integer solutions that lead

to correct integer estimates ǎfullILS, i.e., the region of integration SaI
consists of infinitely many

pull-in regions of volume one. This also implies that the evaluation of bounds becomes more com-

plicated. A very simple but also not very useful upper bound for the failure rate P (ǎfullILS 6= aI)
is given by the probability that the full integer least-squares solution ǎILS is incorrect, which can

again be bounded by, e.g., the integer bootstrapping failure rate. Depending on the chosen param-

eterization via Z, it might again be useful to compute the n dimensional integer estimate after an

additional decorrelation transformation that is inverted before selecting the entries corresponding

to I.

It is noted that if no additional transformations are applied, the estimation schemes (4.11) and

(4.13) are identical if integer least-squares is replaced by element-wise rounding, and–depending

on the order–may be identical for integer bootstrapping. The decision regions Sz of full integer

least-squares + selection are illustrated in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 for two different two dimensional

examples for I = {1} and I = {2}. In the second example, a substantial correlation is present

between the two components, which causes the regions Sz for I = {1} to be unconnected.

4.3.3 Optimal Partial Integer Estimation

Depending on the index set I and the covariance matrix Qâ either of the two above introduced

integer least-squares based estimators may be the better choice in terms of the probability of correct

integer estimates. It is, however, possible to formulate the optimal estimator, which resolves a

given subset I of the integer parameters a with the highest possible probability of correct integer

estimates P (ǎ = aI) within the class of partial integer estimators as defined in (4.2), see Brack

(2016a). Let the integer estimates ǎopt of aI be given by

ǎopt = argmax
z∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI=z
exp

(

−1
2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

)

, (4.15)

where the float solution â follows the Gaussian distribution G (a,Qâ), then

P (ǎopt = aI) ≥ P (ǎ = aI) (4.16)

with ǎ from any partial integer estimator as defined in (4.2), which meets the criteria (4.4). For a

given non-empty index set I with |I| < n, the optimal integer estimates ǎopt are therefore found

by evaluating infinite sums over all integer vectors v ∈ Z
n with common entries vI = z that

correspond to the index set I. Maximizing the sum over z yields the result. The decision regions
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S∗
z of the optimal partial integer estimator are given by

S∗
z =

{

x ∈ R
n |

∑

v∈Zn|vI=z
exp

(
−1

2
‖x− v‖2Qâ

)
≥

∑

v∈Zn|vI=u
exp

(
−1

2
‖x− v‖2Qâ

)
, ∀u ∈ Z

|I|

}

,

∀z ∈ Z
|I|. (4.17)

Apart from boundary ties, this estimator leads to a unique |I| dimensional integer vector for

any float solution â ∈ R
n. For an arbitrary given integer vector z ∈ Z

|I|, we have that
∑

v∈Zn|vI=z exp
(
−1

2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

)
=
∑

w∈Zn|wI=uI+z
exp

(
−1

2
‖â+ u−w‖2Qâ

)
, ∀u ∈ Z

n, since

both sums contain the same terms. The maximizing argument of both sums is therefore also iden-

tical. Let the maximizing argument z, which is the optimal partial integer estimator (4.15) for aI ,

be denoted by ǎopt ∈ Z
|I|. With this maximizer, comparing the right sum to (4.15) and interpret-

ing â + u as the float solution shows that the optimal estimator for this shifted float solution is

ǎopt + uI . The estimator (4.15) is therefore a valid partial integer estimator according to (4.4).

The optimality can be proven as follows. Let the regions S̄u, ∀u ∈ Z
|Ī|, be arbitrary regions

that fulfill the properties of the decision regions Sz (4.4) for the index set Ī instead of I, and let

the regions Rv, ∀v ∈ Z
n, be defined as Rv = SvI ∩ S̄vĪ . This implies that Rv, ∀v ∈ Z

n, cover

R
n without gaps and overlaps and are integer translated copies of each other for any integer ∈ Z

n.

The decision regions Sz can then be written as Sz =
⋃

v∈Zn|vI=z Rv. With pâ(x) the Gaussian pdf

of the float solution, the decision regions S∗
z (4.17) of the optimal estimator for the index set I can

also be written as

S∗
z =

{

x ∈ R
n |

∑

v∈Zn|vI=z
pâ(x+ a− v) ≥

∑

v∈Zn|vI=u
pâ(x+ a− v), ∀u ∈ Z

|I|

}

. (4.18)

Then,

∑

v∈Zn|vI=aI

pâ(x+ a− v) ≥
∑

u∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI=u
pâ(x+ a− v)su(x), ∀x ∈ S∗

aI
, (4.19)

with su(·) the indicator function of an arbitrary partial integer estimator for subset I with the

decision regions Su. We integrate both sides of (4.19) over the subset R∗
a = S∗

aI
∩ S̄aĪ

of S∗
aI

,

where S̄aĪ
is arbitrary within the above mentioned constraints:

∑

v∈Zn|vI=aI

∫

R∗
a

pâ(x+ a− v)dx ≥
∑

u∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI=u

∫

R∗
a∩Su

pâ(x+ a− v)dx. (4.20)

The coordinate transform y = x + a − v leads to (we make use of (iii) from (4.4) for the right

side of (4.20), i.e., Su + a− v = Su+aI−vI )

∑

v∈Zn|vI=aI

∫

R∗
2a−v

pâ(y)dy ≥
∑

u∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI=u

∫

R∗
2a−v∩Su+aI−vI

pâ(y)dy. (4.21)

Since the regions R∗
v do not overlap, the sum of integrals on the left side of (4.21) can be written

as a single integral over the region
⋃

v∈Zn|vI=aI
R∗

2a−v =
⋃

v∈Zn|vI=aI
R∗
v = S∗

aI
. On the right

side of (4.21) we notice that all terms have in common that vI = u, i.e., Su+aI−vI = SaI
and
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constant for all terms of the sums. The only quantity that depends on the argument of the sums

are the non-overlapping R∗
2a−v . We can therefore again replace the sum of integrals with a single

integral. Since the two sums simply represent a sum over all n dimensional integer vectors, the

region of integration is
⋃

v∈Zn R∗
2a−v ∩ SaI

= R
n ∩ SaI

= SaI
, and we finally have

∫

S∗
aI

pâ(y)dy ≥
∫

SaI

pâ(y)dy. (4.22)

Comparing (4.22) to (4.5) shows that the left and right side of (4.22) are the probabilities of cor-

rectly resolving aI for the two estimators defined by the decision regions S∗
aI

and SaI
, which

concludes the proof.

If I corresponds to the full set of integers, the optimal partial integer estimator (4.15) reduces

to integer least-squares, since the sum then only contains one term. The success rate of the optimal

partial integer estimator cannot be easily computed, but due to the optimality the success rate of

any other partial integer estimator serves as a lower bound, e.g., the easily computable success rate

of partial integer bootstrapping from Section 4.3.1. The decision regions S∗
z of the optimal partial

integer estimator are illustrated in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 for two different two dimensional examples

for I = {1} and I = {2}. It is noted that if the covariance matrix of the float estimate â can

be factorized as Qâ = σ2G, then the computation of the integer least-squares solution does not

depend on σ, i.e., an overall increased noise level has no impact on the integer estimates ǎparILS

and ǎfullILS. The optimal integer estimator does, however, depend on the scaling of the covariance

matrix, so that the decision regions are different for different values of σ.

4.3.4 Computation of the Optimal Estimator

In this section we discuss the problem of how to implement the optimal partial integer estimator

(4.15) for any index set I that is not the full set. For |I| = n, (4.15) reduces to a standard

integer least-squares problem, which is discussed in Section 3.1.4. An equivalent formulation of

the optimization problem (4.15) is given by

ǎopt = argmin
z∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI 6=z
exp

(
−1

2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

)
= argmin

z∈Z|I|

C(z), (4.23)

with C(z) the cost function as defined in (4.23). The minimization of this cost function over the

set Z|I| can be solved via search (and shrink) as follows. The cost function C(z) is initialized with,

e.g., z = ǎILS,I as C(ǎILS,I) = d, where ǎILS is the n dimensional integer least-squares solution.

The goal is now to find all integer candidates z ∈ Z
|I| with C(z) ≤ d. The integer candidate with

the minimum value of the cost function C(·) is the optimizer of (4.23). This search strategy can be

combined with a shrinking of the search space, i.e., whenever a valid integer candidate z is found,

the value of d is reduced to C(z). The search for integer candidates z ∈ Z
|I| can be formulated as

a tree-search problem, as the cost function can be written as

C(z) =

|I|
∑

i=1

ci(z1, . . . , zi), (4.24)

where ci(z1, . . . , zi) are non-negative additive increments that only depend on all entries of z up to

level i. They are given by

ci(z1, . . . , zi) =
∑

v∈Zn| vIi 6=zi
vI1=z1,...,vIi−1

=zi−1

exp
(
−1

2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

)
, (4.25)
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with Ii the ith element of the index set. That is, the sum in (4.23) for computing C(z) can be built

up by adding new terms in each level. The possible values at level i follow from ci(z1, . . . , zi) ≤
d−∑i−1

j=1 cj(z1, . . . , zj).
Since the evaluation of C(z) in (4.23) comprises a sum over infinitely many integer vectors

v, it cannot be computed exactly but has to be approximated, i.e., the integer vectors v have to

be chosen from a finite set instead of Zn. This finite set is defined such that all integers, whose

contribution to the sum is too small, are omitted. This results in the set Θλ
â of integers, which lie

within an ellipsoidal region centered around â, i.e.,

Θλ
x =

{
v ∈ Z

n | ‖x− v‖2Qâ
< λ2

}
. (4.26)

The larger the value of the size parameter λ of Θλ
â is chosen, the closer the approximation will be to

the exact value ofC(z). The same problem arises in the computation of the best integer equivariant

estimator, where a good choice for λ was found from the condition P (‖â− a‖2Qâ
< λ2) = 1− α

with a small value of α (Teunissen 2005d). Since ‖â−a‖2Qâ
follows a central χ2 distribution with

n degrees of freedom, the value of λ can be determined.

The evaluation of (4.25) includes a search for integer candidates in Θλ
â in each level i =

1, . . . , |I|. In order to save computational complexity, one should first search for all integers

v ∈ Θλ
â and store them together with exp(−1

2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

). Irrespective of the chosen parameteri-

zation via Z in (2.82), this first search should be carried out in a decorrelated space, which makes

the search more efficient. The search for the optimal solution ǎopt ∈ Z
|I| is then performed by

simply selecting candidates from that list when evaluating (4.25).

4.3.5 Optimal vs. Suboptimal Partial Integer Estimation

In Section 4.3.4 it is explained, how the optimal partial integer estimator as derived in Section 4.3.3

can be efficiently implemented. One might, however, be interested in using one of the simpler par-

tial integer estimators (4.11) or (4.12), which only require an integer least-squares solution, such

as it is provided by, e.g., the LAMBDA method. If the sum in the computation of the optimal esti-

mator (4.15) is simply approximated by its maximum term, (4.15) becomes equivalent to selecting

entries of the full integer least-squares solution, i.e., to (4.13). Furthermore, we can analyze (4.15)

for the case that â is of very high precision. A constant factor does not change the result of (4.15),

thus

ǎopt = argmax
z∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI=z

exp
(
−1

2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

)

∑

u∈Zn exp
(
−1

2
‖â− u‖2Qâ

) = argmax
z∈Z|I|

∑

v∈Zn|vI=z
wv(â). (4.27)

With wv(â) =
1

1+
∑

u∈Zn|u 6=v exp(− 1
2σ2 (‖â−u‖2G−‖â−v‖2

G))
, where the factorizationQâ = σ2G is used,

it follows that limσ→0 wv(â) = 1, if ‖â − v‖2G ≤ ‖â − u‖2G, ∀u ∈ Z
n, and limσ→0wv(â) = 0,

else. Since the integer least-squares solution does not depend on σ for the above factorization,

this means that wǎILS
(â) = 1, with ǎILS the n dimensional integer least-squares solution, and

wv(â) = 0, ∀v ∈ Z
n \ ǎILS. Accordingly, the sum in (4.27) will reach its maximum, if the full

integer least-squares solution ǎILS is contained, and the optimal partial integer mapping becomes

identical to selecting entries of the full integer least-squares solution (4.13).

These arguments in favor of selecting entries of the full integer least-squares solution over

partial integer least-squares are verified in a numerical study with simulated single epoch dual

frequency L1+L2 single baseline GPS positioning examples. The satellite constellation is used
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Figure 4.3: Difference between success rates of the suboptimal partial integer estimators and the optimal

partial integer estimator; each figure shows 68,000 data points.

as seen during GPS week 1,815 with an elevation cutoff angle of 10◦. We consider 145 different

epochs in the area of Munich, Germany. The standard deviation of the undifferenced measure-

ments in zenith direction is assumed as 25 cm for code and 3mm for phase observations, to which

the elevation dependent exponential weighting as explained in Section 2.3 is applied. The iono-

sphere weighted model with standard deviations of 0 − 3 cm for the between receiver differential

ionospheric delays in zenith direction is used. Differential tropospheric delays are assumed absent.

Figure 4.3 shows the difference between the success rates of the optimal scheme and partial

ILS/full ILS + selection, which are computed via Monte Carlo integration. For each positioning

case, the success rates are evaluated for all subsets I except I = {1, . . . , n}, which lead to a

precision of




σE
σN
σU



 ≤





2 cm
2 cm
6 cm



 , (4.28)

where σE, σN, and σU are the standard deviations of the coordinate estimates in the local east,

north, and up frame that follow from the conditional covariance matrix Qb̂|âI
. That is, each data

point in the figures corresponds to a different combination of measurement epoch, ionospheric

uncertainty, and ambiguity subset. All partial integer fixing schemes are applied in the LAMBDA

decorrelated space (Teunissen 1995b). While partial integer least-squares loses up to 15% in terms

of the success rate compared to the optimal fixing scheme, full integer least-squares + selection

performs close to optimal for all examples.

Table 4.1: Average computation times of the search algorithms for partial integer least-squares, full integer

least-squares + selection, and the optimal estimator.

Partial ILS Full ILS + selection Optimal

Search for integer candidate(s) 0.056ms 0.059ms 0.446ms
Search for integer solution − − 1.970ms
Total search time 0.056ms 0.059ms 2.416ms

In order for the optimal partial integer estimator to be used in real time GNSS applications, its

computation time must be sufficiently small. Table 4.1 shows the average computation times of
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the search algorithms required to find the integer estimates for the above numerical examples. The

timing was done using Matlab implementations on a standard desktop computer. Partial integer

least-squares and full integer least-squares + selection only require the search for a closest integer

candidate, which is slightly faster for partial integer least-squares due to the smaller dimension

of the search problem. For the optimal scheme, all integer candidates within Θλ
â (4.26) have to

be found instead of only the best candidate, which causes a longer time for the candidate search.

A value of α = 0.001 is used to determine the size parameter λ of Θλ
â. As explained in Section

4.3.4, a second search is required to determine the integer solution ǎopt from these candidates.

Although the average total search time of the optimal partial fixing scheme is clearly larger than

the ones of the two suboptimal estimators, it is still well within the real time requirements for

GNSS applications. It is noted that these timing results of course strongly depend on the employed

hardware and implementation and should therefore only be seen as a rough indicator for the order

of magnitude that can be expected for the computation time. Additional complexity resides in the

LAMBDA decorrelation transformation that was applied before the search algorithms, which is

identical for all three methods.

4.4 Selecting the Integer Transformation and Subset

So far, the problem of how to estimate a given subset I of the integer parameters for a given pa-

rameterization via Z was discussed. Depending on the problem at hand, it might be a priori clear

which subset of which parameter combinations has to be estimated. In GNSS positioning appli-

cations the goal is to obtain a good positioning quality. The choice of the integer transformation

and ambiguity subset per se is not important, as long as this goal is reached. Possible integer

transformations and criteria that can be used to select the subset I of integer ambiguities as well

as selection strategies are discussed in the following.

4.4.1 Integer Transformations for Partial Ambiguity Resolution

With the integer transformation matrixZ ∈ Z
n×n, the subset I of the integer parameter vectorZa

is resolved, i.e., the rows of the integer transformation define the estimable linear combinations of

the parameters. Ideally, the transformation matrix Z and the index set I should be chosen jointly

in GNSS applications so as to result in an as good as possible positioning quality. Since there is,

however, an infinite amount of possibilities for Z with a large number of possible index sets I for

each choice, this is hardly feasible in practice. A reasonable approach is thus to first chooseZ and

then to find a subset according to certain criteria as discussed in Section 4.4.2.

A trivial choice for the integer transformation is Z = In, which simply means that a subset

of the original double difference ambiguities is resolved. As it is shown in Teunissen (1997b), the

precision of the original float ambiguities is very poor for short baselines, but they are also highly

correlated, meaning that the confidence ellipse of the float solution â is very much elongated.

It is intuitively clear that it is difficult to resolve a true subset of the integer parameters in such

a situation, which can be demonstrated as follows. When evaluating the sum for computing the

optimal partial integer estimator (4.15) for a given subset I, this implies that the contribution of the

terms corresponding to integers other than the closest integer ǎILS is rather small, since the integer

vectors with identical entries for the given subset are generally far away from the float solution in

the metric of Qâ, and ǎopt is then mainly determined based on selecting entries of ǎILS. Further,

due to the high correlation, the most likely candidates for the integer least-squares solution ǎILS
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are–after the true integer vector a–generally not the ones for which many entries are identical with

a. For the high correlation case, one can therefore generally not expect too large gains in the

success rate when resolving a subset of the integer parameters as compared to the success rate of

conventional full integer least-squares.

Following this argumentation, decorrelation transformations as introduced in Section 3.1.5 are

very useful for resolving a subset of the integer parameters. This is also intuitively clear, since

when the components of the float solution â are largely decorrelated, it should be much easier

to resolve only some of them as integers. It is, however, noted that although such decorrelation

transformations may increase the probability of correctly resolving a certain subset I of the integer

parameters, they also change the influence on the precision of the real valued parameters like the

receiver coordinates.

A different strategy used in GNSS applications is to formulate Z such that some of the rows

correspond to so-called widelane ambiguities and to subsequently resolve only those (Cao et al.

2007). The concept of widelaning is motivated by forming linear combinations of the carrier-phase

measurement on multiple frequencies for the same double difference link. By properly choosing

the coefficients, the common geometric range is preserved and the combination can be interpreted

as a single carrier-phase measurement with the integer ambiguity N sk
rq =

∑F
f=1 kfN

sk
rq,f , where

kf ∈ Z, f = 1, . . . , F . The artificial wavelength of this combination is given by

λ =
1

∑F
f=1

kf
λf

. (4.29)

The coefficients used for computing the combination are often chosen such that the wavelength λ
is increased compared to all λf in order to facilitate resolving the ambiguity N sk

rq , while the noise

and ionospheric delay are not too large, see, e.g., Hatch (1982), Wübbena (1989), Euler and Goad

(1991), Cocard and Geiger (1992), Teunissen (1997d), Bock (1998), Henkel and Günther (2007),

and Cocard et al. (2008). The gain of the positioning precision that is obtained when resolving

only the conventional GPS widelane ambiguities with k1 = 1 and k2 = −1 for L1 and L2 is shown

in Odijk et al. (2014a) to be almost negligible. A limitation of widelane, narrowlane, and all other

multi-frequency linear combinations is that they only allow for combinations of ambiguities N sk
rq,f

that correspond to the same pair of satellites k and s and the same receivers q and r. The choice

of Z when only such ambiguity combinations are used is therefore quite restricted. The topic of

finding optimized multi-frequency combinations is not further considered in this dissertation.

4.4.2 Subset Selection Criteria

In GNSS applications, there are essentially two criteria that the user is interested in when selecting

the subset I of integer parameters to be resolved, which are connected to each other: The precision

of the estimate b̌ that he can expect after resolving aI , and the reliability of the integer estimate ǎ.

As it was demonstrated in Section 4.2, the estimate b̌ is Gaussian distributed with mean value

b and the conditional covariance matrix Qb̂|âI
for the given subset I, if the integer estimate ǎ is

assumed to be correct and deterministic as ǎ = aI . The probability of an incorrect ambiguity

estimate ǎ directly tells us how much confidence we can put in the presented statistics of b̌. If this

failure rate is sufficiently small, the user can employQb̂|âI
from (4.9) to evaluate which precision

he can expect from the estimate b̌ after the algorithm that he chose determined the transformation

Z and the index set I. If the user application requires a certain minimum positioning precision, the
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conditional covariance matrix Qb̂|âI
can be used to decide, whether a specific subset I is useful

for the application or not. Since

Qb̂|âI
4 Qb̂|âJ

, ∀J ⊆ I, (4.30)

where 4 is defined in terms of positive definiteness, we know that once we have found an index

set I that does not lead to the required precision of b̌, all subsets of I cannot reach that precision

as well and do not have to be considered.

The reliability can be measured with the probability P (ǎ = aI) of a correct integer estimate

ǎ, cf. (4.5). As mentioned above, this success rate is important, since the precision as given by the

conditional covariance matrix is only valid given that ǎ = aI , otherwise b̌ can have large errors.

The subset I should therefore be selected such that the corresponding failure rate of the employed

partial integer estimator does not exceed a user-defined maximum tolerable value. For full integer

least-squares + selection and for the optimal estimator, we can make a statement similar to (4.30)

for the failure rate:

P (ǎfullILS 6= aI) ≥ P (ǎfullILS 6= aJ ) , ∀J ⊆ I,
P (ǎopt 6= aI) ≥ P (ǎopt 6= aJ ) , ∀J ⊆ I. (4.31)

For full integer least-squares + selection, (4.31) can easily be verified using the definition of the

decision regions in (4.14), which are the union of pull-in regions of n dimensional integer least-

squares. The region that leads to a failure for any index set J ⊆ I is contained in the region that

leads to an error for the index set I. Further, let S∗
z denote the decision regions of the optimal

partial integer estimator for I. For any J ⊆ I, the decision regions could for instance be chosen

as the union of all regions S∗
z that correspond to different integer values for the elements that

have been removed from the index set, and to identical integer values for the elements that are

still in the index set. The resulting estimator would then already fulfill (4.31) and is not even

optimal, which shows that (4.31) is valid. Consequently, we know that once we have found an

index set I that exceeds the failure rate constraint, all index sets that include I cannot fulfill the

failure rate constraint either and do not have to be considered. It is noted that the corresponding

statement for partial integer least-squares is not valid, i.e., P (ǎparILS 6= aI) can also be smaller

than P (ǎparILS 6= aJ ) for J ⊆ I.

We can now evaluate the precision and failure rates for different choices of the subset I and

based on the result decide upon which subset to finally choose when applying the partial integer

estimator to the float solution â. This is the principle of model-driven reliable partial ambiguity

resolution, since the choice of the subset I only depends on the description of the system model.

Compared to model-driven full ambiguity resolution as discussed in Section 3.1.1, the decision of

whether or not to resolve the ambiguities is extended by which subset to resolve.

One could also think of other criteria for selecting the subset I like the elevation angles of the

satellites (Mowlam 2004) or the duration of satellite tracking. Both these criteria require a parame-

terization of the ambiguities withZ = In, so that the double difference ambiguities corresponding

to a specific satellite–for a given reference satellite–can be removed. Since the properties of the

float solution â are fully captured by the statistical description viaQâ, it is, however, rather useless

to consider such criteria.

4.4.3 Subset Selection Strategies

With the two above selection criteria one would ideally have to evaluate the failure rate and pre-

cision of all possible ambiguity subsets and choose the one that is best for the user application,
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tion

Figure 4.4: Success rates of partial integer bootstrapping versus the actual success rates of partial integer

least-squares (left), full integer least-squares + selection (center), and the optimal scheme (right); each figure

shows 68,000 data points.

where best has to be properly defined. In the following we only consider strategies with a maxi-

mum failure rate constraint, i.e., we may choose any of the subsets that lead to a sufficiently small

probability of an incorrect integer estimate when applying a partial integer estimator, which makes

the selection problem somewhat simpler. Still, one would ideally have to find all subsets for which

the failure rate constraint is met and choose the one that leads to the most precise estimates as

defined by Qb̂|âI
. Since the failure rates of both the optimal partial integer estimator and the two

presented suboptimal schemes cannot be computed in closed form, they have to be approximated,

e.g., via Monte Carlo integration, or bounded. As it was discussed above, an upper bound for the

failure rate of partial integer least-squares (4.11) and the optimal scheme (4.15) is given by the

failure rate of partial integer bootstrapping, which can be computed using (3.12) withQâI
instead

of Qâ. If the difference between the easy-to-compute integer bootstrapping failure rates and the

failure rates of the presented partial integer estimators is small, we can use the integer bootstrap-

ping failure rates to decide whether or not a certain subset I of integers can be reliably resolved,

without being too conservative.

Figure 4.4 shows the analytic success rates PS,parBS of partial integer bootstrapping against

the success rates PS,parILS of partial integer least-squares, cf. (4.11), PS,fullILS of full integer least-

squares + selection, cf. (4.13), and PS,opt of optimal partial integer fixing, cf. (4.15), which are

computed via Monte Carlo integration. The simulation settings are the same as in Section 4.3.5.

We can see that the success rates of partial integer bootstrapping are a tighter lower bound for

partial integer least-squares than for the optimal estimator, which again shows that PS,opt is in

general noticeably larger than PS,parILS. Also, the integer bootstrapping success rates seem to work

well as a lower bound for full integer least-squares + selection, although they cannot be guaranteed

to be a lower bound.

The number of possible subsets I might become very large, especially if multiple GNSS and/or

frequencies are used. It is therefore reasonable to think about simpler strategies for selecting I,

which only require the evaluation of the failure rates of a few subsets. One possibility for selecting

the subset is given by I = {nIB, . . . , n}, with

nIB = argmax
j∈{1,...,n}

PF,IB,j s.t. PF,IB,j ≤ γ, (4.32)
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where γ is the maximum tolerable failure rate. The partial integer bootstrapping failure rate PF,IB,j

can be computed in closed form as

PF,IB,j = 1−
n∏

i=j

(

2Φ

(

1

2σâi|I

)

− 1

)

, (4.33)

where σâi|I are the conditional standard deviations as given by Qâ and I = {i + 1, . . . , n}, cf.

Section 3.1.3. This is identical to computing the integer bootstrapping failure rate based on QâI

for I = {j, . . . , n}, with j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The index set I is determined by iteratively adding

elements until the failure rate becomes too large. This idea of using a truncated version of the se-

quential integer bootstrapping method for reliable partial GNSS ambiguity resolution is introduced

in Teunissen et al. (1999) and used in, e.g., Khanafseh and Pervan (2010), Verhagen et al. (2011),

and Odijk et al. (2014a).

A different strategy is proposed in Nardo et al. (2016). The idea is to start with the full set of

integer parameters I = {1, . . . , n} and to iteratively remove the index corresponding to the least

precise element of the float solution in each step until the failure rate drops below the maximum

tolerable value.
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The class of integer aperture estimators as introduced in Section 3.2 is generalized so as to be

capable of resolving a subset I of the integer parameters a. The index set I of such a generalized

integer aperture estimator can depend both on the system model and the realization of the float

solution â, which is a much more flexible approach than the one of partial integer estimation

in Chapter 4. The definition of generalized integer aperture estimators is given in Section 5.1

and the quality of the estimates is analyzed in Section 5.2. Then, some specific examples of

generalized integer aperture estimators are discussed, where we distinguish between estimators

with a single non-empty integer subset in Section 5.3 and multiple non-empty integer subsets

in Section 5.4. A user friendly method to determine critical values required for acceptance test

based (generalized) integer aperture estimators by means of a simple functional approximation

is introduced in Section 5.5. Within this chapter, â and ǎ are used instead of â′ and ǎ′ for the

estimates after the transformation with Z.

5.1 The Class of Generalized Integer Aperture Estimators

Like for integer aperture estimators, also the index set I of a generalized integer aperture estimator

representing the elements of the integer parameter vector a to be resolved depends on the realiza-

tion of the float estimate â and is thus a random variable assuming discrete values. The values that

can be assumed by I, however, are no longer limited to only the full set {1, . . . , n} and the empty

set, but can generally be any of the 2n possibilities. Let the set of all possible realizations of I be

given by I, with 1 ≤ |I| ≤ 2n. Note that I has to contain at least one element, even if this is only

the empty set ∅. Which elements are specifically contained in I is defined by the choice of the

estimator. Every possible realization J ∈ I of the index set I is associated to the respective point

set ΩJ ⊆ R
n, which describes the region of â for which the subset J of the integer parameters is

resolved. These point sets can thus be interpreted as selective aperture regions. Accordingly, the

index set I is given by

I =
⋃

J∈I
ωJ (â) ∩ J , (5.1)

with the indicator function for sets

ωJ (â) =

{

{1, . . . , n} if â ∈ ΩJ

∅ else.
(5.2)

These selective aperture regions ΩJ , ∀J ∈ I, define the choice of the index set I but not the

integer solution required to define the mapping S(·) for all non-empty index sets. Let Sz,J be a

valid decision region of a partial integer estimator for the subset J as introduced in (4.1). The

association with the index set J is written explicitly within this section, since the index set can

assume different values. For the definition of a generalized integer aperture estimator, the decision

regions Sz,J for all possible non-empty index sets J ∈ I are required, since these are used to

define the integer mapping once the index set has been determined. For each possible non-empty

75
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index set J we define

ΩJ ,z = ΩJ ∩ Sz,J , ∀z ∈ Z
|J |. (5.3)

With the decision regions Sz,J , ∀z ∈ Z
|J |, covering the whole R

n without gaps and overlaps, it

follows that ΩJ =
⋃

z∈Z|J | ΩJ ,z, ∀J ∈ I \ ∅. The integer estimate ǎ of a generalized integer

aperture estimator can now be explicitly written as

ǎ =

{∑

z∈Z|I| ωI,z (â) z if I 6= ∅
[] if I = ∅, (5.4)

with the random index set I as defined in (5.1). Evaluating (5.4) requires the indicator function

ωJ ,z(·) to be defined for all possible non-empty index sets, i.e., for all possible non-empty realiza-

tions of I. It is given by

ωJ ,z (â) =

{

1 if â ∈ ΩJ ,z

0 else
, ∀J ∈ I \ ∅. (5.5)

The regions ΩJ ,z define both the choice of the index set I and the corresponding integer solution

ǎ ∈ Z
|I|. The following constraints have to be imposed when defining the selective aperture

regions ΩJ :

(i)
⋃

J∈IΩJ = R
n

(ii) int (ΩJ ) ∩ int (ΩK) = ∅, ∀J ,K ∈ I,J 6= K
(iii) ΩJ = ΩJ + v, ∀v ∈ Z

n, ∀J ∈ I.
(5.6)

These constraints have some similarities to the ones of the pull-in regions of an integer estimator

in (3.4), but with the regions being associated to different index sets instead of different integer

vectors. The first two conditions ensure a unique index set for any float solution â ∈ R
n as defined

in (5.1). The third condition states that if the float solution â is shifted by an arbitrary integer

vector z ∈ Z
n, this must not affect the choice of the index set I.

The class of partial integer estimators as introduced in Chapter 4, and therefore also the class of

integer estimators, is contained in the class of integer aperture estimators and follows by choosing

the selective aperture region of a specific non-empty index set J as ΩJ = R
n, which leads to the

deterministic index set I = J . Further, with I = {∅, {1, . . . , n}}, the class of generalized integer

aperture estimators reduces to the class of integer aperture estimators. Generalized integer aperture

estimators are thus the most flexible approach among the four discussed classes for estimating

integer parameters.

A different yet equivalent formulation of a generalized integer aperture estimator is presented

in Brack and Günther (2014). Let Sv, ∀v ∈ Z
n, denote the pull-in regions of a valid integer

estimator for estimating the full set of integers, and let Ω̃J ,v = ΩJ ∩ Sv, ∀v ∈ Z
n, ∀J ∈ I, with

ΩJ valid selective aperture regions. That is, the pull-in regions Sv of the n dimensional integer

vectors are further split up into sub-regions corresponding to each possible subset J ∈ I

Sv =
⋃

J∈I
Ω̃J ,v, ∀v ∈ Z

n. (5.7)

Similarly, the selective aperture regions ΩJ are composed of sub-regions corresponding to all

integer vectors v ∈ Z
n

ΩJ =
⋃

v∈Zn

Ω̃J ,v, ∀J ∈ I. (5.8)
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With the index set I as defined in (5.1), the integer estimate ǎ as defined in (5.4) can alternatively

be written as

ǎ = ΓI
∑

v∈Zn

ω̃I,v (â) v, (5.9)

where the multiplication of a vector x ∈ R
n with ΓJ ∈ {0, 1}|J |×n selects xJ from x. The

indicator functions ω̃J ,v(·) for all possible index sets are given by

ω̃J ,v (â) =

{

1 if â ∈ Ω̃J ,v

0 else
, ∀J ∈ I. (5.10)

Essentially, with the properties of the pull-in regions in (3.4) and of the selective aperture regions

in (5.6), the float solution â falls within exactly one of the regions Ω̃J ,v, which defines the integer

subset I and–through selecting the entries vJ –also the integer estimate ǎ ∈ Z
|I|. This alternative

formulation reveals a possible general strategy for formulating generalized integer aperture estima-

tors: First, the full n dimensional integer solution according to an integer estimator is computed.

Then, the index set is determined, e.g., using one or more acceptance tests, and the corresponding

entries of the previously determined integer solution are selected.

In order for the two representations to be identical, the regions that result in the same index set

and integer solution have to be identical. With (5.4) and (5.9) this means that

ΩJ ,z =
⋃

v∈Zn|vJ=z

Ω̃J ,v, ∀J ∈ I. (5.11)

Using the definition of the regions ΩJ ,z and Ω̃J ,v, this translates into the following condition

relating the regions Sz,J , ∀J ∈ I, and Sv

ΩJ ∩ Sz,J = ΩJ ∩
(

⋃

v∈Zn|vJ=z

Sv

)

, ∀J ∈ I. (5.12)

Starting from either of the two representations, the corresponding alternative representation can

thus be found by deriving decision regions Sz,J , ∀J ∈ I, from the pull-in regions Sv or vice

versa, such that (5.12) is met. The specific realization of the generalized integer aperture estimator

determines which of the two different representations is more intuitive to work with.

5.2 Quality of the Estimates

Since the same integer vector ǎ may be obtained for different realizations of the index set I, the

pmf of ǎ is only meaningful when it is considered jointly with the pmf of I. With pâ(x) the pdf

of the float estimate â and the selective aperture decision regions ΩJ ,z, the joint pmf of ǎ and I
follows as

P (I = J , ǎ = z) = P (â ∈ ΩJ ,z) =

∫

ΩJ ,z

pâ(x)dx, ∀J ∈ I \ ∅, z ∈ Z
|J |

and, if ∅ ∈ I, P (ǎ = []) = P (â ∈ Ω∅) =

∫

Ω∅

pâ(x)dx. (5.13)
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For the alternative representation with the regions Ω̃J ,v we simply use the relation (5.11) when

evaluating (5.13). The probabilities of resolving specific subsets J of the integer parameters is

given by the pmf of I

P (I = J ) =
∑

z∈Z|J |

P (I = J , ǎ = z) =

∫

ΩJ

pâ(x)dx, ∀J ∈ I \ ∅

and, if ∅ ∈ I, P (I = ∅) = P (ǎ = []) . (5.14)

Like for the class of integer aperture estimators, three cases can be distinguished when analyzing

the quality of the estimates ǎ of a generalized integer aperture estimator:

Correct integer estimates: â ∈ ⋃J∈I\∅ΩJ ,aJ
,

success rate PS =
∑

J∈I\∅ P (I = J , ǎ = aJ ) = P (I 6= ∅, ǎ = aI)

Incorrect integer estimates: â ∈ ⋃J∈I\∅
⋃

z∈Z|J |\aJ
ΩJ ,z,

failure rate PF =
∑

J∈I\∅
∑

z∈Z|J |\aJ
P (I = J , ǎ = z)

= P (I 6= ∅, ǎ 6= aI)
No integer estimates: â ∈ Ω∅ (assuming ∅ ∈ I),

undecided rate PU = 1− PS − PF.
(5.15)

That is, whenever all integer parameters with an index i ∈ I are resolved correctly, given that at

least one integer parameter is resolved at all, this event is called success, whereas if only a single

integer parameter is resolved incorrectly, the event is called a failure. The third option no integer

estimates refers to the case that I = ∅, meaning that no integer parameter is resolved.

The distribution of the fixed estimates b̌ of the real valued parameters as defined in (2.84) can

be derived similarly as in Section 4.2 and is given by

pb̌(β) =
∑

J∈I\∅

∑

z∈Z|J |

∫

ΩJ ,z

pb̂,âJ̄ |âJ

(
β +Qb̂âJ

Q−1
âJ

(xJ − z) ,xJ̄ | xJ
)
pâJ

(xJ ) dx

+

∫

Ω∅

pb̂|â (β | x) pâ (x) dx, (5.16)

where the first part describes the case that a non-empty set J of the integer parameters is resolved,

for each of which we have to sum over all possible |J | dimensional integer vectors. The second

part refers to I = ∅ and only exists for ∅ ∈ I. The interpretation of (5.16) is not very intuitive.

According to Section 4.2, if the index set I would be deterministic and the success rate sufficiently

large, i.e., if a single one of the integrals in the sum in (5.16) would have the domain R
n and all

others an empty domain, b̌ would follow a Gaussian distribution with mean value b and covariance

matrix Qb̂|âJ
corresponding to the given set. Since this is not the case, the distribution of b̌ is,

however, rather complicated. If the failure rate PF is sufficiently small, we can still useQb̂|âJ
as a

rough indicator for the precision that we can expect for b̌ once the value of the index set I has been

determined. Let the function g(·) : Rn 7→ R
p be defined such that g (â) = Qb̂âI

Q−1
âI

(âI − ǎ).
According to (2.85) the estimates b̌ are unbiased if E [g (â)] = 0. This expectation can be worked
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out as

E [g (â)] =

∫

Rn

g(x)pâ(x)dx

=
∑

J∈I\∅
Qb̂âJ

Q−1
âJ

∑

z∈Z|J |

∫

ΩJ ,z

(xJ − z) pâ(x)dx, (5.17)

so that b̌ is for instance unbiased, if the second sum cancels for all non-empty realizations J of the

random index set I. This is the case if ΩJ ,aJ+z is the point reflection across a of ΩJ ,aJ−z, ∀J ∈
I\∅, z ∈ Z

|J |, or, equivalently, if ΩJ ,z is symmetric with respect to v ∈ Z
n with vJ = z. This can

easily be demonstrated, since the symmetry implies that 2a−x ∈ ΩJ ,aJ−z if x ∈ ΩJ ,aJ+z. With

pâ(x) being symmetric with respect to a, the sum of the two integrals over ΩJ ,aJ−z and ΩJ ,aJ+z

then cancels for any z ∈ Z
|J | \ 0, and the integral over ΩJ ,aJ

is zero, so that E [g (â)] = 0.

As discussed earlier, our goal is to limit the ambiguity failure rate PF in GNSS positioning to a

maximum tolerable value. With the concept of generalized integer aperture estimation the failure

rate can be fully controlled by jointly formulating the selective aperture decision regions ΩJ ,z,

so that a maximum failure rate can be guaranteed irrespective of the strength of the underlying

system model. Thereby, the probability of resolving at least one ambiguity parameter is given by

P (I 6= ∅) = PS + PF. This fixing rate, however, is by itself not a suitable measure to describe

and compare the performance of different generalized integer aperture estimators, since it does not

reflect which ambiguity subsets are resolved. When used with a user-defined maximum tolerable

failure rate, generalized integer aperture estimators are the suitable tool for data-driven reliable

partial ambiguity resolution, where both the description of the system model and the measurement

data is used to choose the ambiguity subset to be resolved.

5.3 Single-Subset Generalized Integer Aperture Estimators

One strategy for designing a generalized integer aperture estimator is to choose the set of possible

index sets I as I = {∅, I ′}, with I ′ any of the 2n − 1 non-empty options. That is, either an a

priori defined subset I ′ of the integer parameters a is resolved, or none of them is. The probability

of resolving the subset I ′ of the integer parameters is then simply P (I = I ′) = PS + PF and

P (I = ∅) = 1 − P (I = I ′) = PU. This strategy is very similar to conventional integer aperture

estimation, for which the index set can assume the two values I = ∅ or I = {1, . . . , n}, cf. Section

3.2. In the following, the optimal generalized integer aperture estimator for I = {∅, I ′} and an

arbitrary choice of I ′ as well as a difference test based realization are presented, and the selection

of the index set I ′ for GNSS applications is discussed.

5.3.1 Optimal Single-Subset Generalized Integer Aperture Estimation

Analogously to the optimal integer aperture estimator in Section 3.2.2, the optimal single-subset

generalized integer aperture estimator with I = {∅, I ′} is defined as the solution of the optimiza-

tion problem

max
ΩI′,z

PS s.t. PF = γ, (5.18)

with ΩI′,z a valid selective aperture decision region and the success and failure rates PS and PF

as defined in (5.15). It is noted that the complementary point set is simply R
n \ ΩI′ = Ω∅. That

is, among all generalized aperture estimators with I = {∅, I ′}, the optimal estimator leads to the
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highest probability of resolving the subset I ′ of the integer parameters for any given failure rate

PF = γ. The selective aperture decision regions ΩI′,z of the optimal generalized integer aperture

estimator are given by

ΩI′,z =

{

x ∈ Sz,I′ |
∑

v∈Zn|vI′ 6=z
exp

(

−1
2
‖x− v‖2Qâ

)

≤ µ
∑

v∈Zn|vI′=z

exp
(

−1
2
‖x− v‖2Qâ

)
}

,

∀z ∈ Z
|I′|, (5.19)

where Sz,I′ are the decision regions of the optimal partial integer estimator for I = I ′ as defined

in (4.17) and the critical value µ is chosen so as to obtain a fixed failure rate of PF = γ. The

proof is as follows. With pâ(x) the Gaussian pdf of the float solution and definition (5.15), the

optimization problem (5.18) can equivalently be written as

max
ΩI′,z

∫

ΩI′

pâ(x)dx s.t.
∑

u∈Z|I′|\aI′

∫

ΩI′,u

pâ(x)dx = γ. (5.20)

Since ΩI′,z = ΩI′ ∩ Sz,I′, the solution of this problem can be split into two steps. First, the

optimal selective aperture region Ω∗
I′ is derived for a given partial integer estimator as defined

by the decision regions Sz,I′ . In the second step, the optimal choice of Sz,I′ is discussed. Let

su,I′(·) be the indicator function of the given partial integer estimator for the subset I ′, then the

first problem is given by

max
ΩI′

∫

ΩI′

pâ(x)dx s.t.

∫

ΩI′

∑

u∈Z|I′|\aI′

pâ(x)su,I′(x)dx = γ. (5.21)

This optimization problem can be solved by means of applying a modified version of the Neyman-

Pearson Lemma that accounts for the property of integer translational invariance of the region ΩI′ ,

see property (iii) in (5.6). It is derived in Teunissen (2005a) and reads:

With f(x) and g(x) two functions that are integrable over Rn, the region

Ω∗ =

{

x ∈ R
n |
∑

v∈Zn

f(x+ v) ≥ λ
∑

v∈Zn

g(x+ v)

}

, (5.22)

with λ ∈ R, solves the constrained maximization problem

max
Ω

∫

Ω

f(x)dx s.t.

∫

Ω
g(x)dx = const.

Ω = Ω+ v, ∀v ∈ Z
n,

(5.23)

if λ is chosen so as to satisfy the first constraint.

The optimal selective aperture region Ω∗
I′ follows from applying this Lemma to (5.21) as

Ω∗
I′ =

{

x ∈ R
n |
∑

v∈Zn

pâ(x+ v) ≥ λ
∑

v∈Zn

∑

u∈Z|I′|\aI′

pâ(x+ v)su,I′(x+ v)

}

. (5.24)

From property (iii) of the decision regions Su,I′ of a partial integer estimator in (4.4) we know

that su,I′(x + v) = su−vI′ ,I′(x), ∀v ∈ Z
n. For a given value v ∈ Z

n, the last sum in (5.24) can

therefore be rewritten as

∑

u∈Z|I′|\aI′

pâ(x+ v)su,I′(x+ v) =

{

pâ(x+ v) if vI′ 6= aI′ − z
0 else

, ∀x ∈ Sz,I′. (5.25)
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Then,
∑

v∈Zn

∑

u∈Z|I′|\aI′

pâ(x+ v)su,I′(x+ v) =
∑

v∈Zn|vI′ 6=aI′−z
pâ(x+ v)

=
∑

v∈Zn|vI′ 6=z
pâ(x+ a− v). (5.26)

With Ω∗
I′,z = Ω∗

I′ ∩ Sz,I′ this finally results in

Ω∗
I′,z =

{

x ∈ Sz,I′ |
∑

v∈Zn

pâ(x+ a− v) ≥ λ
∑

v∈Zn|vI′ 6=z
pâ(x+ a− v)

}

=

{

x ∈ Sz,I′ |
∑

v∈Zn|vI′ 6=z
pâ(x+ a− v) ≤ µ

∑

v∈Zn|vI′=z

pâ(x+ a− v)
}

, (5.27)

where the critical value µ = 1
λ−1

has to be chosen so as to satisfy the fixed failure rate constraint.

This tells us how to choose ΩI′ for an arbitrary Sz,I′. For any selective aperture region ΩI′ the

probability P (I = I ′) = P (â ∈ ΩI′) is independent of the choice of Sz,I′ . Since P (â ∈ ΩI′)
is also the sum of the probabilities of correct and incorrect integer estimates for I = {∅, I ′},
any choice of Sz,I′ that increases the success rate leads to a smaller failure rate. The optimal

choice for the decision regions Sz,I′ in (5.27) are consequently the ones of the optimal partial

integer estimator from Section 4.3.3. Inserting the explicit expression of the Gaussian distribution

in (5.27) concludes the proof.

For I ′ = {1, . . . , n}, the sum on the right side of the condition in the definition of the op-

timal single-subset generalized integer aperture estimator (5.19) contains only one term and the

estimator becomes identical to the optimal integer aperture estimator, cf. (3.30). The evaluation

of whether or not the float solution â lies within ΩI′ generally includes the evaluation of two in-

finite sums. These cannot be computed exactly, but have to be approximated, e.g., by omitting

all terms whose contribution is sufficiently small. A possible choice for how to select the finite

sets of n dimensional integer vectors that are used instead of Zn in (5.19) is discussed in Section

4.3.4 for computing the optimal partial integer estimator. For a given index set I ′, the optimal

single-subset generalized integer aperture estimator can now be computed by first determining the

optimal partial integer estimator ǎopt for I ′. The same set of n dimensional integer vectors that

is already available from computing ǎopt can then be used to evaluate the condition in (5.19) for

the region ΩI′,ǎopt . Methods for determining model dependent critical values µ for a fixed failure

rate implementation are discussed in Section 5.5. The regions ΩI′,z of the optimal single-subset

generalized integer aperture estimator are shown in Figure 5.1 for a two dimensional example.

A second example for which the variance of the first component of the float solution â is

drastically higher than the absolute value of the other elements ofQâ is shown in Figure 5.2 for the

optimal single-subset generalized integer aperture estimator, where the regions ΩI′ are constructed

such that the probability of an incorrect integer estimate is identical in each subfigure. It is almost

always possible to accept an integer solution for the second integer parameter, i.e., for I ′ = {2},
whereas resolving the first or even both integer parameters is very unlikely.

5.3.2 Difference Test Based Single-Subset Generalized Integer Aperture Estimation

A possible suboptimal strategy is to replace the infinite sums defining the optimal selective aper-

ture decision regions in (5.19) by their respective maximum terms. In communication theory, the
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Figure 5.1: The selective aperture decision regions ΩI′,z are shown in gray for a two dimensional example

with I = {∅,I ′}, where I ′ = {1} in the first row and I ′ = {2} in the second row. Green and orange edges

indicate correct and incorrect integer estimates, respectively. The boundaries of the decision regions Sz,I′

of the underlying partial integer estimators are drawn in black.
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Figure 5.2: The selective aperture regions ΩI′,z of the optimal single-subset generalized integer aperture

estimator are shown in gray for a two dimensional example, where green and orange edges indicate correct

and incorrect integer estimates, respectively. The boundaries of the decision regions Sz,I′ of the underlying

optimal partial integer estimator are drawn in black.
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condition in (5.19) is usually computed in the logarithmic domain, and this technique is therefore

referred to as max-log approximation (Robertson et al. 1995; Hochwald and Ten Brink 2003; Ste-

ingrimsson et al. 2003). Using the same approximation for the underlying partial integer estimator

means that the optimal partial integer estimator is replaced by full integer least-squares followed

by a selection of entries as discussed in Section 4.3.2. The remaining term on the right side of

the condition in (5.19) corresponds then to the full integer least-squares solution. The integer

corresponding to remaining term on the left side of (5.19) can be referred to as the best counter

hypothesis for the index set I ′. It is defined as the integer vector closest to â that is different from

the overall closest integer vector ǎILS for at least one component of the index set I ′ and given by

āI′

= argmin
v∈Zn|vI′ 6=ǎILS,I′

‖â− v‖2Qâ
. (5.28)

The entries ΓI′ǎILS of the integer least-squares solution corresponding to I ′ are accepted as an

integer estimate if

‖â− āI′‖2Qâ
− ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ

≥ µ, (5.29)

with the critical value µ. This test statistic is almost identical to the conventional difference test

(3.32), but with the overall best counter-hypothesis ā being replaced by āI′
. The values produced

by this modified difference test are always non-negative. This combined estimation and valida-

tion strategy is a generalized integer aperture estimator defined by the selective aperture decision

regions

ΩI′,z =

{

x ∈ Sz,I′ | ‖x− u‖2Qâ
− min
v∈Zn
‖x− v‖2Qâ

≥ µ, ∀u ∈ Z
n | uI′ 6= z

}

, ∀z ∈ Z
|I′|,

(5.30)

with Sz,I′ the decision regions of full integer least-squares + selection. With Ω∅ = R
n \ ΩI′ , the

first two conditions in (5.6) are already fulfilled. Due to the regularity of the integer grid, a shift of

the float solution by an arbitrary integer u ∈ Z
n shifts both the integer least-squares solution ǎILS

and the counter hypothesis āI′
by the same integer, i.e., the test value (5.29) remains unchanged

and the third condition is satisfied.

The performance of this difference test based approximation can be expected to be close to

optimal if the distribution of the float solution â is sufficiently peaked. It is noted that the integer

least-squares solution ǎILS can be equivalently computed for any integer transformation Z, but

not the counter hypothesis āI′
, since the best counter hypothesis for one specific choice of Z is

generally not the best or even only a valid counter hypothesis for a different choice. By prop-

erly choosing µ, a fixed failure rate can be guaranteed, see Section 5.5. The regions ΩI′,z are

shown in Figure 5.1 for a two dimensional example. The same validation strategy, i.e., testing ǎILS

against āI′
, can also be used to formulate a modified version of the ratio test and the projector

test for single-subset generalized integer aperture estimation, which is not done explicitly in this

dissertation.

5.3.3 Selecting the Integer Transformation and Subset I ′

So far, both the transformation matrix Z ∈ Z
n×n and the index set I ′ were assumed to be a priori

known. In GNSS positioning applications, they should be chosen such that a good positioning

quality is obtained, as it is discussed for partial integer estimators in Section 4.4. The reasoning
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that is presented in Section 4.4 for how to choose the integer transformation also holds for single-

subset generalized integer aperture estimation. This problem is thus not further discussed. Possible

criteria for selecting the subset I ′ in I = {∅, I ′} are presented in the following.

The reliability of the ambiguity estimate ǎ can be measured with the failure rate PF =
P (I = I ′, ǎ 6= aI′). By properly choosing the size and shape of the selective aperture region

ΩI′ , e.g., through a critical value µ, the failure rate PF can be guaranteed to not exceed a maxi-

mum tolerable value, independent of the strength of the underlying system model. The question is

now how to select I ′ such that a high quality of b̌ is obtained with this fixed failure rate constraint

in place. We make use of the approximate description of the precision of b̌ for the given index

set I = I ′ by means of the conditional covariance matrix Qb̂|âI′
, which is strictly speaking only

valid if ǎ is assumed deterministic as ǎ = aI′ with the deterministic index set I ′, see Section 5.2.

Further, we use the fixing probability P (I = I ′). For the optimal single-subset generalized integer

aperture estimator it holds that

P (I = I ′) ≥ P (I = I ′′), ∀I ′ ⊆ I ′′, (5.31)

if the failure rates for both index sets are identical. This can be verified as follows. Let Ω∗
I′′,z

denote the optimal selective aperture decision regions for I ′′ with I = {∅, I ′′}. For any I ′ ⊆ I ′′
and I = {∅, I ′}, the selective aperture decision regions Ω∗

I′,u could for instance be chosen as the

union of all regions Ω∗
I′′,z that correspond to different integer values for the elements of z that have

been removed from the index set, and to identical values for the elements that are still in the set.

The resulting estimator, which is not even optimal, would have a larger success rate and a smaller

failure rate, while the fixing rates P (I = I ′) and P (I = I ′′) are identical. Therefore, (5.31) is

valid.

We can now evaluate Qb̂|âI′
and the fixing probability P (I = I ′) for different choices of

I ′ and the given failure rate and based on the result decide upon which subset I ′ to choose for

I = {∅, I ′}. The problem with this approach is that the fixing probabilities for a given failure rate

are generally difficult to compute, and even if they could be computed, it would still be a tough

choice of which subset I ′ to finally choose. The user would for instance have to define whether

it is better to obtain a very high precision as given by Qb̂|âI′
with a rather small fixing rate or a

comparably lower precision but with a higher fixing rate. In GNSS practice, a computationally

more simple strategy would be preferable.

5.4 Multiple-Subset Generalized Integer Aperture Estimators

A more flexible strategy is to allow the set I of possible realizations of the index set I of a gener-

alized integer aperture estimator to assume more than one non-empty value. That is, the decision

is not only whether or not to resolve a specific subset I ′ of the integer parameters as discussed

in Section 5.3, but there may now be truly different integer subsets for different realizations of

the float solution â. Formulating an optimal generalized integer aperture estimator is now a much

harder task, since this requires the joint optimization of the selective aperture decision regions

ΩJ ,z, ∀J ∈ I. Imposing a failure rate constraint PF = γ still leaves infinitely many options

for how to partition the pull-in regions Sv, ∀v ∈ Z
n, into the sub-regions Ω̃J ,v corresponding to

different index sets, cf. (5.7), which implicitly defines the probabilities P (I = J ). In GNSS po-

sitioning applications we aim at obtaining a high quality of b̌. Even with the simple approximate

description of the quality of b̌ by means of the conditional covariance matricesQb̂|âJ
, ∀J ∈ I, for
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a given index set I = J and the associated probabilities P (I = J ) it is not clear what optimal

means, not to mention how to actually derive the optimal estimator once an optimality criterion has

been set up. Within this dissertation, no attempt is made to formulate an optimal multiple-subset

generalized integer aperture estimator.

The fundamental idea of the suboptimal estimators presented in the remainder of this section

is to compute a full n dimensional integer solution together with a reliability measure for each

scalar component. Based on these n reliability measures, the index set I is determined and the

corresponding entries of the full integer solution are accepted. In the following, three specific

realizations of this strategy based on the difference test, the ratio test, and the projector test are

presented and compared. Implementation aspects are discussed.

5.4.1 Per Element Difference Test

The difference test was introduced in Section 3.2 within the class of integer aperture estimators. It

can be modified so as to be capable of selecting the subset of integer parameters to be resolved by

not only testing the integer least-squares solution ǎILS against the overall best counter hypothesis

ā, but against the best counter hypothesis āi ∈ Z
n, i = 1, . . . , n, for each scalar entry of ǎILS. The

counter hypothesis of the ith element is defined as the integer vector closest to â that is different

from the overall closest integer vector ǎILS in the ith component

āi = argmin
v∈Zn|vi 6=ǎILS,i

‖â− v‖2Qâ
. (5.32)

At least one of the counter hypotheses āi is identical to the overall best counter hypothesis ā, see

(3.31). The index set I of the integer parameters to be resolved follows by evaluating the difference

test for each of these n counter hypothesis as

I =
{
i = 1, . . . , n | ‖â− āi‖2Qâ

− ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ
≥ µ

}
(5.33)

with a single critical value µ. The entries ΓIǎILS of the integer least-squares solution corresponding

to the resulting index set I are accepted as an integer estimate for aI . With this strategy, the set

of possible index sets I can generally contain all 2n possible realizations. This combined subset

selection, estimation, and validation strategy is introduced in Brack and Günther (2014) and is a

generalized integer aperture estimator defined by the selective aperture decision regions

Ω̃J ,v =
{

x ∈ Sv | ∀i ∈ J : ‖x− u‖2Qâ
− ‖x− v‖2Qâ

≥ µ, ∀u ∈ Z
n | ui 6= vi,

∀i ∈ J̄ : ∃u ∈ Z
n | ui 6= vi, ‖x− u‖2Qâ

− ‖x− v‖2Qâ
< µ

}

, ∀v ∈ Z
n, (5.34)

for each of the 2n possible index sets J , where not all regions Ω̃J ,v have to be non-empty. Thereby,

the set J̄ is defined such that J ∪ J̄ = {1, . . . , n}, and Sv are the pull-in regions of integer least-

squares. The index set I is defined uniquely in (5.33) for any float solution â ∈ R
n, which means

that the first two conditions in (5.6) are fulfilled. Due to the regularity of the integer grid, a shift of

the float solution by an arbitrary integer vector u ∈ Z
n causes a shift of the integer least-squares

solution ǎILS and all n counter hypotheses āi by the same integer, i.e., the test values in (5.33)

remain unchanged and the third condition in (5.6) is also met. The per element difference test is

therefore a valid generalized integer aperture estimator.
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Figure 5.3: The selective aperture decision regions Ω̃J ,v are shown for J = {1, 2}, J = {1}, J = {2},
and J = ∅ from dark gray to white. Green and orange edges indicate correct and incorrect integer estimates,

respectively. The boundaries of the pull-in regions Sv of the underlying integer estimator are drawn in black.

This figure is the equivalence of Figure 3.4 for generalized integer aperture estimation.

The integer least-squares solution ǎILS can be equivalently computed for any integer transfor-

mation Z, but this does not hold for the counter hypotheses āi. A more detailed discussion about

the implementation of the above scheme is given in Section 5.4.4. By properly choosing the critical

value µ, a fixed failure rate PF can be guaranteed, see Section 5.5. It is noted that this strategy is

very similar to the difference test based single-subset generalized integer aperture estimator from

Section 5.3.2, since it essentially combines the single-subset selective aperture regions following

from (5.30) for all 2n−1 non-empty subsets, using the union of all involved index sets J whenever

multiple single-subset selective aperture regions intersect. The regions Ω̃J ,v corresponding to the

four index sets J in a two dimensional example are shown in Figure 5.3. The selective aperture

region Ω{1,2} is identical to the aperture region of the conventional difference test. Since the in-

teger mapping is defined through selecting entries of the integer least-squares solution ǎILS, the

region that leads to correct integer estimates also contains parts of the pull-in regions associated

to integers other than a, but with only the first or second component being identical to a1 or a2,
respectively.

An idea that is similar to the per element difference test is soft-output detection or decod-

ing in communications, which not only provides a hard estimate in form of the maximum like-

lihood solution–which in our case is the integer least-squares solution ǎILS–but also some in-

formation about the reliability of each element. A popular reliability measure used in iterative

detection/decoding algorithms in communication systems are log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) (Hage-

nauer et al. 1996). With the Gaussian distribution of the float solution â, the likelihood function

for estimating a from â is given by L(â; v) ∝ exp
(
−1

2
‖â− v‖2Qâ

)
, v ∈ Z

n. Evaluating the

LLR between the integer least-squares solution ǎILS and the best counter hypothesis āi for the ith
component as defined in (5.32) results in

log
L (â; ǎILS)

L (â; āi)
=

1

2
‖â− āi‖2Qâ

− 1

2
‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ

, (5.35)

which is simply a scaled version of the difference test for the ith element. Instead of passing this

reliability measure on to a subsequent detection or decoding instance, we use it to decide about

whether or not to include the index i in the set I.
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5.4.2 Per Element Ratio Test

The same strategy of testing each of the entries of the integer least-squares solution ǎILS against the

best counter hypothesis āi can be used with the ratio test instead of the difference test. The entries

ΓIǎILS of the integer least-squares solution are accepted as an integer estimate for aI , where the

index set I is now determined as

I =
{
i = 1, . . . , n | ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ

≤ µ‖â− āi‖2Qâ

}
(5.36)

with a single critical value µ. All 2n possible realizations of I can generally be obtained. This

combined subset selection, estimation, and validation strategy is introduced in Brack and Günther

(2014) and is a generalized integer aperture estimator defined by the selective aperture decision

regions

Ω̃J ,v =
{

x ∈ Sv | ∀i ∈ J : ‖x− v‖2Qâ
≤ µ ‖x− u‖2Qâ

, ∀u ∈ Z
n | ui 6= vi,

∀i ∈ J̄ : ∃u ∈ Z
n | ui 6= vi, ‖x− v‖2Qâ

> µ ‖x− u‖2Qâ

}

, ∀v ∈ Z
n, (5.37)

for each of the 2n index sets J , where Sv are the pull-in regions of integer least-squares and

J̄ is defined such that J ∪ J̄ = {1, . . . , n}. Following the same argumentation as for the per

element difference test in Section 5.4.1 shows that the per element ratio test is a valid generalized

integer aperture estimator. By properly choosing the critical value µ, a fixed failure rate PF can

be guaranteed, see Section 5.5. The regions Ω̃J ,v corresponding to the four index sets J in a two

dimensional example are shown in Figure 5.3. The selective aperture region Ω{1,2} is identical to

the aperture region of the conventional ratio test.

5.4.3 Per Element Projector Test

The third acceptance test that is discussed for the strategy of comparing the integer least-squares

solution ǎILS against the best counter hypothesis āi for each element is the projector test. The set

of indexes I, for which the corresponding entries ΓIǎILS of the integer least-squares solution are

accepted as an integer solution, is given by

I =
{

i = 1, . . . , n |
(
āi − ǎILS

)T
Q−1
â (â− ǎILS) ≤ µ‖āi − ǎILS‖Qâ

}

, (5.38)

with the single critical value µ. All 2n possible realizations of I can generally be obtained. This

combined subset selection, estimation, and validation strategy is a generalized integer aperture

estimator defined by the selective aperture decision regions

Ω̃J ,v =
{

x ∈ Sv | ∀i ∈ J : (u− v)TQ−1
â (x− v) ≤ µ‖x−v‖Qâ

,u = argmin
w∈Zn|wi 6=vi

‖x−w‖2Qâ
,

∀i ∈ J̄ : (u− v)TQ−1
â (x− v) > µ ‖x− v‖Qâ

,u = argmin
w∈Zn|wi 6=vi

‖x−w‖2Qâ

}

,

∀v ∈ Z
n, (5.39)

for each of the 2n index sets J , where Sv are the pull-in regions of integer least-squares and J̄ is

defined such that J ∪ J̄ = {1, . . . , n}. The same argumentation as for the per element difference

test in Section 5.4.1 shows that the per element projector test is a valid generalized integer aperture
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estimator. By properly choosing the critical value µ, a fixed failure rate PF can be guaranteed, see

Section 5.5. The regions Ω̃J ,v corresponding to the four index setsJ in a two dimensional example

are shown in Figure 5.3. The selective aperture region Ω{1,2} is not identical to the aperture region

of the projector test.

5.4.4 Computational Aspects

The underlying partial integer estimator defining the integer solutions for the 2n − 1 non-empty

index sets for the per element acceptance tests discussed in the previous sections is full integer

least-squares followed by a selection of entries, see Section 4.3.2. This enables a very efficient im-

plementation of these estimators, since only a single integer solution–the full integer least-squares

solution–is required, independent of what the subset I turns out to be. Otherwise, one would

have to (iteratively) compute multiple integer estimates for different subsets and test them for ac-

ceptance, cf. Verhagen et al. (2011) or Parkins (2011). The solution of the integer least-squares

problem by means of a tree search formulation is discussed in Section 3.1.4. The present situation

is, however, slightly different, since not only the integer least-squares solution ǎILS is required,

but also the n counter hypotheses āi in order to evaluate the acceptance tests. Two strategies for

the computation of these n+ 1 integer vectors using a tree search formulation are presented in the

following.

The first and probably more intuitive approach is to perform a repeated tree search. That is, in a

first search run, the integer least-squares solution ǎILS is determined. After that, n additional search

runs are performed on the same search tree to determine the counter hypotheses āi, i = 1, . . . , n.

According to (5.32), they are the integer vectors with the smallest weighted squared distance to

â for which the ith component is different from the ith component of ǎILS. This restriction is

equivalent to blocking all branches of the search tree that correspond to an integer z ∈ Z
n with

zi = ǎILS,i. Computing āi now means to find the best integer candidate in this reduced search tree.

Obviously, the n + 1 search runs for this repeated tree search imply a high computational

burden. It is therefore desirable to find a more efficient tree traversal strategy, preferably one for

which only a single search run is required so that each node of the tree is at most visited once.

The main idea to accomplish such a single tree search solution is to keep a list during the search

process that contains the best integer vector that was found so far, i.e., the current candidate for the

integer least-squares solution, and the corresponding candidates for the counter hypotheses. Let

žILS ∈ Z
n and z̄i ∈ Z

n, i = 1, . . . , n, denote the current candidates for the integer least-squares

solution and the counter hypotheses. Whenever a leaf of the search tree associated to an integer

z ∈ Z
n with weighted squared distance d(z), cf. Section 3.1.4, is reached, the following two cases

have to be distinguished:

1) d (z) < d (žILS): The integer z is the new candidate for the integer least-squares solution. The

updates in the candidate list are z̄i ← žILS, ∀i = 1, . . . , n | žILS,i 6= zi, and žILS ← z. That is,

for each entry of žILS that is changed during the update process, the previous žILS is the new

candidate for the counter hypothesis.

2) d (z) ≥ d (žILS): Only the counter hypotheses have to be checked. The updates in the candidate

list are z̄i ← z, ∀i = 1, . . . , n | žILS,i 6= zi and d (z) < d (z̄i).

The weighted squared distances d (z̄i), i = 1, . . . , n, and d (žILS) are initialized with infinity.

A similar strategy has been developed for the detection problem in soft-decision multiple-input
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multiple-output (MIMO) communication systems in Jaldén and Ottersten (2005), Studer et al.

(2008), and Studer and Bölcskei (2010).

In order to keep the necessary computational effort at a minimum for either of the search

strategies, the selection of the search radius λ around a given float solution â that is used to remove

irrelevant parts of the search tree is critical. Similarly to the integer least-squares problem, we can

make use of the easily computable integer bootstrapping estimator to find a value for λ2 such that

ǎILS as well as the n counter hypotheses āi are contained in the search ellipsoid. The components

of the integer bootstrapping estimate ǎIB are given by ǎIB,i = ⌊âi|I⌉, see (3.9). This sequential

integer fixing scheme is now repeated n times, where in the ith iteration the ith element is chosen

different from the integer bootstrapping solution as the second closest scalar integer. The ith
component of this integer bootstrapping based counter hypothesis āi

IB is therefore given by

āiIB,i = ⌊âi|I⌉ + sign
(
âi|I − ⌊âi|I⌉

)
. (5.40)

All other components of āi
IB are computed identically to the integer bootstrapping solution. Choos-

ing the size parameter λ2 of the search space as

λ2 = max{‖â− ǎIB‖2Qâ
, ‖â− ā1

IB‖2Qâ
, . . . , ‖â− ān

IB‖2Qâ
} (5.41)

guarantees that by examining all integer vectors within a radius of λ from â, at least two different

values are obtained for each scalar element. In other words, there is a valid counter hypothesis to

the integer least-squares solution ǎILS for each element and the acceptance tests in (5.33), (5.36),

and (5.38) can be evaluated. This method can be refined by removing the largest elements in the

set of (5.41), given that the integer vectors corresponding to the remaining elements still assume at

least two different values for each scalar component.

Much smaller values for λ2 leading to much shorter search times may be possible when we

think about the purpose of the counter hypotheses. The integer values that are assumed by them

are per se completely irrelevant, since the value of the integer estimate is fully determined by

selecting entries of ǎILS. The only relevant question is, whether or not the acceptance tests based

on ǎILS and āi exceed the critical value µ or not. The index i of all components for which no valid

counter hypothesis āi exists within the search spaces with squared radii

λ2 = ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ
+ µ and λ2 =

‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ

µ
(5.42)

around â for the per element difference test (left) and ratio test (right), respectively, are automati-

cally part of the index set I. Unfortunately, this strategy cannot be easily applied to the per element

projector test. The unknown ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ
can be upper bounded by ‖â− ǎIB‖2Qâ

. The radius of

the search space can optionally be reduced whenever a new candidate for ǎILS is found or as soon

as a valid counter hypothesis āi, ∀i = 1, . . . , n, has been found.

If the transformation matrix Z in (2.82) is chosen other than a decorrelation matrix, the search

can still be performed at low complexity in a decorrelated space after an additional integer transfor-

mation with the single tree search approach. This additional transformation just has to be inverted

whenever an integer candidate z is found before editing the list of candidates for the counter hy-

potheses. One could of course also think of other strategies than the ones introduced above. A

possible variant is to search for all integer vectors within the search space with radius λ and after-

wards select those elements thereof that correspond to ǎILS and āi, i = 1, . . . , n. This approach
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Table 5.1: GNSS system parameters used for analysis of per element acceptance tests.

Parameter Considered values

Systems GPS, Galileo, combined GPS+Galileo

Signals L1, L1+L2, E1, E1+E5a, L1+E1, L1+L2+E1+E5a

code std., zenith L1, L2, E1: 25 cm, E5a: 20 cm
carrier-phase std., zenith 3mm for all signals

Noise scaling 0.5, 1.0, 2.0
Elevation cutoff angle 10◦

Receiver positions 30◦ S, 0◦N, 30◦N, 60◦N
Time instances 100 different epochs in 7 day period

Between rec. ionosph. std., zenith 0 cm, 0.71 cm, 1.41 cm, 3.54 cm, 7.07 cm

requires additional searches within the set of integer vectors, which might, however, be of negligi-

ble complexity.

The per element difference test and ratio test can be easily integrated in the implementation of

the popular LAMBDA method. For a given critical value µ, the radius of the search space follows

from (5.42). The search algorithm of the LAMBDA method (de Jonge and Tiberius 1996) is then

modified so as to not store a list of the best integer candidates, but rather a list of the candidates

žILS and z̄i as described above. The final subset I and ambiguity estimates ǎ can then easily be

determined.

All implementation details that are discussed in this section can–with small modifications–also

be applied to the difference test based single-subset estimator in Section 5.3.2.

5.4.5 Selecting the Integer Transformation

For the per element acceptance tests it is not required to a priori define the set of possible index sets

I like for the single subset schemes presented in Section 5.3. All 2n realizations of I can generally

be obtained, and the choice is implicitly defined through the single aperture parameter µ.

What has to be defined by the user is the parameterization of the float solution â via the trans-

formation matrix Z in (2.82). Following the discussion for partial integer estimators in Section

4.4, choosingZ as a decorrelation transformation is very useful for partial ambiguity resolution in

GNSS positioning applications. This is easily demonstrated for the per element acceptance tests

as presented above. For the usually highly correlated original double difference integer ambigui-

ties, the overall best counter hypothesis ā is very likely to be different from ǎILS in many or even

all entries, which leads to identical counter hypotheses āi for many elements i. Identical counter

hypotheses for all elements, however, mean that I is either the full set or the empty set, since the

acceptance test is then passed for all elements or for none. A true advantage of partial ambiguity

resolution can therefore only be expected when the counter hypotheses are likely to be different,

i.e., in a decorrelated ambiguity space.

5.4.6 Comparison and Performance Evaluation

In a simulation based numerical study, the performance of the per element difference test, ratio test,

and projector test is investigated. The main goals are to examine whether it is possible to make a

statement about which of these estimators to prefer, and to identify possible advantages compared
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to the conventional difference test, ratio test, and projector test for estimating the full set of integer

parameters. The system models that are used are single baseline single and combined GPS or/and

Galileo positioning examples. The GPS constellation is modeled as seen during GPS week 1,783,

and the Galileo system is simulated as Walker Delta 56◦ : 27/3/1 constellation (Walker 1984). In

the dual GNSS case, a separate pivot satellite is chosen for each system. The parameter settings

for the observation model are listed in Table 5.1, where the measurement and ionospheric standard

deviations are used with the elevation dependent exponential weighting function as explained in

Section 2.3, and the measurement standard deviations are multiplied with different scaling factors

in order to account for receivers of different quality. All possible combinations of the presented

values are considered. Differential tropospheric delays are assumed absent.

A first performance measure that is computed is the probability Pfix = PS+PF of resolving any

integer parameters at all for a given failure rate constraint PF = γ. The corresponding fixed failure

rate critical values µ are computed via Monte Carlo integration for each system model and accep-

tance test, see Section 5.5. The three per element acceptance tests are applied in the LAMBDA

decorrelated space (Teunissen 1995b). The resulting fixing probabilities for a fixed failure rate of

PF = 0.1% are shown in blue as a function of the integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS in Figure

5.4 separately for different available signals. Each data point corresponds to a different positioning

case. The fixing probabilities of the conventional acceptance tests, for which either the full set

of integer parameters is resolved or none of them is, see Section 3.2, are shown in green. With

decreasing model strength, i.e., with increasing integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS, the fixing

probabilities Pfix of the conventional acceptance tests decrease very fast for all three tests. With

the per element tests, which allow for resolving subsets of the integer parameters, the fixing proba-

bilities Pfix are clearly larger for the same failure rate. The highest fixing probabilities are obtained

with the per element difference test. For the dual frequency combined GPS+Galileo cases, it is

practically always possible to resolve at least one integer parameter. The performance of the per

element ratio test is slightly worse compared to the difference test, yet still comparable, but the per

element projector test leads to clearly smaller fixing probabilities.

It is of course not fair to judge the performance of the estimators based only on the fixing

probability Pfix = PS + PF, since the event success can mean very different things. For the

conventional acceptance tests, success means to correctly resolve the full set of integer parameters,

whereas for the per element tests it means to correctly resolve at least one integer parameter,

given that no other integer parameter is resolved wrongly, which is a much weaker statement.

Similarly, the fixing probabilities of the three per element tests cannot be simply compared, since

the corresponding random index sets I have different properties. A statement that can be made so

far is that the results show that the per element tests can be very useful in the sense of dealing with

situations that do not allow for a reliable estimation of the full set of integer parameters.

A second performance measure that is investigated is the average ratio of resolved integer pa-

rameters nfixed/n for a given failure rate constraint PF = γ, with nfixed = E [|I|]. The resulting

ratios nfixed/n of the three per element acceptance tests are computed via Monte Carlo integration

and shown in blue as a function of the integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS in Figure 5.5 for

a fixed failure rate of PF = 0.1%. The results of the per element difference test and ratio test

are comparable with small advantages for the former, but the per element projector test on aver-

age resolves clearly fewer integer parameters for the given failure rate. For the dual frequency

combined GPS+Galileo cases, the average ratio of resolved integer parameters is mostly over 80%
with the per element difference test. Combined with the fixing probability of practically 100%
from Figure 5.4, this scheme should therefore be very useful for GNSS positioning applications.
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Figure 5.4: Fixing probability Pfix of per element acceptance tests (blue) and conventional acceptance tests

(green) against the integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS for various GNSS positioning models and a fixed

failure rate of PF = 0.1%; columns correspond to different tests, rows to different available signals.
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Figure 5.5: Ratio of fixed ambiguities nfixed/n of per element acceptance tests (blue) and truncated integer

bootstrapping (green) against integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS for various GNSS positioning models

and a fixed failure rate of PF = 0.1%; columns correspond to different tests, rows to different available

signals.
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The green data points in the first column represent the ratio of resolved integer parameters for a

model-driven partial integer estimation scheme, where the subset of integer parameters to be re-

solved is determined only based on the underlying system model using the failure rate of truncated

integer bootstrapping, see (4.32). The same failure rate constraint and decorrelation method are

used for this subset selection scheme. The results show that this model-driven scheme generally

resolves a much smaller number of integer parameters, quite often none at all, even for very strong

system models with very small PF,ILS. The average ratio of resolved integer parameters for the

conventional acceptance tests are identical to the values of the fixing probability. Comparing Fig-

ure 5.4 to Figure 5.5 shows that–at least for the difference test and ratio test–the per element tests

on average thus also resolve more integer parameters than the conventional acceptance tests.

To summarize, the per element difference test has the highest fixing probabilities for a given

failure rate and on average resolves a larger number of integer parameters than the per element

ratio or projector test. Although this does per se not mean that the per element difference test is

better than the other two tests, it is a very strong indicator that it is the best choice among the three

options for GNSS positioning applications, where the goal is to obtain a good positioning quality.

In the remainder of this dissertation, the per element ratio test and projector test are therefore no

longer discussed. The capabilities of the per element difference test, the conventional difference

test, and integer bootstrapping based subset selection schemes for reliable GNSS positioning are

discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

5.5 Fixed Failure Rate Critical Values

For many realizations of integer aperture estimators and generalized integer aperture estimators,

including all the examples presented in Section 3.2, Section 5.3, and Section 5.4, a single scalar

critical value µ is used to determine the size and shape of the aperture region Ω or the selective

aperture regions ΩJ , ∀J ∈ I, defining the set I of integer parameters that are resolved. In Tiberius

and de Jonge (1995), Wei and Schwarz (1995), Han and Rizos (1996), and Parkins (2011), different

numerical values for the critical value µ are proposed for the difference test and the ratio test that

seem to lead to good results for specific GNSS applications. In a practical system, however, not

the critical value µ itself is the design parameter, but µ should rather be chosen such that the

properties of the integer estimates ǎ are as good as possible for the user application. In GNSS

positioning applications, where incorrect ambiguity estimates generally lead to large errors in the

user position, it is therefore a reasonable choice to use the critical value µ to control the failure rate

PF. It is shown in Verhagen and Teunissen (2013) that for the ratio test integer aperture estimator a

fixed critical value µ in most cases either results in too frequent incorrect ambiguity estimates or is

overly conservative, which leads to an unnecessarily small acceptance rate of the integer solution.

The fixed failure rate approach proposed in Teunissen and Verhagen (2009) and Verhagen and

Teunissen (2013) is thus to adapt the critical value µ to the current situation as described by the

observation model such that a user defined maximum tolerable failure rate is obtained. In this

section, a user friendly method to determine the model dependent fixed failure rate critical value µ
by means of a functional approximation is presented, see also Brack (2015).

5.5.1 Relation Between Critical Value and Failure Rate

Let f(·) : R1+nq+pq+qq 7→ R be the function that describes the relation between the critical value

µ, the system model as given by A, B, and Q, cf. Chapter 2, and the failure rate PF ∈ [0, PF,ILS]
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for a specific estimator as

µ = f(PF,A,B,Q). (5.43)

Computing the fixed failure rate critical value µ means to evaluate this function for the user de-

fined PF and the given system model. The description of the system model could equivalently be

replaced by Qâ in this problem. Thinking about how the critical value µ affects the failure rate of

the examples of (generalized) integer aperture estimators that were presented earlier clearly shows

that f(·) can generally not be easily formulated. The function f(·) is investigated in more detail for

the difference test integer aperture estimator (3.32) and the per element difference test generalized

integer aperture estimator (5.33). Let fA,B,Q(·) : R 7→ R be identical to the function f(·) evaluated

at a specific system model, so that µ = fA,B,Q(PF). We start with analyzing some properties of

fA,B,Q(·) for the difference test:

Given a critical value µ ≥ 0 and the corresponding failure and success rates PF and PS, we

consider µ′ > µ. Further, let I be the index set corresponding to µ and I ′ the one corresponding

to µ′. We can distinguish the following cases:

• If ǎILS = a and I = {1, . . . , n} (success), it can now happen that I ′ = {1, . . . n} (success) or

I ′ = ∅ (undecided).

• If ǎILS 6= a and I = {1, . . . , n} (failure), it can now happen that I ′ = {1, . . . n} (failure) or

I ′ = ∅ (undecided).

• If I = ∅ (undecided), then I ′ = ∅ (undecided).

Integrating the pdf of â over all possible realizations leads to the following conclusions. The

failure rate of the difference test is decreasing with increasing critical value. The success rate of

the difference test is decreasing with increasing critical value.

Similarly, we can analyze the per element difference test:

Given a critical value µ ≥ 0 and the corresponding failure and success rates PF and PS, we

consider µ′ > µ. Further, let I be the index set corresponding to µ and I ′ the one corresponding

to µ′. For the two random index sets it always holds that I ′ ⊆ I. We can distinguish the following

cases:

• If ǎILS,I = aI and I 6= ∅ (success), it can now happen that ǎILS,I′ = aI′ and I ′ 6= ∅ (success)

or I ′ = ∅ (undecided).

• If ǎILS,I 6= aI and I 6= ∅ (failure), it can now happen that ǎILS,I′ 6= aI′ and I ′ 6= ∅ (failure)

or ǎILS,I′ = aI′ and I ′ 6= ∅ (success) or I ′ = ∅ (undecided).

• If I = ∅ (undecided), then I ′ = ∅ (undecided).

Integrating the pdf of â over all possible realizations leads to the following conclusions. The

failure rate of the per element difference test is decreasing with increasing critical value. The

success rate is generally not a monotonic function of the critical value.

As a consequence, a smaller failure rate of the per element difference test does not necessarily

imply a smaller success rate as it does for the conventional difference test. It is again noted that

success is a weaker statement if the estimation of subsets of the integer parameters is possible. On

the other hand, the failure rates of both estimators are decreasing with increasing critical value,

meaning that fA,B,Q(·) is a strictly monotonically decreasing function and therefore bijective.

This leads to a unique critical value µ = fA,B,Q(PF) for a user selected value of the failure rate

PF ∈ [0, PF,ILS] and thus enables an unambiguous fixed failure rate implementation. Due to the

complicated structure of the region that leads to a failure, also fA,B,Q(·) cannot be expressed in
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closed form. The relation can rather be found by evaluating failure rates for given critical values

µ through Monte Carlo integration, i.e., by evaluating the inverse function PF = f−1
A,B,Q(µ). The

fixed failure rate critical value can be determined by iteratively refining an initial guess, which

means by applying a root finding method such as bisection to f−1
A,B,Q(µ)− γ, where γ is the value

of the aimed at failure rate.

With this strategy, the critical value can be computed for any system model and failure rate.

Due to the high computational burden involved, this approach might not be feasible for many

applications, such as real-time GNSS positioning. Since we aim at a constant failure rate PF, it

would be very helpful if we could describe the influence of the system model on the critical value

µ for this one specific value of PF in a simpler way. To this end, let fPF
(·) : Rnq+pq+qq 7→ R be

identical to f(·) evaluated at a specific failure rate, so that µ = fPF
(A,B,Q). An easy-to-evaluate

approximation of fPF
(·) is presented in Section 5.5.2.

5.5.2 Functional Approximation of Critical Values

The basic idea to simplify the evaluation of fPF
(·) is to find a function f app

γ (·) that can be used to

compute approximate fixed failure rate critical values, but is much easier to evaluate. It is noted

that the subscript PF is replaced by γ, since the function is formulated for a specific value of the

aimed at failure rate PF = γ, which is generally not exactly obtained. A possible strategy to define

f app
γ (·) could be to find an analytical approximation of the failure rate PF for a given critical value

µ and system model, so that the time consuming Monte Carlo integration can be avoided. In this

dissertation, a different approach is followed, which is to simplify fPF
(·) by drastically reducing

the dimension of its argument. This reduction generally goes along with a loss of information, so

that the true fixed failure rate critical values µ can no longer be computed. It is aimed at finding the

smallest possible vector of parameters p, such as the dimension n of a, the integer least-squares

failure rate PF,ILS, or the ambiguity dilution of precision (ADOP, see Teunissen (1997c)), that

captures the system characteristics that are relevant for describing the relation fPF
(·) for a given

PF = γ to a sufficient amount of accuracy as

f app
γ (p) ≈ fPF

(A,B,Q) = µ. (5.44)

If the dimension of p is small enough, the function f app
γ (·) can then either be sampled and stored

in a look-up table as proposed in Verhagen and Teunissen (2013), or it can be described using a

closed form expression (Brack 2015; Wang and Verhagen 2015; Hou et al. 2016). We follow the

latter approach.

Let the function f app
γ (·) be described through the vector of coefficients ξ∗, which could for

example be the coefficients of a polynomial. Assuming that the general structure of f app
γ (·) is a

priori known, we are thus only required to determine ξ∗ in order to define f app
γ (·). Further, let

gappγ (·) be a function that is identical to f app
γ (·) but for which the dependency on the vector of

coefficients ξ is made explicit, so that gappγ (ξ∗,p) = f app
γ (p).

From simulations with many different system models that capture all situations that are relevant

to the user, we obtain a data set withK pairs of system parameters pk and the corresponding critical

values µk, k = 1, . . . , K, for the aimed at failure rate PF = γ. The goal is now to find the vector

of coefficients ξ∗ such that the function f app
γ (·) describes the relation between these data pairs

as accurately as possible. As the dimension of ξ is much smaller than K, this results in a curve

fitting problem. Moreover, as the user defined failure rate must not be exceeded, the approximate

critical values as provided by f app
γ (p) have to be larger or equal to the true fixed failure rate critical
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values. This means that ξ∗ has to be chosen such that f app
γ (pk) ≥ µk, k = 1, . . . , K. Using the

least-squares criterion, this fitting problem is an inequality constrained optimization problem (see

Section A4) that reads

ξ∗ = argmin
ξ∈Rdim(ξ)

K∑

k=1

(
gappγ (ξ,pk)− µk

)2
s.t. µk − gappγ (ξ,pk) ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , K, (5.45)

where gappγ (·) is assumed to be defined for every ξ ∈ R
dim(ξ). The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

primal and dual feasibility (PF and DF) and complementary slackness (CS) conditions are given

by

PF: µk − gappγ (ξ∗,pk) ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , K

DF: ∇ξ
(
∑K

k=1

(
gappγ (ξ∗,pk)− µk

)2
)

+
∑K

k=1∇ξ
(
µk − gappγ (ξ∗,pk)

)
uk = 0, with uk ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , K

CS: uk
(
µk − gappγ (ξ∗,pk)

)
= 0, k = 1, . . . , K,

(5.46)

where uk ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , K, are the non-negative Lagrangian multipliers and ∇ξ is the gradient

with respect to ξ. For any optimization problem with objective and constraint functions that are

differentiable at ξ∗, the KKT conditions are necessary conditions for ξ∗ to be a local optimizer

of (5.45), given that certain constraint qualifications are fulfilled, so that strong duality holds. In

our problem, usually only one of the Lagrangian multipliers uk is non-zero, which is the one that

corresponds to the active inequality constraint, i.e., the data point µk that lies on f app
γ (·) so that

µk = gappγ (ξ∗,pk). One version of the constraint qualifications is that the gradients of the active

inequality constraints are linear independent, which is always true for only one active constraint.

Under the condition that the structure of gappγ (·) is chosen such that both the cost function
∑K

k=1

(
gappγ (ξ,pk)− µk

)2
and the active inequality constraints µk−gappγ (ξ,pk) are convex, (5.45)

is a convex optimization problem. This implies that Slater’s constraint qualification can be em-

ployed, which state that the interior of the feasible region of ξ as defined by the inequality con-

straints has to be non-empty. In our problem, this is the case if ξ can be chosen such that gappγ (ξ,pk)
is strictly larger than µk, k = 1, . . . , K, i.e., that it is a strict upper bound for all data points. Given

that Slater’s condition is fulfilled and that the objective and constraint functions are differentiable

at a KKT point ξ∗, then ξ∗ is the global optimizer of (5.45). The optimal dual variables uk,

k = 1, . . . , K, from which the primal solution ξ∗ is reconstructed, can be found with standard sub-

gradient based dual methods, where the non-negativity of all uk has to be taken care of. Problem

(5.45) is for instance convex, if gappγ (·) is a polynomial with ξ as coefficients.

As a first step, we have to create the data pairs {pk, µk} for many different system models that

cover the whole span of characteristics that the user is interested in. This can either mean to con-

sider a very wide spectrum of different system models so as to obtain a preferably generally valid

description, maybe at the cost of higher approximation errors, but it can also be limited to a very

specific case, e.g., short baseline GNSS positioning with a specific choice of signals in a certain

geographic area. The results presented in the following are based on the GNSS positioning exam-

ples as described in Table 5.1, where the per-element difference test is applied in the LAMBDA

decorrelated space. In contrast to the conventional difference test, a different integer transforma-

tion generally results in different fixed failure rate critical values for the per element difference

test, meaning that the so found functional approximation is only valid in a decorrelated space. One

parameter to be chosen for p that is most likely suitable to describe the system characteristics is the
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Figure 5.6: Relation between integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS and critical value µ for the per element

difference test for various GNSS positioning models and a fixed failure rate of PF = 0.1% (blue) and

PF = 1.0% (orange).

integer least-squares failure rate PF,ILS, as this is an indicator for the strength of the system model

regarding the ambiguity resolution capabilities. We define p = PF,ILS, meaning that no further

system parameters are required to describe the fixed failure rate critical value. Furthermore, since

integer least-squares (+ selection) is the underlying (partial) integer estimator for the (per element)

difference test, PF,ILS already defines one property of f app
γ (·). If the user defined maximum toler-

able failure rate is larger than PF,ILS, we can always accept the full integer least-squares solution,

i.e., the critical value is chosen as µ ≤ 0. This defines the zero crossing of f app
γ (·) as

f app
γ (γ) = 0. (5.47)

In Figure 5.6, the relation between PF,ILS and the resulting critical values µ is shown for the

per element difference test separately for different available signals. Each data point is computed

via Monte Carlo integration as described above and represents a different system model. Although

the subfigures represent very different model characteristics, as for instance the number of integer

parameters ranges from n ∈ [5, 13] for the single system, single frequency case to n ∈ [18, 42]
for the combined system, dual frequency case, the basic relation is quite similar. This shows that

PF,ILS is indeed a relevant parameter, but n is not. It is noted that when determining the critical

value µ for a given system model and failure rate via Monte Carlo integration, a search for ǎILS

and the respective counter hypotheses āi has to be performed for every randomly generated sample

of â. The relation (5.42) for setting the size of the search space can obviously not be used, as is

depends on µ itself. It is therefore necessary to find a somewhat more conservative value of the

search radius. The integer bootstrapping based search radius in (5.41) would lead to a valid counter

hypothesis for each element of ǎILS and could therefore be used for an arbitrary value of the aimed

at failure rate, but is usually much too conservative for a given, specific failure rate constraint,

leading to unnecessarily long search times. The results in Figure 5.6 indicate that for PF = 0.1%,

the critical value µ does not or very rarely assume values > 16. The size of the search space λ2
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can therefore be empirically limited to

λ2 = ‖â− ǎILS‖2Qâ
+ 16 ≤ ‖â− ǎIB‖2Qâ

+ 16 (5.48)

for this application.

Considering (5.47) and the results in Figure 5.6, the function gappγ (·) is chosen as

gappγ (ξ, PF,ILS) = ξ1 log (ξ2(PF,ILS − γ) + 1) . (5.49)

For system models with PF,ILS < γ, any µ ≤ 0 is equally correct. Accordingly, these models

have to be excluded when evaluating (5.45) so that the cost function is not disturbed and no invalid

constraints are imposed. The parameter ξ2 has to be constrained to ξ2 > − 1
1−γ

so that the argument

of the logarithm is non-negative for PF,ILS ∈ [γ, 1]. In order for gappγ (ξ, PF,ILS) to resemble the

numerically computed critical values in Figure 5.6, ξ1 has to be non-negative. Since the critical

values µ are strictly positive for PF,ILS > γ, the optimal ξ∗2 is positive as well. The restrictions ξ1 ≥
0 and ξ2 ≥ 0 could be included as additional constraints in (5.45). For the relevant cases γ ∈]0, 1[
these constraints are, however, not active and the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers would be

zero, so that the KKT conditions in (5.46) are still valid. With ξ1 ≥ 0, the inequality constraints in

(5.45) are convex in ξ, but the cost function is a sum of quasiconvex functions and thus not convex.

We can therefore either hope to converge to the correct KKT point by properly initializing ξ, or we

can further utilize certain properties of the problem. The feasible set of problem (5.45) is not only a

convex set for (5.49), but also a reverse normal set in R
2
+, meaning that for ξ, ξ′ ∈ R

2, if ξ is part of

the feasible set and ξ′ ≥ ξ, then also ξ′ is part of the feasible set. This is true since gappγ (ξ, PF,ILS)
is increasing in ξ. For the same reason, the cost function in (5.45) is increasing in ξ for all ξ that are

in the feasible set (the functions gappγ (ξ, P k
F,ILS), k = 1, . . . , K, are greater or equal to µk within the

feasible set, so that increasing the functions increases each of the non-negative terms of the sum).

Increasing functions and normal sets have been introduced to mathematical economics in Makarov

and Rubinov (1977). If gappγ (ξ, P k
F,ILS) would also be increasing outside of the feasible region,

which it is not, the problem could be solved within the framework of monotonic optimization (Tuy

1999, 2000). However, we can still make use of some of the ideas. A direct consequence of the

two aforementioned properties is that the global optimum ξ∗ is obtained at the boundary of the

feasible region, which contains its Pareto efficient points. It is very easy to evaluate, whether or

not a certain value ξ is feasible or not. A possible approach to solve the optimization problem is

thus to simply sample the boundary of the feasible region and to chose the optimizer ξ out of these

samples. Figure 5.7 shows the feasible region of ξ for γ = 0.1%. The Pareto efficient points are

shown in blue, and the global optimizer ξ∗ in orange.

The union of all data pairs from Figure 5.6 is shown in Figure 5.8 together with the resulting

functional approximation gappγ (ξ∗, PF,ILS) = f app
γ (PF,ILS) for γ = 0.1% and γ = 1.0%. The

function parameters ξ∗ for the per element difference test are determined as

ξ∗ = [2.45, 5,074]T for γ = 0.1%
ξ∗ = [2.82, 214]T for γ = 1.0%.

(5.50)

The functions f app
γ (PF,ILS) have the desired properties. They resemble the characteristics of the

fixed failure rate critical values while being a conservative approximation. They are a tight upper

bound, at least for relatively small values of PF,ILS.

The framework presented in this section can also be applied to other (generalized) integer

aperture estimators that are based on different acceptance tests. The resulting function may then
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mating functions fapp
γ (PF,ILS).

of course be of a different form and depend on a different set of relevant system parameters p. For

instance, the conventional ratio test requires the total number of integer parameters as an input in

addition to the integer least-squares failure rate in order to allow for a meaningful representation

(Verhagen and Teunissen 2013).

5.5.3 Approximated vs. True Fixed Failure Rate Critical Values

The critical values µ that are computed with the functional approximation as

µ = f app
γ (PF,ILS) (5.51)

suffer from two error sources. The first one is due to the fact that f app
γ (PF,ILS) is designed to provide

an upper bound for the true fixed failure rate critical values. The second one comes from the integer

least-squares failure rate PF,ILS, which cannot be computed in closed form, so that f app
γ (·) has to

be evaluated at an approximate value of PF,ILS in practice. If an upper bound like the integer

bootstrapping failure rate PF,IB is used to approximate PF,ILS, both effects cause increased critical

values, leading to failure rates that are smaller than required with the fixed failure rate approach.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the translation of these errors to the resulting failure rates. the blue curve in

the right subfigure shows f app
0.1%(PF,ILS), and the orange and green curves in the left subfigure show

the relation between the critical value µ and the resulting failure rate PF for two specific system

models. Because of the common vertical axis, the impact on the failure rate PF caused by the use

of f app
0.1%(·) and PF,IB is directly visible. Although the integer bootstrapping failure rate is usually

a tight upper bound of PF,ILS, the mismatch may still affect the failure rate, especially for small

values of PF,ILS, where f app
0.1%(PF,ILS) is very sensitive to changes in the argument. We can see that

both approximations lead to error rates PF that are somewhat smaller than 0.1%.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of approximated (green) and true (blue) fixed failure rate critical values µ, result-

ing failure rates PF, and ratios of fixed ambiguities nfixed/n for an aimed at failure rate of 0.1% with 24 h
of simulated dual frequency observations; the number of visible satellites is shown in the last row.

The impact of using the approximated critical values µ = f app
0.1%(PF,IB) instead of the true fixed

failure rate critical values is numerically evaluated for single epoch GNSS positioning with 24 h
of dual frequency GPS and Galileo observations in the area of Munich, Germany. The standard

deviation of the between receiver ionospheric zenith delay is assumed as 0.71 cm, and the receiver

noise is assumed as in Table 5.1 with a scaling factor of one. These models have not been used for

determining ξ∗, so that this experiment can be seen as a validation of the functional approximation.

The results for GPS in Figure 5.10 show that the green critical values generated by f app
0.1%(PF,IB)

are always larger or equal to the true fixed failure rate critical values from Monte Carlo integration
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in blue. For the true critical values, the corresponding failure rates are always PF = 0.1% per

definition, except for the cases in which PF,ILS < 0.1%. In those cases, the resulting failure

rate is equal to the integer least-squares failure rate, as the full integer least-squares solution is

then directly accepted. The failure rates resulting from the approximate critical values are always

smaller or equal to the ones from the true critical values. For all time instances with moderate

values of µ, where the function f app
0.1%(PF,ILS) is a relatively sharp upper bound, see Figure 5.8, the

difference between the true and approximate failure rates is roughly 0.05%. It is noted that function

values of f app
0.1%(PF,IB) ≈ 20 correspond to PF,IB ≈ 70%, i.e., a loose lower bound for the aimed

at failure rate is not critical, since these models are very weak with regard to ambiguity resolution

anyway. It might be possible to adjust the parameter vector ξ defining the functional description

such that the resulting failure rates are slightly closer to 0.1% by using a more restrictive data set

for the function fitting. Experiments indicate, however, that these gains are not significant.

An indicator that can be used to assess the effect of the approximation on the performance of the

per element difference test is the average ratio of resolved integer parameters nfixed/n. Although

the failure rates resulting from the approximate critical values are partly considerably smaller than

required, the ratios of fixed ambiguities nfixed/n is hardly affected by the approximation, especially

for strong system models, where nfixed/n is close to one. The low ratio values at 7 − 8 h and

20−21 h confirm that the impact of a loose approximation of large critical values is not too severe.

The corresponding results for Galileo verify what has been observed for GPS. The minimum

number of satellites is slightly increased compared to GPS, resulting in generally stronger models.

The true fixed failure rate critical values are limited to µ ≤ 15, which roughly corresponds to

PF,ILS ≤ 10%. The maximum tolerable failure rate of PF = 0.1% is never exceeded with the

approximate critical values, and the resulting ratios of fixed ambiguities are always very close to

the ones from the true critical values. Moreover, they are close to one during the whole time span

of 24 h, which indicates a very good performance of the per element difference test for models of

that type and strength. The capabilities of the per element difference test for GNSS positioning

applications are further investigated in Chapter 6.
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The estimation of (a subset of) integer parameters in linear models, which are not necessarily

GNSS related, is discussed in detail in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Depending on the application at hand,

measures like the success rate, the fixing rate, or the ratio of resolved integer parameters that are

presented there may describe or at least be an indicator for the performance of a specific estimator.

In this chapter we investigate the application of some of the estimators from Chapters 3, 4, and

5 to the problem of carrier-phase integer ambiguity resolution for GNSS positioning with system

models as derived in Chapter 2. Measures that can be used to describe the quality of the position

estimates are discussed in Section 6.1. These are assessed via numerical simulations for various

single and combined system GPS and Galileo cases in Section 6.2. The results are verified with

real GPS and BDS data collected at multiple continuously operating reference stations (CORSs)

in the area of Perth, Australia. The main goal is to determine, if, when, and to what extent partial

ambiguity resolution techniques can enhance the positioning capabilities compared to conventional

full ambiguity resolution.
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Figure 6.1: Instantaneous RTK positioning results for CUT0-CUTA during May 1, 2015; the positioning

error is shown in gray for the float solution, and in green and orange for the ambiguity fixed solution with

correct and incorrect integer estimates, respectively.

Figure 6.1 shows the positioning errors for three different examples. The data was collected at

the stations CUT0, which is part of the multi-GNSS experiment (MGEX) of the IGS, and CUTA

in Perth, Australia, during May 1, 2015. The two stations form a baseline of 8.4 meters, so that

differential atmospheric delays can be assumed absent. The processing is done epoch-by-epoch,

i.e., the temporal stability of the parameters is not utilized. The ambiguities are resolved using

integer least-squares without taking care of any kind of reliability constraint. The results for sin-

103
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gle frequency GPS L1 confirm what is claimed earlier in this dissertation. The ambiguity fixed

positioning precision with correct integer estimates is at centimeter or even sub-centimeter level,

thereby two orders of magnitude better than the precision of the float position estimates. Incorrect

ambiguity estimates generally lead to large positioning errors, often exceeding the error of the float

solution. This demonstrates the importance of limiting the ambiguity failure rate.

Using dual frequency GPS L1+L2 leads to a higher precision of the float position estimates,

and also a slightly better precision of the ambiguity fixed position estimates. More importantly,

the ambiguity resolution capabilities of such a dual frequency short baseline case are drastically

improved, so that no incorrect ambiguity estimates occur during the whole 24 h. It seems that

there is not much space for improvement with partial ambiguity resolution, but we have to keep

in mind that these results are obtained in the absence of differential atmospheric delays, which

is limiting the length of the baseline to at most a few kilometers. With longer baselines, when

atmospheric delays have to be considered, thus weakening the underlying system model, partial

ambiguity resolution may very well be a useful tool. This is investigated in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

An empirical ambiguity success rate of 100% is also obtained for single frequency L1/B1 po-

sitioning when combining GPS and BDS due to the larger number of visible satellites. This is

consistent with the study in Odolinski and Teunissen (2016), where the RTK positioning capabil-

ities of dual frequency single GNSS and single frequency dual GNSS are compared. The benefit

of combining multiple GNSS on the ambiguity resolution performance was predicted in Tiberius

et al. (2002) for GPS and Galileo and demonstrated for GPS and BDS in Deng et al. (2014), He

et al. (2014), Odolinski et al. (2014b), and Teunissen et al. (2014), for GPS and IRNSS in Za-

minpardaz et al. (2017), for GPS, Galileo, BDS, and QZSS in Odolinski et al. (2015a), and for

GPS, Galileo, QZSS, and IRNSS in Odijk et al. (2017). Instantaneous and reliable full ambiguity

resolution on long baselines, however, is not possible (Tiberius et al. 2002) and fast solutions still

remain difficult, even in such a combined GNSS case (Odolinski et al. 2014a, 2015b). Considering

that for instance the per element acceptance tests seem to work very well for the combined GNSS

case in terms of the fixing probability and the ratio of resolved integer parameters, see Section 5.4,

partial ambiguity resolution is likely to be very helpful in order to further improve the performance

of combined GNSS positioning.

6.1 Positioning Precision, Ambiguity Reliability, and Time

The positioning solution when using one of the estimators from Chapters 3, 4, or 5 for integer

ambiguity resolution is fully described by the pdf of the estimated user position, see Sections 3.1.1,

3.2.1, 4.2, and 5.2. In order to analyze the performance of different ambiguity resolution schemes,

it would, however, be beneficial if the quality of the positioning solution could be described by only

a few relevant measures. Preferably, these measures are such that they can be easily determined,

so that they can be provided to the user to inform him about how good he can expect the estimated

position to be. If the integer solution is assumed non-stochastic as ǎ = aJ with the deterministic

index set I = J , then the (partially) ambiguity fixed estimate b̌ is unbiased and its precision is

fully described by the conditional covariance matrix Qb̂|âJ
. If the index set I is random and the

integer solution is assumed as ǎ = aI , thenQb̂|âJ
is generally not the covariance matrix of b̌ given

that I = J , but can still be used as an approximation of the precision once the index set I = J
has been determined by the estimator. As we have seen, incorrect ambiguity estimates ǎ often

lead to large position errors, so that Qb̂|âJ
can only be meaningful given that the failure rate PF is

sufficiently small. The performance measures that are analyzed within this chapter are therefore
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the positioning precision by means ofQb̂|âJ
, which is computed for a specific value I = J of the

index set, the ambiguity reliability by means of the failure rate PF, and the number of measurement

epochs that are used. In order to visualize the computed formal precision, we define the scalar

formal precision measure

α = max
{ σE
1 cm

,
σN
1 cm

,
σU
3 cm

}

, (6.1)

where σE, σN, and σU are the standard deviations of the coordinate estimates in the local east,

north, and up frame that follow from Qb̂|âJ
. The smaller factor for σU accounts for the larger

uncertainty that is usually observed for the up component.

The goal is of course to obtain fast, precise, and reliable solutions, which is often not easy to

achieve. For instance, long observation time spans generally increase the reliability of ambiguity

resolution and usually improve the precision of the float and fully fixed position, but do obviously

not lead to fast results. In order to better understand the effect of model-driven and data-driven

schemes for full and partial ambiguity resolution on GNSS positioning, feasible combinations of

these three quality measures are analyzed for a long baseline example, in which the differential

atmospheric delays are estimated. The results are presented in Figure 6.2. Rows correspond to dif-

ferent estimation schemes. For each scheme, three subfigures are shown, where in each subfigure

two of the three measures are analyzed for a given value of the third measure. The left subfigure

corresponds to a reliability of PF ≤ 0.1%, the second subfigure to a precision of α ≤ 10, and the

right subfigure to an observation span of at most 20 epochs. The orange and green dashed lines

represent the float and fully fixed solution.

The left column therefore shows the results for reliable positioning, in which the failure rate

is constrained so as to not exceed 0.1%. The orange line shows the precision of the float solution

over time, and the green line the precision of the fully ambiguity fixed solution. Both of them im-

prove over time, and the difference of roughly two orders of magnitude after initialization becomes

smaller over time. With model-driven full ambiguity resolution it takes 54 epochs until the model

is strong enough to switch from the float to the fixed solution. With model-driven partial ambiguity

resolution, the first ambiguity can already be resolved after 8 epochs. The partially fixed solution

gradually improves over time with the increasing number of resolved ambiguities until the fully

fixed precision is again reached after 54 epochs. For data-driven full ambiguity resolution, the

fixed precision is obtained with the probability P (I = {1, . . . , n}). That is, the float precision is

always feasible, but for the given failure rate constraint the probability that the ambiguities can be

resolved slowly increases until epoch 54, from which on the fixed solution can always be accepted.

This is illustrated with the gray regions of different shade, where the darkest gray corresponds

to 100%, the lightest gray to 5%, and the other three shades are spaced linearly in between. For

data-driven partial ambiguity resolution, the index set I can generally assume different values,

leading to precision values other the only the float and fully fixed precision that are obtained with

the probabilities P (I = J ), J ∈ I. After 54 epochs, again all n dimensional integer solutions

can be accepted.

The second column shows the ambiguity reliability at which a precision of α ≤ 10 can be

obtained over time. This precision is reached by the float solution after 35 epochs as indicated

by the orange line. The fully fixed precision is always below 10, so the green line shows the

reliability of simply resolving the full set of ambiguities without further reliability considerations.

This directly explains model-driven full ambiguity resolution. After 35 epochs the given precision

can be reached with a failure rate of zero, but before that the failure rate is equal to the failure

rate of full ambiguity resolution as defined by the strength of the system model. For model-driven
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(d) Data-driven partial ambiguity resolution

Figure 6.2: Feasible combinations of the three performance measures time, precision α, and failure rate PF

are marked in gray; for the data-driven schemes, different shades correspond to different probabilities (see

text); the orange and green dashed lines represent the float and fully fixed solution.
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partial ambiguity resolution, resolving a true subset of the ambiguities might be sufficient to reach

α ≤ 10, which is generally possible with a lower failure rate. The different regions of the data-

driven schemes show that if an integer solution is only accepted with a certain probability, then the

(partially) ambiguity fixed precision is also only reached with that probability, but the failure rate

is smaller than the one indicated by the green line. It is noted that in the first epochs the boundaries

of the regions of data-driven full ambiguity resolution are essentially identical to the probability

that they represent. That is, the fixed precision value can for instance be reached with a probability

of 80%, if one can also accept a failure rate of 80%.

The right column shows the ambiguity reliability at which different precision values can be

reached after 20 epochs. The orange and green lines correspond to the float and fully fixed pre-

cision. The float precision can always be reached with zero failure rate. With model-driven full

ambiguity resolution, the model allows for an ambiguity failure rate of PF = 63.5%, which de-

fines how reliably the fully fixed precision can be reached. With model-driven partial ambiguity

resolution, smaller failure rates can be obtained when resolving different subsets of ambiguities,

which correspond to precision values somewhere between the float and fully fixed precision. With

the data-driven schemes, the probability of resolving the full set or certain subsets of the ambigui-

ties can be controlled, which also controls the probabilities of obtaining (partially) fixed precision

values and implicitly also the failure rate.

Table 6.1: Subset selection strategies for reliable full ambiguity resolution (FAR) and partial ambiguity

resolution (PAR) with a maximum failure rate constraint.

Abbreviation Acceptance criterion, subset selection strategy

Model-driven FAR ILS FAR PF,ILS from Monte Carlo integration

IB FAR PF,IB from closed form expression

Model-driven PAR BM PAR Best subset I (in terms of α) for which full integer

least-squares + selection meets failure rate constraint,

PF,fullILS from Monte Carlo integration

IB PAR I from truncated integer bootstrapping (4.32)

Data-driven FAR DT FAR Difference test (3.32),

µ from Monte Carlo integration

DT FAR F Difference test (3.32),

µ from functional approximation

Data-driven PAR SS DT PAR Single-subset difference test (5.29), where I ′ is chosen

such that P (I = I ′) is maximum among all I ′ that lead

to a certain value of α, µ from Monte Carlo integration

DT PAR Per element difference test (5.33),

µ from Monte Carlo integration

DT PAR F Per element difference test (5.33),

µ from functional approximation

In the remainder of this chapter an extensive analysis of model-driven and data-driven full and

partial ambiguity resolution for reliable GNSS positioning is presented on the basis of simulated

and real data. The employed estimators are listed in Table 6.1. All estimators are formulated such

that a maximum failure rate constraint is not exceeded. The estimator BM PAR selects the deter-

ministic subset I of ambiguities to be resolved as the one that leads to the most precise coordinates
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Figure 6.3: Visibility of GPS (green) and Galileo

(orange) satellites during one day in Munich, Ger-

many; the number of satellites available for com-

bined GPS+Galileo is shown in blue.

in terms of α among all subsets that meet the failure rate constraint when applying full integer

least-squares followed by a selection of entries. For SS DT PAR, we make use of the difference

test based single-subset generalized integer aperture estimator, for which I ′ (see Section 5.3.2) is

chosen such that P (I = I ′) is maximum among all non-empty possible choices for I ′ for which

Qb̂|âI′
meets a certain precision criterion. These two estimators imply a search for the best subset,

meaning that many integer subsets I or I ′ have to be evaluated. Considering that the number of

possible subsets grows exponentially with the number of ambiguities n, they are therefore often not

a practical choice and should rather be seen as a theoretical benchmark to which the other schemes

can be compared. Also, all estimators that are based on Monte Carlo integration entail a rather high

computational complexity. The partial ambiguity resolution methods are applied in the LAMBDA

decorrelated space, and PF,IB for IB FAR is computed after the LAMDBA decorrelation.

6.2 Numerical Simulations

The purpose of the simulation based analysis is twofold. First, the capabilities of full and partial

ambiguity resolution for reliable GNSS positioning using both model-driven and data-driven meth-

ods are investigated and compared. Second, the impact of using low complexity implementations

that entail a certain performance degradation is examined. In particular, this means the impact of

using integer bootstrapping failure rates as an upper bound for the model-driven schemes and the

impact of approximating the true fixed failure rate critical values µ with a functional description

for the difference test based data-driven schemes. Moreover, it also means that the computationally

complex exhaustive search for a best integer subset for BM PAR and SS DT PAR is avoided by

using truncated integer bootstrapping (IB PAR) and the per element difference test (DT PAR).

The performance study is based on one day of simulated double difference GNSS measure-

ments collected at two receivers in the area of Munich, Germany. We consider single and com-

bined system GPS and/or Galileo cases, where the GPS constellation is used as seen during GPS

week 1,815 and Galileo is modeled as Walker Delta 56◦ : 27/3/1 constellation (Walker 1984). The

number of visible satellites with an elevation angle greater than 10◦ is shown in Figure 6.3. The

considered signals are listed in Table 6.2. Each satellite is assumed to transmit all three signals. If

both systems are combined, a separate pivot satellite is used for each system. The standard devi-

ation of the undifferenced code and carrier-phase observations in Table 6.2 are amplified with the

elevation dependent exponential weighting function as explained in Section 2.3. If applicable, the

time between two consecutive measurement epochs is 30 s. The presented results are computed in

terms of the average performance of the different estimation schemes over the whole day, where
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Table 6.2: Assumed zenith referenced code and carrier-phase standard deviations of GPS and Galileo ob-

servations.

L1 L2 L5 E1 E5a E5b

σp[cm] 25 25 20 25 20 20
σφ[mm] 3 3 3 3 3 3

each scheme is reinitialized every ten minutes. The failure rate constraint is set to PF ≤ 0.1%. The

results are in part also presented in Brack (2016b).

6.2.1 Short Baselines

The distance between the two receivers is assumed to be sufficiently short and the receivers are

assumed to be at roughly the same height, so that differential atmospheric delays are negligible and

the atmosphere fixed model can be used. The user coordinates are assumed completely unlinked

from one epoch to the next, and the integer ambiguities are time constant. Reliable instantaneous

ambiguity resolution is mostly feasible on short baselines when using measurements on two or

three frequencies and also when combining multiple GNSS on only one frequency. We therefore

focus on single frequency, single system cases, presented for the example of Galileo E1.

In Figure 6.4, the average probabilities for obtaining precise coordinate estimates with α ≤ 2
and α ≤ 10, cf. (6.1), are shown as a function of the number of visible satellites and the number of

epochs for each a Monte Carlo based model-driven and data-driven estimator for full and partial

ambiguity resolution. For α ≤ 2, i.e., a standard deviation of 2 cm in the horizontal plane and 6 cm
for the up component, we can see a clear gain in probability of the data-driven schemes over the

model-driven schemes, but no gain of partial ambiguity resolution over full ambiguity resolution.

If, however, the precision criterion is relaxed to α ≤ 10, i.e., to decimeter level precision in the

horizontal plane, partial ambiguity resolution indeed becomes useful, especially for a small number

of satellites. The data-driven SS DT PAR works slightly better than the model-driven BM PAR.

The performance with full ambiguity resolution is unchanged with respect to α ≤ 2, which means

that ambiguity resolution is still required in order to reach α ≤ 10.

Comparing Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.4 shows the impact of using the easy-to-compute failure rate

of (truncated) integer bootstrapping to select the ambiguity subset to be resolved for the model-

driven schemes, and the impact of using the functional approximation for the critical value for the

data-driven schemes, for DT PAR F in combination with the implicit subset selection through the

per element acceptance test. By close inspection the results of the low complexity estimators in

Figure 6.5 can be seen to be slightly worse, even though the difference is hardly noticeable.

6.2.2 Medium-Length Baselines

Differential ionospheric delays become relevant once the length of the baseline exceeds a few

kilometers. As long as the ionospheric slant delays at both receivers are sufficiently correlated,

the difference between them can be modeled as a zero mean Gaussian random variable, i.e., the

ionosphere weighted model can be used. In accordance with Odijk (2000), we use the relation

σI =
√
2 · 0.4mm

km
(6.2)

for the distance dependent between receiver differential ionospheric zenith delay on L1 and E1, to

which an elevation dependent weighting function is applied, see Section 2.5.3. We focus on instan-
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Figure 6.4: Short baseline Galileo E1 RTK positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; the estimators are based on Monte

Carlo integration combined with an exhaustive search for possible ambiguity subsets for partial ambiguity

resolution; white represents an average availability of zero and black an average availability of one.
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Figure 6.5: Short baseline Galileo E1 RTK positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; the estimators are based on low

complexity formulations; white represents an average availability of zero and black an average availability

of one.
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Figure 6.6: Dual frequency instantaneous RTK positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; black: ILS FAR (solid) and

IB FAR (dashed), green: BM PAR (solid) and IB PAR (dashed), blue: DT FAR (solid) and DT FAR F

(dashed), orange: SS DT PAR (dotted) and DT PAR (solid) and DT PAR F (dashed).

taneous RTK positioning using only a single epoch of observations from dual and triple frequency

receivers. Differential tropospheric delays are assumed absent in the following simulations.

Figure 6.6 shows the average probabilities for obtaining precise and reliable coordinate esti-

mates for dual frequency receivers, where precise means α ≤ 2 in the first row and α ≤ 10 in

the second row. Both for single and combined systems, this probability drops very soon for the

model-driven full ambiguity resolution schemes when the baseline exceeds a few kilometers, as is

shown with the black lines. The dashed black line shows the impact of using PF,IB as an upper

bound for PF,ILS (solid black line) when deciding about whether or not to resolve the full set of am-

biguities. Better results are obtained with the model-driven partial ambiguity resolution schemes,

shown in green, especially for the combined GPS+Galileo setup. We can also see that the very

simple truncated bootstrapping subset selection scheme (IB PAR, dashed green) can be clearly

worse than evaluating all possible subsets (BM PAR, solid green). The data-driven difference test

based schemes lead to much higher probabilities, where partial ambiguity resolution, shown in

orange, is again clearly superior to full ambiguity resolution as shown in blue, in particular for

longer baselines. The solid lines represent the (per element) difference test with the true fixed fail-

ure rate critical values and the dashed lines are based on the functional approximation. Especially

for the high availability regime, which is the aimed at operating point of a positioning system, the

impact of the approximation is very small. Finally, the dotted orange lines represent SS DT PAR.

Although this estimator chooses the subset I ′ in I = {∅, I ′} such that the availability for the given

α is maximized, its performance is only slightly better than the–computationally much simpler–

per element difference test for both considered values of α. For the combined GPS+Galileo setup,

instantaneous RTK positioning is basically always possible with the per element difference test

for baselines of at least up to 30 km. The partial ambiguity resolution schemes show better results

for a more relaxed value of α. This demonstrates the fundamental principle of partial ambiguity

resolution, i.e., the precision of the position estimates may be not as good as after full ambiguity

resolution, but the availability can be clearly increased. The corresponding results for signals on
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Figure 6.7: Triple frequency instantaneous RTK positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; black: ILS FAR (solid) and

IB FAR (dashed), green: BM PAR (solid) and IB PAR (dashed), blue: DT FAR (solid) and DT FAR F

(dashed), orange: SS DT PAR (dotted) and DT PAR (solid) and DT PAR F (dashed).

three frequencies for each system are presented in Figure 6.7. Due to the increased strength of the

underlying system models, the performance of all schemes is somewhat enhanced.

In summary, the results indicate that with partial ambiguity resolution techniques we can expect

a clearly increased range of instantaneous ambiguity resolution enabled centimeter level position-

ing. The results are based on the ionosphere weighted model. This model can not only be used for

single baseline positioning, but also for many network based positioning applications, where iono-

spheric corrections are interpolated to the approximate user position and provided together with

their probabilistic description. Such ionospheric corrections are for instance essential for fast po-

sitioning results with network RTK or PPP-RTK. Partial ambiguity resolution techniques should

therefore also be beneficial for loosening the quality requirements of these corrections, e.g., to

allow for a less dense network of reference stations, see also Section 6.2.4. Furthermore, the sim-

ulations show that partial ambiguity resolution proves particularly useful for future multi-GNSS

solutions.

6.2.3 Long Baselines

With long baseline it is referred to the case that the spatial correlation between the atmospheric

delays experienced by the signals observed at the two receivers is too weak to be properly utilized.

The residual between receiver differential tropospheric zenith wet delay and the double difference

ionospheric slant delays are thus included as unknowns in the parameter vector b. We assume

that user coordinates, ambiguities, and the residual tropospheric zenith delay are time constant,

whereas the ionospheric delays are completely unlinked in time. We define the convergence time

as the number of epochs required with ILS FAR or IB FAR to reach a formal precision of α ≤ 2 or

α ≤ 10. It is important to note that the so defined convergence time is not necessarily identical to

the time required to fix the ambiguities. The average convergence times are given in Table 6.3 for

different available signals. The smaller values for α ≤ 10 imply that this precision may already
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Table 6.3: Average convergence times of ILS FAR (in parentheses IB FAR) in terms of the required number

of epochs; one epoch corresponds to 30 s.

α ≤ 2 α ≤ 10

GPS L1+L2 56.0 (58.7) 27.7 (27.7)

GPS L1+L2+L5 39.5 (41.1) 24.2 (24.2)

Galileo E1+E5a 59.4 (61.0) 34.5 (34.6)

Galileo E1+E5a+E5b 47.8 (49.5) 33.5 (33.7)

GPS L1+L2 + Galileo E1+E5a 42.9 (44.2) 17.9 (18.0)

GPS L1+L2+L5 + Galileo E1+E5a+E5b 19.2 (20.2) 14.8 (15.4)
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Figure 6.8: Dual frequency long baseline positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; green: BM PAR (solid) and IB PAR

(dashed), blue: DT FAR (solid) and DT FAR F (dashed), orange: SS DT PAR (dotted) and DT PAR (solid)

and DT PAR F (dashed).

be reached with the float solution. Improved convergence times are obtained with the combined

system.

The model-driven full ambiguity resolution schemes are conceptually always the weakest

schemes, meaning that if PF,ILS ≤ 0.1%, so that the full integer solution can be accepted with

ILS FAR, then also BM PAR results in resolving the full set of ambiguities and the difference test

based schemes DT FAR, SS DT PAR, and DT PAR resolve the full set of ambiguities with proba-

bility one. Similarly, we have for the low complexity schemes that if PF,IB ≤ 0.1%, then also IB

PAR resolves the full set of ambiguities and the critical values as produced by the functional de-

scriptions used with DT FAR F and DT PAR F are such that the full set of ambiguities is resolved

with probability one. We can therefore investigate by how much the convergence times as defined

above can be expected to be reduced on average by using one of the more advanced ambiguity

resolution schemes.

Figure 6.8 shows the average availability of precise and reliable coordinate estimates for dual

frequency receivers as a function of the fraction of the convergence time of ILS FAR for the Monte

Carlo based estimators (solid and dotted lines) and of IB FAR for the ones that are based on the
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Figure 6.9: Triple frequency long baseline positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; green: BM PAR (solid) and IB

PAR (dashed), blue: DT FAR (solid) and DT FAR F (dashed), orange: SS DT PAR (dotted) and DT PAR

(solid) and DT PAR F (dashed).

integer bootstrapping failure rate (dashed lines). The difference between the solid and dashed blue

and orange lines can therefore not directly be interpreted as the impact of using the functional

approximation for the critical values for the (per element) difference test. Again, partial ambiguity

resolution is particularly useful for combined GPS+Galileo, where for α ≤ 2 the data-driven partial

ambiguity resolution schemes, shown in orange, can on average reduce the convergence time by

75% with a probability of more than 50% and by half with a probability of more than 90%. For

this case, also the simpler model-driven partial ambiguity resolution schemes in green show very

good yet slightly inferior performance. The smaller gains of all estimators for α ≤ 10 are caused

by the fact that after a certain number of epochs already the float solution may reach this precision,

in which case all estimators are equally useful when only considering such a binary performance

criterion. This becomes clear if we look at the average availability of DT FAR and DT FAR F,

which do not slowly converge to 100% over time but rather have a step at a relative time of one.

The corresponding results for triple frequency receivers are presented in Figure 6.9.

6.2.4 Multiple Baselines

In a network RTK scenario with multiple nearby reference stations, the user receiver can form

multiple baselines simultaneously and jointly estimate the involved parameters, which are the user

position, the carrier-phase ambiguities from all baselines, and optionally differential atmospheric

delays. We assume that the measurements at the reference stations are a priori corrected for the

exact atmospheric delays and that the user receiver is provided with estimates for the atmospheric

delays at its approximate position in each epoch, which are applied by means of the atmosphere

weighted model. We assume a standard deviation of the ionospheric corrections of 2 cm in zenith

direction, to which the elevation dependent exponential weighting function is applied. The tropo-

spheric correction is assumed to be exact. The user coordinates are assumed completely unlinked

in time.
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Figure 6.10: Dual frequency positioning with multiple baselines and PF ≤ 0.1%; black: IB FAR, green: IB

PAR, blue: DT FAR F, orange: DT PAR F; solid/dashed/dash-dotted/dotted correspond to 1/2/3/4 baselines.

Figure 6.10 shows the average probabilities for obtaining precise and reliable estimates of the

user coordinates as a function of the number of epochs, where solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and

dotted lines correspond to one, two, three, and four baselines, respectively. Comparing the results

of the model-driven full and partial ambiguity resolution schemes IB FAR (black) and IB PAR

(green) and the data-driven DT FAR F (blue) and DT PAR F (orange) confirms what could be

expected from the previous results. With model-driven full ambiguity resolution, it takes on aver-

age quite many epochs until a satisfactory precision is reached. This time can be shortened with

model-driven partial ambiguity resolution, and the data-driven schemes again clearly outperform

their model-driven counterparts. Partial ambiguity resolution is particularly beneficial for the com-

bined system, where mostly not more than one or two epochs are necessary in order to reach α ≤ 2
or α ≤ 10. These observations hold for all considered numbers of baselines. All four estimators

show a comparable performance gain with increasing number of baselines.

6.3 Real-Data Analysis

From the simulation results we can expect partial ambiguity resolution to be very useful for re-

liable positioning on medium-length or long baselines, in particular for a combined multi-GNSS

solution. These results are now verified with 24 h of real GPS and BDS data, which was collected

during September 7, 2015, at the IGS MGEX stations CUT0, PERT, and NNOR in the area of

Perth, Australia. The time between two consecutive measurements is 30 s. We consider instanta-

neous dual frequency RTK positioning on the 22.4 km baseline between CUT0 and PERT, which

are both equipped with geodetic Trimble NetR9 receivers, and dual frequency long baseline posi-

tioning on the 88.5 km baseline between PERT and NNOR, which is equipped with a Septentrio

PolaRx4 receiver. The number of satellites that is jointly visible at both receivers with an elevation

angle greater than 10◦ is shown in Figure 6.11 for both baselines. The long baseline often results

in slightly fewer available satellites. The considered signals and their zenith referenced code and

carrier-phase standard deviations are listed in Table 6.4. The code standard deviations were es-
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Figure 6.11: Visibility of GPS (green) and BDS (orange) satellites in the area of Perth, Australia, during

September 7, 2015; the number of satellites available for combined GPS+BDS is shown in blue.

Table 6.4: Estimated zenith referenced code and carrier-phase standard deviations of GPS and BDS obser-

vations.

L1 L2 B1 B2

σp[cm] 37 28 35 28
σφ[mm] 2 2 2 2

timated from one day of double difference measurements from the stations CUT0 and CUTA as

described in Section 6.3.1. They are different from the ones assumed in Table 6.2 in the previ-

ous section. A separate pivot satellite is used for GPS and BDS. Only the four low complexity

implementations IB FAR, IB PAR, DT FAR F, and DT PAR F are investigated, where the partial

ambiguity resolution techniques are again applied in the LAMBDA decorrelated space and the

computation of PF,IB for IB FAR is also carried out after the LAMBDA decorrelation. For IB

FAR and IB PAR, the (truncated) bootstrapping failure rate is used to evaluate which subset of the

ambiguities is resolved, but the estimation of the integers itself is done via full dimensional integer

least-squares, for IB PAR followed by a selection of entries. The failure rate constraint is set to

PF ≤ 0.1%.

6.3.1 Variance Component Estimation

A prerequisite for the failure rates and the computed formal precision measures to reflect the phys-

ical reality are realistic assumptions for the stochastic system model. With the stochastic system

models from Section 2.3, we therefore have to determine realistic values for the zenith referenced

code and carrier-phase standard deviations σpf and σφf
for all frequencies f = 1, . . . , F per sys-

tem. To this end, we consider a linear model of the form

y(t) = A(t)x(t) + η(t) with η(t) ∼ G
(
0, σ2G(t)

)
, (6.3)

where y(t) ∈ R
qt is the measurement vector at time instance t ∈ {t1, . . . , tT}. The design matrix

A(t) and the parameter vector x(t) can be completely different in each epoch. the noise vector

η(t) is assumed to be the product of the known time dependent factor G(t) ∈ R
qt×qt and the

unknown but constant σ2. The noise vector η(t) is assumed to be temporally uncorrelated and the
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parameter vectors x(t), t = t1, . . . , tT , are assumed to be known. The unknown variance σ2 should

be estimated based on the measurements from all epochs. With the likelihood function

L(y(t1), . . . ,y(tT ); θ
2) =

1
∏tT

t=t1

√

det (2πG(t)θ2)
· exp

(

− 1

2θ2

tT∑

t=t1

‖y(t)−A(t)x(t)‖2G(t)

)

,

(6.4)

the maximum likelihood estimate σ̂2 of σ2 is given by

σ̂2 = argmax
θ2∈R+

L(y(t1), . . . ,y(tT ); θ
2). (6.5)

Since the logarithm is an increasing function, this problem can equivalently be solved with the

log-likelihood function

l(y(t1), . . . ,y(tT ); θ
2) = log

(
L(y(t1), . . . ,y(tT ); θ

2)
)

= −1
2

tT∑

t=t1

logdet (2πG(t))− 1

2

tT∑

t=t1

log(θ2qt)

− 1

2θ2

tT∑

t=t1

‖y(t)−A(t)x(t)‖2G(t) , (6.6)

with qt the number of measurements at time t. Setting the derivative

dl(y(t1), . . . ,y(tT ); θ
2)

dθ2
= −1

2

tT∑

t=t1

qt
θ2

+
1

2θ4

tT∑

t=t1

‖y(t)−A(t)x(t)‖2G(t) (6.7)

to zero finally yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the variance factor σ2 as

σ̂2 =
1

∑tT
t=t1

qt
·

tT∑

t=t1

‖y(t)−A(t)x(t)‖2G(t) . (6.8)

More details about maximum likelihood variance component estimation can be found in Harville

(1977).

The GNSS positioning model for a single epoch of double difference measurements as dis-

cussed in Chapter 2 is of the form

y = Aa+Bb+ η with η ∼ G (0,Q) . (6.9)

With the assumptions made in Section 2.3 concerning the correlations between the undifferenced

measurements, the double difference covariance matrixQ can be written as

Q = 2 · diag
(
σ2
p1, . . . , σ

2
pF
, σ2

φ1
, . . . , σ2

φF

)
⊗DWDT, (6.10)

cf. (2.74). Different from (6.3), we therefore have to estimate 2F variance factors instead of only

one. Due to the blockdiagonal structure of Q in (6.10), the likelihood function for estimating all

2F variance factors can be factorized into separate terms for the code and carrier-phase variance

on each frequency, which only depend on the part of the measurement vector y containing the
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Figure 6.12: Dual frequency instantaneous RTK positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; black: IB FAR, green: IB

PAR, blue: DT FAR F, orange: DT PAR F.

respective observations. That is, the joint maximum likelihood estimation of σ2
pf

and σ2
φf

with

f = 1, . . . , F can be performed separately for each component. With G = DWDT, each of

these separate estimation problems fits to the model (6.3). We can now collect a sufficiently large

number of measurements, e.g., over a time span of 24 h, and apply (6.8) to each component. This

requires the exact knowledge of the parameter vector b for the code variances. This is possible

by using measurements from a zero baseline or from two reference stations with precisely known

coordinates on a short baseline, so that differential atmospheric delays are safely negligible. For

the carrier-phase variances, also the integer ambiguities would have to be a priori known with this

approach. More information about variance component estimation for GNSS applications is given

in, e.g., Amiri-Simkooei (2007).

6.3.2 Instantaneous RTK Positioning on CUT0-PERT

We first analyze the average RTK positioning capabilities by means of the resulting values of the

formal precision measure α as a function of the distance between the two receivers via simulations.

Independent of the baseline length, the satellite visibility is assumed to be the same as for the real

measurements. The ionosphere weighted model is employed, where the zenith referenced standard

deviation of the between receiver differential ionospheric delays on L1 and B1 is again modeled

depending on the length of the baseline as σI =
√
2 · 0.4mm

km
. Differential tropospheric delays are

assumed absent.

Figure 6.12 shows the average availability of precise and reliable coordinate estimates for

α ≤ 2 and α ≤ 10, where all 2,880 epochs are considered. The results confirm the findings

in Section 6.2.2 for GPS and Galileo and are therefore not discussed in detail. The–compared to

GPS and Galileo–improved performance of BDS only positioning is presumably caused by the

higher minimum number of visible satellites, see Figures 6.3 and 6.11. If the model assumptions

are appropriate, we should hence be able to reach a centimeter level positioning error with partial

ambiguity resolution for BDS only and combined GPS+BDS positioning throughout the whole day
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Figure 6.13: Dual frequency instantaneous RTK positioning results for CUT0-PERT with IB FAR and

PF ≤ 0.1%. The color of the horizontal and vertical components of the positioning error indicates the ratio

of fixed ambiguities as shown in the fourth row, where gray stands for a ratio of 0 and blue for a ratio of 1.

In the bottom row, the computed formal precision values α are shown in black. They are limited by the float

(upper blue line) and fully fixed (lower blue line) precision.

when analyzing the real data from the 22.4 km baseline, whereas full ambiguity resolution should

often only lead to meter level errors.

According to the ionospheric model, the ionospheric uncertainty for the CUT0-PERT baseline

is given by σI = 12.7mm. No differential tropospheric delays are assumed to be present. The

single epoch positioning results for the four ambiguity resolution schemes IB FAR, IB PAR, DT

FAR F, and DT PAR F are presented in Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16, which can be read

as follows. The east, north, and up errors are the difference between the computed position and

precise reference coordinates. The position errors are color coded, where gray means that no

ambiguity is resolved and blue means that all n ambiguities are resolved. For the partial ambiguity

resolution schemes, all shades in between are possible. The ratio of resolved ambiguities |I|/n
is shown in the fourth row, and the resulting formal precision α in the fifth row. The feasible

precision values are limited by the float and fully fixed solutions, which are drawn as blue lines.

Figure 6.13 shows the results of IB FAR. The bootstrapping failure rate of GPS only positioning

never drops to below 0.1%, which means that the number of fixed ambiguities is always zero
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Figure 6.14: Dual frequency instantaneous RTK positioning results for CUT0-PERT with IB PAR and

PF ≤ 0.1%, see Caption of figure 6.13.

and the formal precision α is always equal to the float precision. For BDS only, the full set of

ambiguities can be resolved in two out of 2,880 time instances, and for combined GPS+BDS in

3.26% of all epochs, resulting in the blue position errors and small formal precision values.

The IB PAR results in Figure 6.14 are much more promising. For GPS only positioning, we

can see how a high ratio of fixed ambiguities generally leads to a better formal precision α, which

coincides very well with the resulting position error, as can be seen in the up component. The

benefit of partial ambiguity resolution is even more obvious if we consider the BDS and combined

GPS+BDS results. The ratio of fixed ambiguities is always close to one, although the value one is

almost never reached, except when IB PAR also reaches a ratio of one. Still, the formal precision

α is always close to the best possible, fully fixed precision, which is confirmed by the resulting

position errors.

As shown in Figure 6.15, with the data-driven DT FAR F scheme the fixed precision is reached

in 62.05% of all epochs for GPS only, in 93.72% for BDS only, and in 75.76% for combined

GPS+BDS. Although this is a clear improvement compared to the model-driven IB FAR, the avail-

ability of a precise position solution is still far from 100%. The blue dots in the scatter plots of the

east and north position errors also show that the precision of the fully fixed coordinates is higher
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Figure 6.15: Dual frequency instantaneous RTK positioning results for CUT0-PERT with DT FAR F and

PF ≤ 0.1%, see Caption of figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.16: Dual frequency instantaneous RTK positioning results for CUT0-PERT with DT PAR F and

PF ≤ 0.1%, see Caption of figure 6.13.

for the combined system than it is for the single systems. This is in accordance with the computed

formal precision values.

The best results are obtained with DT PAR F as shown in Figure 6.16. The ratios of fixed

ambiguities are further increased compared to IB PAR, resulting in better formal precision values

and also smaller position errors. Resolving the full set of ambiguities is often not required in

order to achieve close to optimal positioning precision. Compared to DT FAR F, the availability

of precise centimeter level coordinate estimates is clearly larger for GPS only, and even reaches

100% for BDS only and combined GPS+BDS.

Figure 6.17 shows the cumulative rates of occurrence of the computed formal precision α
for the same data. The gray dashed lines represent the maximum value of α that is obtained

for the fully fixed solution during the whole day. That is, roughly speaking, everything left of

the dashed line corresponds to a fully fixed precision. This figure summarizes what has been

observed. With IB FAR (black), hardly ever anything better than the float precision is obtained.

For DT FAR F (blue), we can see the step in each subfigure that corresponds to the rate of resolving

the ambiguities, i.e., the rate of reaching the fully fixed precision. The two partial ambiguity

resolution schemes in green and orange outperform their full ambiguity resolution counterparts,
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Figure 6.17: Cumulative rates of occurrence of formal precision α on CUT0-PER with PF ≤ 0.1%; black:

IB FAR, green: IB PAR, blue: DT FAR F, orange DT PAR F; the gray dashed lines indicate the maximum

values of the fully fixed precision.

and always lead to precise coordinates for BDS only and combined GPS+BDS positioning. The

results presented in this section are published in Brack (2017b).

6.3.3 Long Baseline RTK Positioning on PERT-NNOR

Like in the simulation analysis in Section 6.2.3, the double difference ionospheric slant delays

and the between receiver differential tropospheric zenith delay are estimated for the long 88.5 km
baseline PERT-NNOR, so that instantaneous centimeter level positioning is no longer possible.

The measurements are a priori corrected for the hydrostatic tropospheric delays using the blind

MOPS tropospheric model (MOPS 1999) and the Niell mapping function (Niell 1996). The float

solutions are computed using a recursive least-squares implementation, in which the ambiguities

are assumed time constant. The relative tropospheric wet zenith delay is modeled as a random

walk with a process noise of 2 mm√
h

, and the user coordinates and ionospheric delays are assumed

completely unlinked in time, meaning that the model is also valid in the possible presence of

sudden ionospheric perturbations. Rising satellites are included immediately in the computation

of the float solution. The ambiguity resolution methods are applied anew in each epoch, i.e., the

ambiguities are not held fixed once an integer solution has been accepted. This allows for a better

interpretation of the properties of different fixing methods other than the time to first fix.

Table 6.5: Average convergence times of IB FAR in terms of the required number of epochs; one epoch

corresponds to 30 s.

α ≤ 2 α ≤ 10

GPS L1+L2 58.7 52.3
BDS B1+B2 45.1 44.3
GPS L1+L2 + BDS B1+B2 26.2 21.0

We start with a simulation based analysis for the given satellite to receiver geometry of the

real data, in which the times required to reach centimeter level positioning results are predicted.

The average convergence times, defined as the number of epochs that have to be collected with

IB FAR in order to reach a formal precision of α ≤ 2 or α ≤ 10, are given in Table 6.5, where

the estimation is started every 10min throughout the day. Compared to the simulation results in

Section 6.2.3, the values for α ≤ 10 are now only slightly smaller than the ones for α ≤ 2, which

is caused by the different process model for the receiver coordinates. In Section 6.2.3 they are
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Figure 6.18: Dual frequency long baseline positioning with PF ≤ 0.1%; green: IB PAR, blue: DT FAR F,

orange: DT PAR F.

assumed time constant, so that the float solution is more likely to reach a level of α ≤ 10. Figure

6.18 shows by how much the convergence times can be expected to be reduced on average by using

one of the more advanced ambiguity resolution schemes. For the combined system we can see that

by using IB PAR or DT FAR F the time required to reach α ≤ 2 can be reduced by half with an

average probability of ∼ 50%, and by using DT PAR F even with an average probability of more

than 95%.

The positioning capabilities of the four ambiguity resolution schemes are now verified with real

GNSS data for dual frequency combined GPS+BDS. The east, north, and up positioning errors as

well as the ratio of fixed ambiguities |I|/n are shown for 45min of data in Figure 6.19 for IB

FAR and DT FAR F and in Figure 6.20 for the PAR counterparts. The positioning errors are the

difference between the estimated position and precise reference coordinates. With IB FAR, 71
epochs of data are required until the integer bootstrapping failure rate drops to below 0.1%, i.e.,

until the full set of integer ambiguities is resolved and the fixed solution can be accepted. With the

data-driven DT FAR F, the ambiguities can already be resolved after 52 epochs. With IB PAR, the

first ambiguities are resolved after 11 epochs, and after 14 epochs the estimates of the horizontal

position components are already at centimeter level, although the full set of ambiguities is again

only resolved after 71 epochs. An even faster solution is obtained with DT PAR F, for which the

horizontal positioning error is at centimeter level after only 9 epochs. It is noted that the large

numbers of epochs required by the full ambiguity resolution schemes are to some extend also

caused by rising satellites after epoch 20 and 34. The partial ambiguity resolution schemes are

almost not affected by this. Although the ratio of fixed ambiguities is slightly smaller immediately

after the new satellite has been included, the positioning precision is not visibly reduced.

The positioning results for the whole day are shown in Figure 6.21 for reliable full ambiguity

resolution and in Figure 6.22 for reliable partial ambiguity resolution. Again the position errors are

color coded, where gray means that no ambiguity is resolved and blue means that all n ambiguities

are resolved. The ratio of resolved ambiguities is shown in the third row, and the computed formal

precision α in the bottom row. The float and fully fixed solutions, which limit the feasible precision

values, are drawn as blue lines. Since we are mostly interested in the time required to reach
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Figure 6.19: East (blue), north (orange), and up (green) positioning error with full ambiguity resolution

for dual frequency combined GPS+BDS positioning on PERT-NNOR with PF ≤ 0.1%; the ratio of fixed

ambiguities is shown in black.
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Figure 6.20: East (blue), north (orange), and up (green) positioning error with partial ambiguity resolution

for dual frequency combined GPS+BDS positioning on PERT-NNOR with PF ≤ 0.1%; the ratio of fixed

ambiguities is shown in black.
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Figure 6.21: Long baseline dual frequency GPS+BDS positioning results for PERT-NNOR with full am-

biguity resolution and PF ≤ 0.1%. The color of the horizontal and vertical components of the positioning

error indicates the ratio of fixed ambiguities as shown in the third row, where gray stands for a ratio of 0
and blue for a ratio of 1. In the bottom row, the computed formal precision values α are shown in black.

They are limited by the float (upper blue line) and fully fixed (lower blue line) precision. The estimator is

reinitialized every 90min.

centimeter level precision, the estimator is completely reinitialized every 90min, as can most

notably be seen at the formal float precision.

The ratio of fixed ambiguities for the full ambiguity resolution schemes in Figure 6.21 is either

zero or one, corresponding to the gray and blue position errors, respectively. The horizontal error of

the fully fixed solution is at centimeter level, whereas the gray float solution can have much larger

errors, especially after reinitialization, as can be seen in the time series of the up error. The behavior

after reinitialization agrees with the computed float precision values in the last row. Although the

results of IB FAR and DT FAR F seem to be very similar, the fixed solution was accepted in 1,729
out of 2,880 epochs for IB FAR but in 2,011 epochs for DT FAR F. This difference is visible, e.g.,

in the up error after the last initialization. We further notice that the fixed solution is often lost

when a satellite rises, as can be seen in the last row: The computed formal precision is identical

to the float precision after initialization, before it drops to the fixed precision once the ambiguities

are resolved. But then quite often the float precision is observed again for a couple of epochs at a

later time instance. One could of course exclude rising satellites from the ambiguity fixing, which

would be nothing else than a specific implementation of partial ambiguity resolution.
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Figure 6.22: Long baseline dual frequency GPS+BDS positioning results for PERT-NNOR with partial

ambiguity resolution and PF ≤ 0.1%, see caption of Figure 6.21.

The ratio of fixed ambiguities for the partial ambiguity resolution strategies as shown in Figure

6.22 is mostly close to one, except for a few epochs after each reinitialization. Accordingly, the

computed formal precision values in the last row are mostly very close to the fully fixed precision.

This is verified by the position errors, where the number of epochs with large errors is significantly

reduced compared to Figure 6.21. The best results are obtained for DT PAR F, for which the gray

dots are almost completely gone and only a few epochs after each initialization remain with a

position error that exceeds a few centimeters. Note that the blue dots with large positioning errors

reflect the precision of partially fixed solutions and do not imply wrong ambiguity estimates. The

average ratio of fixed ambiguities is 91.3% for IB PAR and 94.9% for DT PAR F (as compared

to 60.0% and 69.8% for the FAR counterparts). We can also see that–unlike for full ambiguity

resolution–rising satellites hardly affect the positioning performance and are thus not an issue with

partial ambiguity resolution.

Summarizing, two main advantages of partial ambiguity resolution over full ambiguity reso-

lution are identified in the context of long baseline positioning. The average number of epochs

until the precision of the coordinate estimates first reaches centimeter level can be clearly reduced,

and the problem of when or how to include the carrier-phase ambiguities corresponding to rising

satellites in a multi-epoch positioning solution is automatically taken care of by the presented par-

tial ambiguity resolution methods. The results presented in this section are published in Brack

(2017a).





7. Integer Equivariant Estimation

The discrete nature of the domain Z
n of the integer parameters a makes it possible to correctly

estimate a with non-zero probability. In GNSS positioning applications, a correct estimate of a

implies that one can fully exploit the low measurement noise of the carrier-phase observations.

Mathematically this means that if an integer estimator is applied, i.e., if the full set of integer

parameters is resolved without an additional acceptance test, and if the corresponding probability

of correct integer estimates P (ǎ = a) is sufficiently close to one, then the ambiguity fixed estimate

b̌ has a higher probability of being close to the true b than the float estimate b̂. As we could see in

the previous chapter, there are many challenging positioning scenarios in which this success rate

criterion does not hold. In order to avoid the large positioning errors that potentially result from

incorrect ambiguity estimates, the strategy that has been used in this dissertation up to this point

is to formulate reliable ambiguity resolution schemes with a user controlled maximum tolerable

failure rate. Partial ambiguity resolution techniques were shown to be very helpful in terms of

improving the positioning capabilities under such a failure rate constraint.

In this chapter a different option for dealing with weak positioning models is presented. The

fundamental idea is to utilize the integer property of the carrier-phase ambiguities without fix-

ing them to integers. Such estimators can be formulated within the class of integer equivariant

estimators, which is defined in Teunissen (2003c) and presented in Section 7.1. The best integer

equivariant estimator and two suboptimal realizations are shown in Section 7.2. Some fundamental

properties of integer equivariant estimation in comparison with the float and (partially) ambiguity

fixed solutions are demonstrated in Section 7.3 using a GNSS example.

7.1 The Class of Integer Equivariant Estimators

We recall from Section 2.4 that the considered problem is the estimation of the integer valued

parameter vector a ∈ Z
n or the joint estimation of a and the real valued parameter vector b ∈ R

p

in a linear observation model with additive zero mean Gaussian noise. The float solution â and,

if present, b̂ are a sufficient statistic and can therefore be used as the basis for the definition of

an integer equivariant estimator instead of the measurement vector y. In Teunissen (2003c), an

estimator θ̂IE = Fθ(â, b̂) with Fθ : R
n+p 7→ R is defined to be an integer equivariant estimator of

an arbitrary linear combination θ = lTaa+ lTb b of the parameters, if

Fθ(x+ z,β) = Fθ(x,β) + l
T
az, ∀x ∈ R

n,β ∈ R
p, z ∈ Z

n

Fθ(x,β +w) = Fθ(x,β) + l
T
bw, ∀x ∈ R

n,β ∈ R
p,w ∈ R

p. (7.1)

If the vector of real valued parameters b is absent in the system model so that there are only integer

valued parameters, we have θ = lTaa, the second slot of Fθ(·) does not exist, and the second line

of (7.1) does no longer apply. This case is not considered separately in the following.

In order to better understand (7.1), two integer equivariant estimators with specific choices of

la and lb are now investigated. According to (7.1), the estimator âIE = Fa(â, b̂) with Fa : R
n+p 7→

R
n is an integer equivariant estimator of the integer parameters a, if

Fa(x+ z,β +w) = Fa(x,β) + z, ∀x ∈ R
n,β ∈ R

p, z ∈ Z
n,w ∈ R

p. (7.2)
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That is, if the float solution â of a is shifted by an arbitrary integer, then the integer equivariant

estimate âIE is shifted by the same amount. It is noted that no integer constraints are in place for

the estimate âIE. On the other hand, an arbitrary shift of b̂ must not affect the estimate of the

integer parameters a. Similarly, the estimator b̂IE = Fb(â, b̂) with Fb : R
n+p 7→ R

p is an integer

equivariant estimator of the real valued parameters b, if

Fb(x+ z,β +w) = Fb(x,β) +w, ∀x ∈ R
n,β ∈ R

p, z ∈ Z
n,w ∈ R

p. (7.3)

The estimate b̂IE is thus invariant to an arbitrary integer shift of â. An arbitrary shift of b̂ must be

directly reflected in b̂IE. For GNSS applications, these properties imply that if an arbitrary number

of complete cycles is added to the carrier-phase observations, then the estimates of the carrier-

phase ambiguities is shifted by the same integer amount, whereas the estimates of the real valued

parameters are not affected by this.

It can easily be seen that the linear unbiased estimator of θ given by

θ̂LU = lTa â+ lTb b̂ (7.4)

fulfills the criteria (7.1) and is therefore an integer equivariant estimator. The float estimate b̂

itself is therefore an integer equivariant estimate of b. When deriving the best integer equivari-

ant estimator in Section 7.2.1 according to some optimality criterion, it is thus guaranteed that

the estimates are indeed at least as good as b̂. We can now check, whether the fixed estimates

b̌ = b̂ − Qb̂âI
Q−1
âI

(âI − ǎ) as defined in (2.84) or an arbitrary linear combination θ̌′ = lTb b̌

thereof are also integer equivariant estimates of b or θ′ = lTb b, with ǎ and I from the class of

(partial) integer estimators or (generalized) integer aperture estimators. The reason why no com-

binations of the parameters a are considered, i.e., why la is taken as la = 0 in θ′, is that the above

mentioned estimators were formulated such that ǎ is only an estimate for aI . An estimate for the

whole parameter vector a is generally not defined. For GNSS positioning applications this is not

a problem since one is in any case only interested in the estimates of b. The classes of (partial)

integer estimators and (generalized) integer aperture estimators as defined in Sections 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,

and 5.1 are such that the following property holds. If the float solution â is shifted by an arbitrary

integer z ∈ Z
n, the resulting subset I of integer parameters to be resolved remains unchanged, and

the integer estimate ǎ of aI is shifted by zI . This shows that the first property in (7.1) is fulfilled

by the estimator θ̌′ = lTb b̌, namely that an arbitrary integer shift of â does not affect b̌. The second

property in (7.1) directly follows from the definition of b̌ and the fact that ǎ does not depend on b̂.

The fixed solution b̌ computed with ǎ from any (partial) integer estimator or (generalized) integer

aperture estimator is therefore also an integer equivariant estimate of b.

7.2 Examples of Integer Equivariant Estimators

Three specific realizations of integer equivariant estimators are presented in the following. The

first one is referred to as the best integer equivariant estimator and leads to the smallest mean

square error among the class of integer equivariant estimators. The other two examples are an

element-wise and a sequential scalar approximation of this optimal estimator.
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7.2.1 Best Integer Equivariant Estimation

For the definition of the best integer equivariant estimator θ̂BIE of θ = lTaa+ lTb b the mean square

error criterion is used in Teunissen (2003c), i.e.,

θ̂BIE = argmin
Fθ(·)

E

[(

Fθ(â, b̂)− θ
)2
]

, (7.5)

with Fθ(·) a valid integer equivariant estimator that satisfies the properties (7.1). For the Gaussian

distributed float estimates â and b̂, the solution of this optimization problem is given by

θ̂BIE = lTa âBIE + lTb b̂BIE (7.6)

with

âBIE =
∑

z∈Zn

z ·
exp

(

−1
2
‖â− z‖2Qâ

)

∑

u∈Zn exp
(

−1
2
‖â− u‖2Qâ

) =
∑

z∈Zn

wz(â) z

b̂BIE = b̂−Qb̂âQ
−1
â (â− âBIE) . (7.7)

In the Gaussian case, the computation of b̂BIE therefore also follows the framework from Section

2.4, where the estimates of (some of) the integer parameters are fixed to integers. First, the float

solutions â and b̂ are computed. Then, an improved estimate of the integer parameters a is found

based on â, which is used in the third step to correct b̂ by using the correlation between â and

b̂. The difference is that âBIE is now the weighted sum of all n dimensional integer vectors with

non-binary weights wz(â),
∑

z∈Zn wz(â) = 1, so that âBIE is in general not integer valued. The

pdf of âBIE is shown in Figure 7.1 for a two dimensional example. It is star shaped and represented

by three axes of high relative frequency, which correspond to the neighboring integers of a, see

also Verhagen and Teunissen (2005). A formulation of the best integer equivariant estimator for

non-Gaussian measurement noise is given in Teunissen (2003c).

With E [âBIE] = a, and therefore E [b̂BIE] = b, it follows that the best integer equivariant

estimator is unbiased, i.e., E [θ̂BIE] = θ. The mean square error is therefore identical to the variance

and the best integer equivariant estimator is also the minimum variance unbiased estimator within

the class of integer equivariant estimators. Since the float solution b̂ and the fixed solution b̌ are

integer equivariant estimators of b, it follows that the variance of any linear function lTb b̂BIE of b̂BIE

is at least as good as the variance of the corresponding linear functions of the float or (partially)

fixed solutions, given that the fixed solution ǎ that is used to compute b̌ is unbiased. This statement

is equivalent to

Var
[

b̂BIE

]

4 Var
[

b̂
]

and Var
[

b̂BIE

]

4 Var
[

b̌
]

, (7.8)

with ǎ unbiased.

Since the computation of âBIE in (7.7) includes a sum over infinitely many integer vectors

z, âBIE can not be computed exactly but has to be approximated by replacing Z
n with a finite

set. The same problem is discussed in Section 4.3.4 for computing the optimal partial integer

estimator. The solution presented there follows the approach in Teunissen (2005d) and is to omit

all integers whose contribution to the sum is too small. The domain of the sum is thus replaced by

Θλ
â =

{
z ∈ Z

n | ‖â− z‖2Qâ
< λ2

}
, where λ is chosen such that P (‖â − a‖2Qâ

< λ2) = 1 − α
with a sufficiently small value of α. The computation of the approximate âBIE now includes a
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Figure 7.1: The relative frequencies of âBIE, âPBIE, and âSBIE are illustrated for a two dimensional exam-

ple, where dark areas represent high values; the colorscale is chosen logarithmic, i.e., the true distributions

are more peaked than they appear to be; the integer least-squares pull-in regions indicate the shape of the

Gaussian distribution of â.

search for all integers z ∈ Θλ
â. In order to reduce the involved computational complexity, this

search should be carried out in a decorrelated space after an invertible transformation of the float

solution â with Z. The best integer equivariant estimate âBIE can be equivalently computed in

any parameterization of â that follows from a unimodular transformation. It is demonstrated in

Teunissen (2003c) that âBIE becomes identical to the float solution â itself if â is of very low

precision, and that âBIE converges to the integer least-squares solution ǎILS if the pdf of â gets

very peaked compared to the integer grid.

The best integer equivariant estimates âBIE and b̂BIE are functionally identical to the Bayesian

estimates of a and b when using the non-informative prior pdfs pa(x) ∝
∑

z∈Zn δ(z) and pb ∝ 1
for the now assumed random a and b (Betti et al. 1993; Gundlich and Koch 2002), where δ(·)
is the Dirac function. A recursive GPS processing scheme that is also identical to the best inte-

ger equivariant estimator for the user position is proposed in the early papers Brown and Hwang

(1983b) and Brown and Hwang (1983a). It is motivated by Magill’s adaptive filtering concept

(Magill 1965; Sims et al. 1969), which employs a bank of Kalman filters running in parallel on

the same measurement data, but with a different modeling hypothesis. The final estimate is then

computed as the weighted sum of the individual estimates. For GNSS applications, the hypotheses

are different assumptions on the integer ambiguity vector a, which is treated as known in each

filter. The final estimate of b is the weighted sum of all estimates of b that are computed under

different integer assumptions, which is identical to the best integer equivariant estimate b̂BIE as

defined in (7.7).

7.2.2 Parallel Scalar Approximation

Although an integer decorrelation and a proper tree search routine can dramatically reduce the

complexity of finding all integer vectors within the search space Θλ
â required to compute âBIE and

b̂BIE, the complexity of the search might still be too high for certain applications, in particular when

the number n of integer parameters is large. Therefore, a suboptimal, but from a computational

point of view less demanding approach is now introduced. It combines the idea of the optimal

best integer equivariant estimator with a per element processing strategy, in which the correlations
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Figure 7.2: The different shades indicate the abso-

lute value of the function f (âi − ⌊âi⌉, σâi), where

the sign of the function value is such that the float so-

lution âi gets pulled towards the closest integer ⌊âi⌉,
i.e., it depends on the sign of âi − ⌊âi⌉.

between the elements are simply neglected. Instead of performing one n dimensional search in the

space of integers Z
n, n one dimensional searches are performed in parallel, i.e., the best integer

equivariant estimate of each scalar component of â is computed. The elements of this parallel

scalar approximation âPBIE of the best integer equivariant estimate âBIE are given by

âPBIE,i =
∑

z∈Z
z ·

exp

(

− 1
2σ2

âi

|âi − z|2
)

∑

u∈Z exp

(

− 1
2σ2

âi

|âi − u|2
) =

∑

z∈Z
wz(âi) z, i = 1, . . . , n. (7.9)

The corresponding estimate b̂PBIE is computed as stated in (7.7), where âBIE is replaced by âPBIE.

It can easily be verified that the conditions (7.1) are fulfilled by the estimate θ̂PBIE = lTa âPBIE +
lTb b̂PBIE of θ, since an arbitrary integer shift of the float estimate â results in the same integer shift

of âPBIE, but does not affect b̂PBIE. The second condition directly follows from the definition of

b̂PBIE. The parallel scalar approximation is therefore a valid integer equivariant estimator. The pdf

of âPBIE is shown in Figure 7.1 for a two dimensional example. Due to the per element estimation,

the diagonal axis of high relative frequency is no longer present, and only the two axes representing

the two dimensional integer grid remain.

Essentially, the update step from the float estimate âi to the scalar best integer equivariant

solution âPBIE,i means that the float estimate âi is pulled towards the closest integer ⌊âi⌉. The

amount, by how much âi is pulled, depends on only two parameters, namely the offset âi − ⌊âi⌉
and the standard deviation σâi . Let f : R2 7→ R describe this relation as

âi − âPBIE,i = f (âi − ⌊âi⌉, σâi) . (7.10)

A graphical representation of f(·) is given in Figure 7.2. For very small values of σâi , the

function f(·) becomes equal to the offset âi−⌊âi⌉, so that âPBIE,i is essentially fixed to the closest

integer ⌊âi⌉. The higher the uncertainty σâi of the float estimate gets, the smaller the absolute value

of f(·) gets compared to the absolute offset |âi − ⌊âi⌉| itself. For values of σâi larger than one half

of a cycle, âPBIE,i only marginally differs from âi.
The limiting cases of very low and very high precision of âi are now analyzed in more detail.

If â is of very low precision, the integer grid is very dense compared to the pdf of the float solution

â. In the one dimensional case this means that there always exist pairs of integers around âi
with approximately the same distance and therefore the same weight wz(âi), see Figure 7.3. The

weighted sum in (7.9) thus averages to the float solution âi itself. Formally, the equality of âi and
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Figure 7.3: The weights wz(âi) of the integers–represented by dotted vertical lines–are marked in black.

They are proportional to the value of the Gaussian curve centered around the float solution âi.

âPBIE,i is given for σâi → ∞, which means that the summation in (7.9) is replaced by integration

and we have

âPBIE,i =

∫

R

z · wz (âi) dz = âi. (7.11)

The second equality follows from
∫

R
wz (âi) dz = 1 and the fact that wz (âi) is symmetric with

respect to âi. That is, like the best integer equivariant estimate âBIE, âPBIE becomes identical to

the float solution â if that is of very low precision.

Analogously, if â is of very high precision, the pdf of â is very peaked compared to the integer

grid. This implies that the weight of one integer in (7.9) is considerably larger than the weight of

all other integers, which is illustrated in Figure 7.3. With the weights approaching binary values,

âPBIE,i converges to the closest integer ⌊âi⌉. This can be formally shown as follows. The weights

in (7.9) can also be written as

wz (âi) =
1

1 +
∑

u∈Z\z exp

(

− 1
2σ2

âi

(
|âi − u|2 − |âi − z|2

)
) . (7.12)

With |âi − ⌊âi⌉|2 ≤ |âi − u|2, ∀u ∈ Z, it follows that limσâi
→0w⌊âi⌉ (âi) = 1. As a consequence

of
∑

z∈Zwz (âi) = 1, with wz (âi) non-negative ∀z ∈ Z, we also have that limσâi
→0wz (âi) = 0,

∀z ∈ Z \ ⌊âi⌉, which shows that limσâi
→0 âPBIE,i = ⌊âi⌉. Accordingly, âPBIE converges to the

solution of element-wise rounding ǎIR if â is of very high precision. This shows an interesting

analogy with âBIE, which converges to ǎILS if the precision of the float solution is very high.

The estimate âPBIE follows from the optimal âBIE by neglecting the correlations between the

elements of the float solution and by applying the optimal estimator to each element separately.

This, however, is exactly how element-wise rounding ǎIR can be derived from ǎILS, which is

optimal within the class of integer estimators.

It seems to be intuitively clear that the best integer equivariant estimate âBIE of a can

be written separately for each component, if no correlations between the elements of â are

present, which is now demonstrated. If Qâ is a diagonal matrix, then exp
(

−1
2
‖â− z‖2Qâ

)

=
∏n

j=1 exp
(

|âj − zj |2 /σ2
âj

)

=
∏n

j=1 gj(zj), where the factors gj(zj) only depend on the jth ele-

ment of â. The ith element of the best integer equivariant estimate âBIE from (7.7) can now also
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be written as

âBIE,i =

∑

z∈Zn zi
∏n

j=1 gj(zj)
∑

u∈Zn

∏n
j=1 gj(uj)

. (7.13)

The sum in the numerator of (7.13) can be decomposed into

∑

z∈Zn

zi

n∏

j=1

gj(zj) =
∑

v∈Z

∑

z∈Zn|zi=v

vgi(v)
n∏

j=1
j 6=i

gj(zj)

=

(
∑

v∈Z
vgi(v)

)

·
(

∑

z∈Zn|zi=0

n∏

j=1
j 6=i

gj(zj)

)

. (7.14)

Note that in the second line the condition zi = v is replaced by zi = 0, which is allowed since the

value of zi has no impact on the terms of the sum. This makes it possible to write the numerator

of (7.13) as a product of two factors. Applying the same factorization to the denominator with u

instead of z finally gives

âBIE,i =
∑

z∈Z
z · gi(z)
∑

u∈Z gi(u)
. (7.15)

This corresponds to a separate estimation of each element with a scalar version of the best integer

equivariant estimator, which is identical to the parallel scalar implementation âPBIE, meaning that

âPBIE is mean square error optimal ifQâ is diagonal.

The resulting âPBIE is not equivalent if one chooses to apply a prior unimodular integer trans-

formation Z to the float solution â, thus also leading to a different b̂PBIE. Since âPBIE and b̂PBIE

are optimal if the entries of â are completely uncorrelated, it is recommended to compute âPBIE

in a decorrelated space, see Section 3.1.5. This transformation must be inverted or, equivalently,

properly considered when computing b̂PBIE from b̂ according to (7.7).

For the implementation of the parallel scalar best integer equivariant approximation, the infinite

sum in (7.9) required for the computation of each element is replaced by the sum over the finite set

Θλ
âi

. In contrast to the multivariate case, the search for all integers within the search space Θλ
âi

is a

trivial task in a one dimensional space, as Θλ
âi

is given by

Θλ
âi
= {z ∈ Z | z ∈ [âi − λσâi , âi + λσâi ]} , i = 1, . . . , n, (7.16)

so that simply all scalar integers within the given interval have to be selected. The normalized

length 2λ of the search interval does not depend on the variance of the components of the float

solution â, if λ is chosen such that P
(
|âi−a|2/σ2

âi
< λ2

)
= P

(
ai ∈ Θλ

âi

)
= 1−α with a constant

value of α, where we use that |âi − a|2/σ2
âi

follows a central χ2 distribution with one degree of

freedom.

7.2.3 Sequential Scalar Approximation

In the previous section it is shown that the best integer equivariant estimate âBIE and the parallel

scalar approximation âPBIE thereof can in a way be interpreted as the counterparts of ǎILS and ǎIR

from the class of integer estimators. The logical consequence is therefore to also formulate the

counterpart of integer bootstrapping ǎIB, i.e., to combine the principle of best integer equivariant

estimation with a sequential processing strategy, in which the estimates of the previous elements
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are taken into account through the correlation between the elements of â (Brack et al. 2013, 2014).

Starting with the last entry and proceeding in reversed order, the elements of âSBIE are defined as

âSBIE,i =
∑

z∈Z
z ·

exp

(

− 1
2σ2

âi|I

∣
∣âi|I − z

∣
∣2
)

∑

u∈Z exp

(

− 1
2σ2

âi|I

∣
∣âi|I − u

∣
∣2
) =

∑

z∈Z
z · wz

(
âi|I
)
. (7.17)

These sequential scalar estimates are almost identical to the parallel scalar estimates âPBIE,i, cf.

(7.9), but the elements âi of the float estimate are replaced by the conditional estimates âi|I with

I = {i+ 1, . . . , n}. They are given by

âi|I = âi −
n∑

j=i+1

σâiâj|Jσ
−2
âj|J

(
âj|J − âSBIE,j

)
. (7.18)

The coefficients in (7.17) and (7.18) required to compute the elements of sequential scalar approxi-

mation âSBIE are available from the triangular decompositionQâ = LTDL of the float covariance

matrix, see Section 3.1.3. The estimate âSBIE becomes identical to the integer bootstrapping solu-

tion ǎIB, if the weighted sum of scalar integers (7.17) is replaced by simple rounding ⌊âi|I⌉. The

corresponding estimate b̂SBIE of the real valued parameters b is computed as stated in (7.7), where

âBIE is replaced by âSBIE. A shift of the float solution â by an arbitrary integer results in the

same shift of âSBIE. With the definition of b̂SBIE, it is therefore easily verified that the estimate

θ̂SBIE = lTa âSBIE + lTb b̂SBIE of θ with arbitrary vectors of coefficients is a valid integer equivariant

estimator as defined in (7.1). The pdf of âSBIE is shown in Figure 7.1 for a two dimensional ex-

ample. It is very similar to that of âPBIE, but the estimates of the first element are slightly more

concentrated around the integer values.

The elements of âSBIE can be interpreted in a similar way as the elements of âPBIE in the

previous section. The difference is that not the float estimate âi itself is pulled towards the clos-

est integer ⌊âi⌉, but rather the conditional estimate âi|I is pulled towards ⌊âi|I⌉. Following the

respective derivations in Section 7.2.2 we can again analyze âSBIE for very low and very high

precision of â. Combining (7.11) with (7.18) and the sequential processing strategy shows that

if â is of very low precision, then âSBIE also converges to the float solution â. If â is of very

high precision with σâi|I → 0, i = 1, . . . n, we can find that–analogously to the discussion in

the previous section–the weights wz

(
âi|I
)

assume the binary values limσâi|I
→0w⌊âi|I⌉

(
âi|I
)
= 1

and limσâi|I
→0wz

(
âi|I
)

= 0, ∀z ∈ Z \ ⌊âi|I⌉. Applying this result to (7.17) shows that

limσâi|I
→0 âSBIE,i = ⌊âi|I⌉, so that âSBIE converges to the integer bootstrapping solution ǎIB if

â is of very high precision. The sequential scalar best integer equivariant approximation can thus

indeed be interpreted as the sought for counterpart of integer bootstrapping. If Qâ is diagonal,

the sequential estimation scheme used to compute âSBIE is identical to a separate estimation of

each element and therefore optimal, see Section 7.2.2. As the estimates âSBIE and b̂SBIE depend

on the parameterization of â via the integer transformation Z, âSBIE should be computed in a

decorrelated ambiguity space.

When implementing the sequential scalar approximation of the best integer equivariant esti-

mator, the infinite sum in (7.17) has to be replaced with a sum over a finite set, which should be

chosen as the set of all integers within a certain interval around the conditional float solution âi|I
from (7.18) as Θλ

âi|I
= {z ∈ Z | z ∈ [âi|I − λσâi|I , âi|I + λσâi|I ]}, i = 1, . . . , n, see (7.16).
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Figure 7.4: Ratio between the mean squared error

of the estimated user position ∆x̃12 and the mean

squared error of the float solution ∆x̂12; solid or-

ange, blue, and green lines represent the best inte-

ger equivariant estimator, the sequential scalar ap-

proximation, and the parallel scalar approximation;

dashed orange, blue, and green lines represent the

ambiguity fixed solutions from integer least-squares,

integer bootstrapping, and element-wise rounding.

7.3 GNSS Positioning Performance

A basic qualitative assessment of the positioning capabilities of the best integer equivariant esti-

mator and the two scalar approximations as compared to the float solution and different ambiguity

fixed solutions is presented for a long baseline example. The ambiguity estimates âPBIE and âSBIE

are computed in the LAMBDA decorrelated space, and integer rounding and integer bootstrapping

are also applied after the LAMBDA decorrelation.

The first quality measure that is analyzed is the mean square error of the estimate ∆x̃12 of the

incremental user position ∆x12 ∈ R
3

MSE [∆x̃12] = E
[

(∆x12 −∆x̃12)
T (∆x12 −∆x̃12)

]

, (7.19)

where ∆x̃12 is used to denote the part of the ambiguity fixed solutions b̌ that result from inte-

ger rounding, integer bootstrapping, and integer least-squares, or the part of the integer equivari-

ant estimates b̂BIE, b̂PBIE, and b̂SBIE that correspond to ∆x12 ∈ R
3. Since all these estimators

are unbiased, the mean squared error is identical to the trace of the variance: MSE [∆x̃12] =
tr (Var [∆x̃12]). The mean squared error of the float solution ∆x̂12 is given by MSE [∆x̂12] =
tr (Var [∆x̂12]) = tr (Q∆x̂12), withQ∆x̂12 the part ofQb̂ that corresponds to ∆x̂12.

The mean square errors MSE [∆x̃12] relative to the mean square error of the float estimate are

shown in Figure 7.4 as a function of the number of epochs. The best integer equivariant estimates

in solid orange are mean square error optimal, thus resulting in the smallest values. The results of

the sequential scalar approximation in solid blue are slightly worse compared to the best integer

equivariant estimator due to remaining correlations between the elements of â, and the results of

the parallel scalar approximation in solid green are again inferior. In the first epoch, when the

precision of the float ambiguity estimate â is very low, the parallel and sequential scalar best inte-

ger equivariant schemes are–as expected–identical to the float solution, i.e., they result in a mean

square error ratio of one. The reason why the optimal best integer equivariant estimates appear

to have a too large mean square error in the first epochs is the rough approximation of âBIE via

a too small search space Θλ
â. The mean square error results with integer least-squares, integer

bootstrapping, and element-wise rounding are shown in dashed orange, blue, and green. They are

always inferior to their integer equivariant counterparts. In the first ∼ 20 epochs, when the respec-

tive failure rates are too large, the mean square errors of the resulting estimates of the user position

exceed the mean square error of the float solution. With increasing number of epochs and therefore

increasing precision of â, the estimates âBIE, âSBIE, and âPBIE converge to ǎILS, ǎIB, and ǎIR,

i.e., the gaps between the solid and dashed lines of identical color approach zero. With vanishing
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Figure 7.5: Standard deviation of up component of

estimated user position; black: float solution, solid

orange: best integer equivariant solution, dashed or-

ange: fixed solution with integer least-squares.

failure rate, the ambiguity fixed solutions are eventually identical to the best integer equivariant

solution. The peaks of the mean square error of the parallel scalar best integer equivariant approx-

imation and element-wise rounding after 4 and 22 epochs can be explained by the dependency of

the estimates on the integer transformation, which can of course change over time when using the

LAMBDA decorrelation. The influence of the integer transformation appears to be much smaller

in the present example when using the sequential ambiguity estimation schemes (blue lines).

The stochastic characteristics of the positioning solutions are now investigated in more detail

for the float solution, the ambiguity fixed solution with integer least-squares, and the best integer

equivariant solution. The scalar approximations of the best integer equivariant estimator and other

ambiguity fixed solutions, including partially fixed solutions, can be interpreted similarly. By

definition, the best integer equivariant estimator minimizes the mean square error of any linear

combination of the parameters within the class of integer equivariant estimators, e.g., the mean

square error of the east, north, and up coordinate estimates. The float and fixed solution with

integer least-squares are unbiased, so that this also holds for the respective standard deviations,

which is shown at the example of the up component in Figure 7.5. The interpretation of this figure

is very similar to Figure 7.4, with the difference that now the improvement of the float solution

over time is shown explicitly. One advantage of the best integer equivariant estimator over the float

and any (partially) fixed solutions is that the question of when to fix which subset I of ambiguities

is avoided, as the best integer equivariant estimator automatically converges to the float and fully

fixed solutions for very low and very high precision of â, respectively, and is always the best

solution in terms of the mean square error.

Similar values of the mean square error do not imply that the stochastic properties of the co-

ordinate estimates are also similar, which is shown in Figure 7.6 by means of the cumulative dis-

tribution of the positioning errors ‖∆x12 −∆x̂12‖ and ‖∆x12 −∆x̃12‖ after 15 and 35 epochs.

The results of the fixed solution show what has been observed earlier in this dissertation. Correct

integer estimates, which occur with a probability of 15.1% after 15 epochs and 90.3% after 35
epochs, lead to very precise coordinate estimates, whereas incorrect integer estimates generally re-

sult in large positioning errors that can also exceed the error of the float solution. The best integer

equivariant estimator can be interpreted as a trade off between the float and fully fixed solution. It

does not produce hard integer estimates, which means that it is less likely to have very small po-

sitioning errors that result with high probability from correct integer estimates, but also that large

positioning errors that result with high probability from incorrect integer estimates are less likely.
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Figure 7.6: Cumulative distribution of positioning error; black: float solution, solid orange: best integer

equivariant solution, dashed orange: fixed solution with integer least-squares.





8. Summary and Conclusions

The objective of this dissertation was the development of theory, methods, and algorithms for se-

lecting and resolving a subset of the integers in linear models with integer or mixed integer and

real-valued parameters, in particular with the application of partial carrier-phase ambiguity resolu-

tion for GNSS positioning in mind. The most important results can be summarized as follows.

• Before resolving a subset of the GNSS integer ambiguities, a valid parameterization by means

of a prior transformation with matrix Z has to be chosen, which defines the set of linear am-

biguity combinations that can be estimated. This transformation can completely change the

problem of partial ambiguity resolution, and therefore also for instance the success rate and

the impact on the quality of the partially ambiguity fixed estimates of the real valued param-

eters. It was demonstrated that resolving a subset of the highly correlated original double

difference ambiguities can often be almost equally hard as resolving the full set. Decorrelation

transformations are therefore very helpful in order to enable a true benefit of partial ambiguity

resolution.

• It is well known that integer least-squares is optimal in the sense of maximizing the probabil-

ity of correctly resolving the full set of integer parameters in linear observation models with

additive Gaussian noise. For resolving an arbitrary deterministic subset of integer parameters,

however, integer least-squares is no longer the optimal choice. The optimal estimator lead-

ing to the highest possible probability of correctly resolving the given subset was derived. It

contains an infinite sum over integer vectors and can be implemented by means of two consec-

utive searches. Numerical examples showed that for GNSS ambiguity resolution a very good

suboptimal strategy is to compute the full dimensional integer least-squares solution and to

select those components thereof, which correspond to the given subset. The success rates of

this strategy are close to optimal, while only the–comparably simple–computation of an integer

least-squares solution is required.

• One option to select the ambiguity subset to be resolved is to only consider the description of

the underlying system model and to evaluate measures like the ambiguity failure rate and the

partially fixed precision of the real valued parameters as given by the conditional covariance

matrix for different ambiguity subsets. With a maximum failure rate constraint, the optimal

subset can be defined as the one that leads to the best partially fixed precision among all subsets

for which the failure rate constraint is met. Due to the sheer number of possible subsets,

finding the so defined optimal subset might not be a practical strategy, especially when the

number of ambiguities is large. A very simple yet clearly suboptimal selection strategy is the

use of the failure rate of truncated integer bootstrapping with proper ordering of the ambiguity

parameters.

• Including the measurement data when selecting the subset of integer parameters to be resolved

makes the subset itself a discrete random variable. Such an estimator can for example be

defined such that either a single specific subset of the integer parameters is resolved or none

of them is. The optimal estimator of this form leading to the highest probability of resolving

the given subset under a failure rate constraint and a computationally simpler difference test

141
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based estimator were formulated. The disadvantage of these schemes, potentially limiting their

practical applicability, is that again a specific subset has to be a priori selected.

• The probably most relevant results of this dissertation for GNSS practice are the per element

acceptance tests, in particular the per element difference test. The full integer least-squares

solution is computed and each scalar component thereof is tested for acceptance using the

respective best counter-hypothesis. Since these schemes only require a single integer solution–

the full dimensional integer least-squares solution–they can be very efficiently implemented,

e.g., through a slight modification of the LAMBDA method. By adjusting a single critical

value, a fixed failure rate can be guaranteed. The subset of integers to be resolved automati-

cally results from the acceptance tests without the need to a priori select possible options. The

numerical simulation results show that–without employing any information about the aimed at

precision–the per element difference test achieves excellent GNSS positioning results. A con-

servative functional description was shown to be a suitable tool for a user friendly description

of the fixed failure rate critical value.

• In various simulated GNSS positioning cases the benefit of partial ambiguity resolution tech-

niques were demonstrated. In particular, the simulations showed that the convergence time

for long baseline positioning can be expected to be clearly reduced, and the range of instanta-

neous RTK positioning considerably extended. It was shown that partial ambiguity resolution

proves particularly useful for future multi-frequency, multi-GNSS solutions, when the number

of ambiguity parameters is large. These findings were verified with real GPS+BDS data.

• A parallel and a sequential scalar approximation of the best integer equivariant estimator were

formulated. They lead to slightly suboptimal mean square error results, while the computa-

tional complexity is drastically reduced.



Appendix

A1. S-System Theory

We consider a system of linear equations in the form

y = Ax+ η, (A1)

with y ∈ R
q the measurement vector, x ∈ R

p the vector of unknowns,A ∈ R
q×p the design matrix

with rank(A) = r < p, and η ∈ R
q a zero-mean additive noise vector. Let the linear estimator x̂

of the parameter vector x be given by

x̂ = Ty. (A2)

This estimator is unbiased, if

E [x̂] = TAx = x, (A3)

i.e., if TA = Ip. This criterion, however, cannot be fulfilled, since the rank of a product of

matrices can never exceed the rank of either factor. Consequently, the parameter vector of x is not

unbiased estimable, but certain linear combination of the elements of x are. In this section, the

aspects of S-system theory (Baarda 1973; Teunissen 1984; Odijk et al. 2016) relevant to cope with

this problem are introduced.

The rank deficiency of A is of the size dimN (A) = p − r, where N (·) is used to denote the

null space. Let V ∈ R
p×(p−r) contain a set of basis vectors for N (A), so that AV = 0. Note that

the null space N (A) is unique, but the basis vectors in V are not. Further, let S ∈ R
p×r contain a

set of basis vectors so that R(S)⊕R(V ) = R
n, where R(·) is used to denote the range space of

a matrix and ⊕ denotes the direct sum (R(S) ∩ R(V ) = {0}). There are infinitely many options

to chose the basis vectors in S. We can now decompose the parameter vector x as

x = Sα
︸︷︷︸

xS

+ V β
︸︷︷︸

xV

= [S,V ]

[
α

β

]

, (A4)

where xS ∈ R(S) denotes the estimable part of x and xV ∈ R(V ) the inestimable part of x.

Substituting (A4) into the rank deficient system model (A1) leads to the full rank system model

y = Ax+ η = A (Sα+ V β) + η = (AS)α+ η, (A5)

with the unbiased estimable vector of unknowns α ∈ R
r and the design matrix AS ∈ R

q×r. We

can now replace the original system model (A1) with (A5) and estimate the new parameter vector

α. It is of importance, which combinations of the original parameters x are represented by α,

which depends on the choice of S. Depending on the application at hand, S should be carefully

chosen, since often not all options make sense. As an example, if we want to estimate carrier-

phase ambiguities as integers, we have to make sure that the corresponding entries in α are only

combinations of integer terms and are not combined with other non-integer bias parameters. Since

[S,V ] ∈ R
p×p is a full rank square matrix, (A4) can be solved for α and β:

[
α

β

]

= [S,V ]−1
x =

[[
V ⊥,TS

]−1
V ⊥,T

[
S⊥,TV

]−1
S⊥,T

]

x. (A6)
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The matrix S⊥ ∈ R
p×(p−r) contains a set of basis vectors spanning the subspace orthogonal to

R(S), i.e., so that S⊥,TS = 0. The matrix V ⊥ ∈ R
p×r is defined analogously for R(V ) instead

of R(S). S⊥,Tx is called the S-basis and defines the constraints that are required to solve for the

estimable parameters.

The steps necessary to solve a rank deficient system of linear equations can be summarized as:

1) Identification of the rank deficiencies ofA/the null spaceN (A). This can be done by analyzing

which parameter changes leave the observations y invariant.

2) p− r constraints have to be added in the form of S⊥,Tx, with S⊥ ∈ R
p×(p−r). The constraints

have to be formulated such thatR(S)⊕N (A) = R
p.

3) Choosing a basis matrix S defines the full rank system of equations (A5).

4) A mathematical/physical interpretation of the estimable parameters α, which are linked to the

original parameters x via (A6), can now be given.

A different choice of the S-system leads to a different set of estimable parameters. One might,

however, be interested in comparing estimates resulting from different S-systems. With (A4) and

(A6) we can link the estimable part xS of the parameter vector to the parameter vector x itself via

xS = S
[
V ⊥,TS

]−1
V ⊥,Tx = Ip − V

[
S⊥,TV

]−1
S⊥,Tx

= Sx. (A7)

The transformation matrix S ∈ R
p×p is referred to as the S-transformation. It is easily verified

that SV = 0, SS = S, and SS = S , i.e., S is a projector that projects onto R(S) and along

N (A). Note that S does not depend on the matrix S, but only on the subspacesR(S) andN (A).
The choice of S does, however, affect the parameter functions α that are estimated in (A5). Let

S
′ denote the S-transformation of a different S-system based on the set of basis vectors in S′. As

already mentioned, we cannot directly compare estimates of the parameter vectors or the quality

thereof which are based on different S-systems, since they represent different estimable functions.

But since

SS
′ = S, (A8)

and therefore

xS = Sx = SS
′x = SxS′, (A9)

we can easily transform parameter estimates from one S-system to another. Letα′ be the estimable

parameter vector under the S-system of S′ and let α̂′ be an estimate of α′. We can then transform

the estimate x̂S′ = S′α̂′ for the estimable part xS′ of x in the S-system of S′ to the S-system of

S via

x̂S = Sx̂S′ , (A10)

without even requiring knowledge about the original S-system as defined by S′. All S-systems can

be linked to one another by applying an S-transformation.

A2. Sufficient Statistics

We consider the problem of estimating the parameter vector x from the random vector of obser-

vations y. The concept of a sufficient statistic is to find a statistic t = f(y) that contains all the

information about x that can be found in the original vector of observations y. The parameter

vector x can therefore equivalently be estimated based on t instead of y. Let py(ψ;x) denote the
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pdf of the observation vector y, in which the dependency on the non-random parameter vector x

is made explicit. The statistic t is sufficient for the parameter vector x, if

py|t(ψ | τ ;x) = py|t(ψ | τ ), (A11)

i.e., if the pdf of the vector of observations y given the statistic t is independent of the parameter

vector x (Kay 1993; Poor 1994). In case the parameter vector x is also random, the condition

corresponding to (A11) reads py|t,x(ψ | τ ,χ) = py|t(ψ | τ ). It is clear that any invertible

function f(·) produces a sufficient statistic, but is also generally not very helpful since one can

then also work with the original vector of observations y. The goal when using a sufficient statistic

is usually to reduce the observations as much as possible without destroying information about x.

Such a statistic t is called a minimal sufficient statistic and is of minimum dimension among all

sufficient statistics.

The question is now how to find a (minimal) sufficient statistic. The Fisher-Neyman factoriza-

tion theorem states that a statistic t = f(y) is sufficient for x, if there exist functions a(·) and b(·)
such that

py(ψ;x) = a (f(ψ),x) b(ψ). (A12)

If a minimal sufficient statistic exists, which is not always the case, then every complete sufficient

statistic is necessarily minimal, where completeness can be shown as follows. Let t = f(y) be a

sufficient statistic for x, to which an arbitrary function k(t) is applied. If E [k(t)] = 0 for every

possible value of x implies that P (k(t) = 0) = 1 for all x, then t is complete. Given that the pdf

py(ψ;x) is a member of the family of exponential distributions, i.e., it can be written as

py(ψ;x) = c(x)b(ψ) exp
(
g(x)Tf(ψ)

)
, (A13)

then t = f(y) is a sufficient statistic for x according to (A12). It is a complete sufficient statistic

for x, and therefore usually also a minimal sufficient statistic, if f(·) is of minimal dimension.

We can now discuss the linear observation model of the form y = Ax + η with the vector of

unknowns x and the additive Gaussian noise η ∼ G (0,Q), so that

py(ψ;x) =
1

√

det (2πQ)
exp

(

−1
2
(ψ −Ax)TQ−1 (ψ −Ax)

)

=
1

√

det (2πQ)
exp

(

−1
2
xTATQ−1Ax

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

c(x)

exp

(

−1
2
ψTQ−1ψ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

b(ψ)

exp
(
xTATQ−1ψ

)
.

(A14)

The vector of observations y follows an exponential distribution, where the first two factors c(x)
and b(ψ) of expression (A13) are easily identified in (A14). If we now factorize the argument of

the remaining exponential function as xTATQ−1ψ = g(x)Tf(ψ) such that f(ψ) is of minimal

dimension, then t = f(y) is a minimal sufficient statistic of the parameter vector x. A minimal

sufficient statistic of x is therefore given by

t = ATQ−1y, (A15)

whose dimension is the number of parameters, i.e., the dimension of x, instead of the number

of measurements. The matrix ATQ−1 is also referred to as the matched filter in communication
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systems. It is noted that any statistic of the form t = X−1ATQ−1y is also a minimal sufficient

statistic of x. This includes in particular the weighted least-squares estimate

x̂ =
(
ATQ−1A

)−1
ATQ−1y, (A16)

which is defined as the float solution in Section 2.4. The matrix
(
ATQ−1A

)−1
ATQ−1 is also

called the zero forcing filter in communications.

A3. Free yR Variates

We consider a system of linear equations that can be partitioned in the form

[
y

yR

]

=

[
A 0

0 Im

]

·
[

x

E
[
yR
]

]

+

[
η

ηR

]

, with

[
η

ηR

]

∼ G
([

0

0

]

,

[
Qy QyyR

QyRy QyR

])

. (A17)

The combined measurement vector consists of y ∈ R
q and yR ∈ R

m, the combined parameter

vector of x ∈ R
p and E

[
yR
]
∈ R

m, and the combined noise vector of η ∈ R
q and ηR ∈ R

m. The

system matrixA is of dimension q× p. The entries of yR in such a system are called free variates

(Teunissen 2000). Let the inverse of the noise covariance matrix be partitioned as

[
Qy QyyR

QyRy QyR

]−1

=

[
Gy GyyR

GyRy GyR

]

, (A18)

where allG∗ are of the same dimension as the correspondingQ∗.
The normal equations of to the weighted least-squares estimates x̂ and ŷR of the parameter

vector are given by

[
AT

0

0 Im

] [
Gy GyyR

GyRy GyR

] [
A 0

0 Im

] [
x̂

ŷR

]

=

[
AT

0

0 Im

] [
Gy GyyR

GyRy GyR

] [
y

yR

]

. (A19)

From the normal equations we get the following two conditions

ATGyAx̂+ATGyyR ŷ
R = ATGyy +ATGyyRy

R (A20)

GyRyAx̂+GyR ŷ
R = GyRyy +GyRy

R. (A21)

Condition (A21) can be reformulated as ŷR = G−1
yR

(
GyRyy +GyRy

R −GyRyAx̂
)
. Substituting

this expression into condition (A20) leads to

AT
(

Gy −GyyRG
−1
yR
GyRy

)

Ax̂ = AT
(

Gy −GyyRG
−1
yR
GyRy

)

y. (A22)

This equation defines the estimates x̂, which we now want to express in terms of the covariance

matrices of the noise vectors η and ηR. From (A18) we know that

GyQy +GyyRQyRy = Iq ⇐⇒ Gy +GyyRQyRyQ
−1
y = Q−1

y (A23)

GyRyQy +GyRQyRy = 0 ⇐⇒ −G−1
yR
GyRy = QyRyQ

−1
y (A24)

Combining (A23) and (A24) gives us the relation Gy − GyyRG
−1
yR
GyRy = Q−1

y . The normal

equation (A22) defining the weighted least-squares estimate x̂ can thus be rewritten as

ATQ−1
y Ax̂ = ATQ−1

y y. (A25)
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That is, the estimate x̂ is exactly identical to the one that would result from the reduced system

of equations y = Ax + η, with η ∼ G (0,Qy). Consequently, if one is not interested in the

estimates ŷR, the measurements yR and the parameter vector E
[
yR
]

can simply be removed from

the system of equations (A17).

It is noted that the estimates ŷR very well depend on the part of the system of equations (A17)

that corresponds to the observations y and cannot be computed independently. From (A21) and

(A24) these estimates follow as

ŷR = yR −QyRyQ
−1
y (y −Ax̂) . (A26)

A4. Constrained Optimization

An optimization problem has the form

x∗ = argmin
x∈X

f(x), (A27)

with the optimization variable x ∈ R
p, the objective function f(·) : Rp 7→ R, and the feasible

region X ⊆ R
p. The vector x∗ is the solution of the problem, if it leads to the smallest value of the

objective function among all vectors in X. In the following, the nature of X is specified explicitly

in terms of a set of inequalities and equalities as

X = {x ∈ R
p |gk(x) ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , K

hj(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . , J}, (A28)

with the inequality constraint functions gk(·) : Rp 7→ R and the equality constraint functions

hk(·) : Rp 7→ R. Most optimization problems are very difficult to solve, meaning that determining

x∗ can imply a very long computation time or is practically not feasible at all. One exception is the

class of convex optimization problems, for which the objective and inequality constraint functions

are convex and the equality constraint functions are affine. The so defined feasible region X is

convex, so that a convex optimization problem is identical to minimizing a convex function over

a convex set. Although convex optimization problems can generally not be solved in closed form,

there are efficient and reliable methods to find x∗.
Within this dissertation, only a few specific aspects of how to solve optimization problems are

discussed. More information can be found in textbooks like Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004) or

Bazaraa et al. (2013). A prominent example of optimality conditions are the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

(KKT) conditions. A point x∗ is said to be a KKT point, if the following three conditions are met:

PF: gk(x∗) ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , K
hj(x∗) = 0, j = 1, . . . , J

DF: ∇f(x∗) +
∑K

k=1 u
k∇gk(x∗) +

∑J
j=1 v

j∇hj(x∗) = 0, with uk ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , K

CS: ukgk(x∗) = 0, k = 1, . . . , K.
(A29)

The primal feasibility (PF) condition states that x∗ is within the feasible region X, the dual fea-

sibility (DF) condition results from Gordon’s theorem, and the complementary slackness (CS)

condition ensures that DF exclusively includes gradients of active constraints with gk(x∗) = 0.

The parameters uk ∈ R, uk ≥ 0, and vj ∈ R are called Lagrangian multipliers.
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Suppose that the objective function f(·), the constraint functions gk(·) of all active inequality

constraints, and the constraint functions hj(·) are differentiable at a KKT point x∗, then x∗ is a

local minimizer, i.e., the KKT conditions are sufficient conditions for a local optimum. Given that

the optimization problem is convex, a KKT point x∗ is a global minimizer.

The KKT conditions are necessary conditions for x∗ to be a local minimizer, if certain con-

straint qualifications are fulfilled, so that the duality gap is zero. These constraint qualifications

guarantee that by only examining KKT points, we do not miss a local minimizer and, thus, a possi-

bly global minimizer. One version of the constraint qualifications is that the gradients of all active

constraints are linear independent at the KKT point x∗. Given a convex optimization problem,

we can make use Slater’s constraint qualifications, which state that the interior of X is non-empty,

meaning that ∃x : gk(x) < 0, k = 1, . . . , K, hj(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . , J . Slater’s condition implies

the regularity of all feasible points, not only of one specific KKT point.

Accordingly, if some constraint qualifications are met and the optimization problem (A27) is

convex, it can be solved by finding a KKT point. There are a few special cases in which the KKT

conditions can be solved directly. A prominent example of such a solution is the water-filling

algorithm, used for instance to allocate transmit power to a set of communication channels. Many

dual techniques such as the subgradient or cutting plane method can be interpreted as a way to

numerically solve the KKT system. If the optimization problem is not convex, but the constraint

qualifications are met, the solution of (A27) can be found by examining all KKT points, which

is generally still a very difficult problem. One approach that is often followed is to hope that by

proper initialization an optimization algorithm will converge to the KKT point that corresponds

to the global minimum, although this cannot be guaranteed. Also, a non-convex optimization

problem might still have some useful properties such as monotonic objective functions or normal

feasible sets that can be helpful in order to solve the problem.
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